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Self-streamliningtwo-dimensionalflexiblewailedtest sections
eliminatethe uncertaintiesfound indata fromconventionaltest
sectionsparticularlyat transonicspeeds. The test sectionsidewalls
are rigid,whilethe floorand ceilingare flexibleand are positioned
to streamlineshapesby a systemof jacks,withoutreferenceto the
model. The wallsare thereforeself-streamlining.Data is takenfrom
the modelwhenthe wallsare good streamlinesuchthatthe inevitable
residua!wall inducedinterferencesare acceptablysmalland
correctable.Successfu!two-dimensiona!validationtestingat low
speedshas ledto the developmentof a new transonicflexiblewalled
testsection. Tunne!settingtimeshavebeenminimisedby the
developmentof a rapidwallsettingstrategycoupledwithon-line
•computercontrolof wallshapesusingmotorisedjacks. Two-dimensional
validationtestingusingsymmetricandcamberedaerofoilsinthe Mach
numberrangeup to about0.85wherethe wailsare justsupercritical,
showsgoodagreementwithreferencedatausingsma1!height-chordratios
between1.5 and un|ty. Theconceptof a practicalflexiblewailedtest
sectionhas beenshownby operationalexperienceto be dependenton the
use of a computerfor datamanipulationand wallcontrol. Design
analyseshaveconfirmedthenearoptimumlayoutof the transonictest
sectionand providea basisfor new test sectiondesign. Thisworkhas
" demonstratedthe feasibilityof almosteliminatingwal! induced
interferencesintwo-dimensionaltransonictestingallowingadvantageto
• be takenof the improvedflowqualityand reducedpowerrequirementsor
increaseReynoldsnumberinherentwitha shallowunventilatedtest
section.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thewind tunnelexistsas a designtoolof the aeronautica!
engineer,helpingto predictfrom scaledmodelsthe full scale
performanceof a liftingor non-liftingbodytravellingthroughair.
Ideally,for completesimulationof freeair flowconditionsabouta
scaledmode!withinthe confinesof a windtunneltest section,the
valuesof testReynoldsnumber,Machnumber,turbulenceleveland the
flowfieldshapemust a11 be properlymatchedto fuI! scale.
Unfortunatelyit is normalpracticeto testat the correctMach
numberwith the otherthreeparametersseldomwellmatched. This
mismatchof testparameterscontinuesto sometimesproducesignificant
disparitiesbetweenwindtunne!and flightdatawhich inthe pasthas
resultedin the developmentandoperationof inefficientand expensive
aircraft.The continuingneedto improveaircraftefficienciesand
reducewindtunneltestingcostsspursthe questfor improvedtest
environmentsand testingtechniquesin windtunnels,especiallyat
transonicspeeds.
Recentdevelopmentsin the windtunneltechnologyhave allowed
the achievementof fullscaletestReynoldsnumberusingcryogenic
testingtechniques.Partlyas a result,more expenditureis plannedfor
windtunnelconstructionthaneverbeforewiththe currentbuildingof
majortransonicfacilitieslikeNTF (NationalTransonicFacility)and
eventuallyETW (EuropeanTransonicWindTunnel)alongwithparallel
developmentsin low speedaerodynamicand propulsiontestfacilities.
However,Reynoldsnumbermatchingwil! sti1!leaveinerrorthe
important estparametersof turbulenceandthe shapeof the test
. flowfield. Theseparametersmust alsoapproachfull scaleclosely
enoughfor the effectsof any discrepanciesto be smallintermsof the
o indicatedmodelperformance.Thisthesisdescribesresearchactivities
dedicatedto the minimisationof discrepanciesin flowfieldshapeusing
a testingtechniquewhichmay alsoleadto a lowerturbulencelevel.
Incurrentwindtunnelsit is normalpracticeto correctthe raw
windtunneldata. The correctionsarisebecausethe testsectionis
onlyof finitesizeand thereforethe testflowfieldis constrained
unnaturallyin comparisonwiththe freeflowfield.The flowroundthe
modelexperiencesboundaryinterferencesand it is somewhatunfortunate
thatthe necessarycorrectionsare uncertain,particularlyfor testsat
transonicspeeds.
However, the corrections becomesmaller with increasing test
section size relative to the model and with the use of test section wal!
ventilation at transonic speeds. Therefore, it is deemeddesirable to
use one or both of these methods to reduce the uncertainty of the
corrections. Consequently, these considerations have led to the
development of large wind tunnels, expensive in terms of capital outlay
and operating costs.
Conventionalventilatedtransonicwindtunnelshaveallowed
valuablehigh speedaerodynamicresearchto be performedfor over thirty
years. However,the desireto raiseReynoldsnumberby testingrather
largemodelshasmeantthattunnelboundaryinterferenceis still
significant.Despitea vastresearcheffortdevotedto the development
of correctiontechniquesfor ventilatedtestsections,no method
currentlyexiststo satisfactorilycomputethe generalboundary
interferences.The uncertaintyinthe correctionsarisesfromthe
inabilityof theoreticalflowfieldmodellingto correctlyrepresentthe
complexand uncontrolledporoustest sectionboundaries.Alsowall
perforationsproducehighlevelsof flowturbulenceand noisein the
test sectiongeneratinglargelyunknowninterferencesatthe model.
Furthermore,a ventilatedtestsectionrequiresaround50% moredrive
power in transonictestingthanwouldbe requiredby a smooth,solid
walledtest section. The developmentof new transonictesting
techniques has arisen from the desire to remove imperfections and
inefficiencies in current testing and the need to eliminate the
requirement of a plenum chamber surrounding the test section to allow o
the efficient use of magnetic suspension of wind tunnel models in order
to eliminate support interference effects.
_
Sincethe ventilatedtestsectionreducesboundaryinterference
by generatingstreamlinepatternsnearthe wallboundariesapproximating
to an infiniteflowfield,itwould seemreasonableto expectfurther
• reductionsand perhapseliminationof wall interferencesif the
flowfieldadjacentto the wailscouldbe bettermatchedto thatregion
of the free flowfield. Several embodimentsof this notion have appeared
in recent years and are identified by collective terms such as
"adaptive" and "smart" test sections. In operation, most of these test
sections are 'self streamlining' in that the process of matching the
shape of the test flowfield to the free flowfield (a process referred to
as streamlining the test section) is madeby reference to the test
sectionalone, independent of any knowledge of the model or the flow
around it. This streamlining may be necessarily iterative, involving
successive approximations of the test flowfield shape to that of the
free flowfield. Each iteration involves numeroustunnel measurements
and calculations to determine adjustments to the test section shape.
The use of a computer for test section streamlining is therefore
desirable to minimise wall setting times in a practical wind tunnel.
Twodistinctlydifferentadaptivewalltestingtechniqueshave
arisen. One isa developmentof the existingventilatedwalltechnique,
employingthe new featureof controlledventilationalongthe test
sectionwalls. The streamlinesnearthe wailsare made to conformto
infiniteflowfieldstreamlinesby a controlledistributionof out-flow
and in-flowof air betweenthe testsectionand a finitenumberof
surroundingplenumchambers. The othertechniqueutilisessolid
impervious flexible walls which control the test flowfield by wall
contouring. This method removes the need for test section ventilation
and therefore offers the possibility of reduced noise and turbulence
together with reduced drive power. It is this adaptive flexible wall
technique which is the subject of this thesis.
The claim for the realisation of interference free flow requires
somequalification. Ideally the test section should provide three
dimensional control of the test flowfield. Using flexible walls, the
test sectioncould constitute someform of deformable elastic streamtube
perhaps fixed in the plane of the model with free ends. Evenwith this
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near idealdesign,the testsectionstillhas a finitelengthand
thereforetruncationinterferenceswill stillbe present. The control
of a threedimensionalflexiblewalledtest sectionis perhaps
impracticaldue tomechanicalcomplexityand thereforeinitialresearch
intothe flexiblewalltechniquehas concentratedon wailshavingonly
singlecurvature.The testsectiondesignthen simplifiesto one with
rigidsidewallssupportinga flexiblefloorand ceilingwhichextend
upstreamand downstreamof the model. This layoutiswell suitedto.two
dimensionaltestingwithan aerofoilmodel supportedbetweenthe rigid
sidewalls.
The shapeof the floorand ceilingof the test sectioncan in,
principleeliminatewall interferencein two dimensionaltesting•
However,therewillbe residualinterferencespresentdue to normal
experimentalerrorsunrelatedto the presenceof the floorand ceiling
and due to imperfectionsin the basisof associatedwallshaping
theories.As willbe seenlater,theseerrorsare generallysmalland
correctable.Furthermore,intwo dimensionaltestingtheremay alsobe
sidewallinterferenceffects,and as withall windtunneltests,there
willbe an interferenceinducedby the finitelengthof the test section
which isalsocorrectable.
Threedimensionaltestingmay be possiblewith the sametest
sectionlayoutas for two dimensionalwork. While itcannotbe claimed
thattestsectionwall interferenceswill be eliminated,the magnitudes
of the interferenceswill probablybe reduced. Inprinciplethe sources
of the residualinterferenceswillbe knownwhichmay ailowconfident
correctionsto be appliedto the modeldata,even at transonicspeeds•
1.1 Objectives
1.1.1ResearchintoFlexibleWallTestingTechniques
At an earlystagein the developmentof flexiblewalledtest
sections,itwas consideredthatseveraladvantagesoverconventional
ventilatedtest sectionsmay be offered:
-4-
i)Eliminationftopandbottomwallboundaryinterferencesin
twodimensionaltesting.
2) Removalof uncorrectablewall boundaryinterferencesin threeQ
dimensionaltesting.
3) HigherReynoldsnumberfroma giventestsectionsize (cross
sectionalarea)as a resultof the increasedmodelsize
permissiblewithboundaryinterferenceseliminatedor
correctable.
4) Lowerturbulencelevelswithimperviouswalls.
5) Reductionof tunneldrivepowerby eliminationof testsection
ventilation,whichis particularlysignificantat transonic
speeds.
6) Abilityof one test sectionto simulatetest environments
otherthan infiniteflow,for exampleallowingthe
investigationof groundeffector pitchratederivatives.
Itwas alsoappreciatedtherewouldbe the following disadvantages:
I) Increasedtestsectioncomplexity.
2) Increasedtunnelsettingtimesbetweentestpoints.
The recentdevelopmentsin flexiblewalltestingtechniquesare
aimedat provingthe existance,or otherwise,of theseadvantagesand
minimisingthe disadvantages.By performingvalidationtestswith
modelsof knownperformance,it was intendedto findacceptablelevels
of precisionin wallpositioning,and inthe predictionof wall
" adjustments,and to gainvaluableoperationalexperience.The ultimate
goal isto devisea schemefor a practicaltransonicflexiblewalled
w , £
test sectionwhichwillprovidebettertestingenvlronmentsthan
currentlyavailable,perhapsmore economically.
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1.1.2 Author's Research
Itwas recognised.thatforthe conceptof flexiblewalledtest
sectionsto be accepted,interferencefree performanceof two
i
dimensionalmodelswouldhaveto be demonstrated.In addition,itwould
haveto be shownthatoperationof the tunnelwas acceptablyeasyand
quick. Hencethisprojectwas initiatedto achievethe following
objectives"
a) Eliminationof wall boundaryinterferencesin two dimensional
testing.
, b) Minimisationof wall settingtimesto allowmoreefficientuse
of windtunnelrun time.
c) Generation of design data and operational experience for
flexible walled test sections to assist future projects.
d) Determinationof limitsto the testconditionsfor a given
sizeof flexiblewailedtest section.
Inaddition,it was intendedthatthe advantagesof flexiblewal!
testingtechniquesshouldbe demonstratedin termsof increasedReynolds
numberand the abilityto simulatenumeroustestenvironments.
J The workof the authorhasthereforeincludedthe extensionof
previousvalidationtestingat low speedsto includetestingat
transonicspeeds,confinedto steadyaerodynamics.Thisgatheringof
validationdatawas made possibleby improvementsinthe tunne!
operatingprocedurewhichhaveminimisedtunnelsettingtimes. These
improvementshave includedthe developmentof a new wal! setting
strategycoupledwith an on-linecomputercontrolsystemfor actually
settingthe testsectionwalls.
Validation testing at transonic speeds necessitated the design
and construction of a suitable flexible walled test section. Design
analyses have confirmed someotherwise intuitive features chosen for the
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testsection.layout.In addition,the operatingtechniquefor flexible
walledtest sectionshas beenfurtherdevelopedto overcomecertain
limitstotest Machnumber.
• 1.2 History
The wallsof a largetest sectionapproximateto a free-air
streamtubearounda smal!model. Howeverfor modelsto be a practical
sizethe test sectionwallsor the flownearto the wallsneedto curve
to simulatea freeflowfield,The ideaof eliminatingtest section
boundaryinterferencesby contouringthe testsectionwallsto
streamlineshapesis knownto haveoriginatedbefore1940. The first
documentedflexiblewalledwindtunne!was constructedby the National
PhysicalLaboratory(NPL)duringthe early1940s(I), The tunnelwas
usedfor two dimensionaltestingemployinga test sectionwithrigid
sidewallsand a flexiblefloorand ceiling. The wallsare positioned "
by a systemof jacks,and pressuretappingsat thesejacksprovidedwall
datafor streamlining.The strategyfor testsectionstreamlining
involveddeterminingexperimentallythe wal!contoursfor constant
pressure(constantMachnumber)alongeachwall. For streamlining,the
wallswerethenpositionedto shapesroughlyhalfway betweenstraight
walland constantpressurecontours. Thisapproximatestrategywas
based on conclusions from a series of calculations of inviscid
incompressible flows round simple models, but produced inconc!usive
evidence that the boundary interferences were eliminated, despite the
use of a small mode! in a relatively large test section. It is
unfortunate that the unavailability of high speed computers at that time
prevented further improvement of the flexible wall testing technique,
bothin termsof the analyticalpredictionof streamlinedwai!contours
and in termsof automationandthereforethe minimisationof wall
settingtimes. Thisobservationperhapsexplainsthe delay in
developmentof flexiblewailedtest sectionsunti!more recenttimes.
The workat NPL resultedfromthe needto re!ievetest section
. blockagewhichoccurredat transonicspeeds,a severetypeof wal!
interference.Meanwhileparalle!researcheffortswith a ventilated
testsectiondesignproducedencouragingresu!tsin termsof
J
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interferencereductionand provedmorepracticalin operationby
eliminatingsettingtimes. Hencethe ventilatedtest sectionbecame
widelyadoptedand has'nowbeenused in transonictestingfor over
thirtyyears. .
However,the occasionallyseverediscrepanciesbetweenwind
tunneland flightdata andthe inadequacyof windtunnelcorrection
techniquesto accountfor thesediscrepancies,has ledto a renewalof
effortsto improvetestingenvironmentswhich includethe use of
adaptivetestingtechniques.The generalterms 'adaptive'or 'smart'
havebeenappliedto test sectionswhichattemptto eliminateboundary
interferenceby adaptingthe flowneartheirboundariesto matchthatof
a freeflowfieldin the samearea. Whenappliedto flexiblewalledtest
sectionsthe processis referredto as "streamliningthe walls"
Wallstreamliningstrategieshavebecomemorecomplexsince1940
and now require,in additionto thesamplingof tunnelvelocitiesclose
to the boundaries,the comparisonof thesevelocitieswithflow
velocitiescalculatedusinga theoreticalmodelof an infiniteflowfield
imaginedsurroundingthe testsection. The velocityimbalanceis then
usedto determineadjustmentsto the test sectionboundaries.An
importantfeatureisthat no referenceis madeto the modelwhen
streamliningthe walls. The new strategieshaveemerged,and continue
to develop,followingthe introductionand the continualimprovementsin
readilyavailablecomputingpower.
The notionof self-streamliningor self-adaptingtest sections
occurredto numerousresearchersduringthe early 1970s. Inparticular
Sears(2),Ferri,Rubert,Goodyer*andChevalierare knownto haveput
forwardproposalsfor new 'interference-free'test sections.
The earlywork on the ventilatedversionof self-adaptivetest
sectionsbeganat CalspanUSA "'t3'4"5'6"lusinga highspeedtest section
and has ledto more detailedstudiesat AEDC.(7) The testsectionsare
A proposalwas placedon recordand witnessedinthe invention
declarations'TransonicTest-SectionDesign'and 'SelfAdaptedFlexible
TestSectionWalls'by M.J.Goodyerin July 1972retainedfor reference
at NASALangleyResearchCenter,Hampton,Virginia,U.S.A.
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surrounded by a number of p]enum chambers, each held at a controlled air
pressure to control the quantity of inflow to or outflow from the test
section. Work follGwed at NASAAmes(8) which has employed non-
intrusive flow measurementtechniques, using laser technology, to assess
the:quality of the control over the boundary, since intrusive flow
measurementscan introduce inaccuracies. Currently their tests have
been confined to low speeds. The published work shows a sparsity of
aerodynamic data with the test section adapted for interference free
flow. There are indications that streamlining is a slow process due to
inadequacies in the streamlining strategy and methods of measurement.
Also the crude control of air in-flow and out-flow mayrequire the test
sectionto be largere]ativeto the mode].
Parallel development work with flexible wall testing techniques
was initiated during 1973 in England by Goodyer (9,10) and in France by
Chevalier (11) By 1974 when the author becameinvolved in this work,
low speed flexible wailed test sections had been constructed at
Southampton University (see Figure 1.1) and ONERA/Chalais, France.
The low speedwindtunnelat Southampton,calledthe SeIf-
Stream]iningWindTunnel(SSWT)had by thistimebeen usedto simulate
two dimensionalinfiniteflowarounda cylinderand an aerofoiImodel,
but onlyone set of mode]datahad beenobtainedwiththe wails
streamlinedaroundthe aerofoi]when lifting. At thistimepublished
datafromthe low speedONERAfacilitywas similarlysparse.
The simulationof infinitef]ow is on]yone of numerous
simulationswhichcan be performedwithan adaptivetestsection(see
Chapter2). Otherflow simu]ationswerecarriedout usingSSWTduring
1974/6for cascade,groundeffect,openjet and steadypitching,using
cylinderand aerofoilmodels. Inaddition,during1975,a special
tunnelwithflexiblewallswas builtby the authorto investigatethe
w
simulationof two dimensionalcascadeflowarounda singleturbine
blade(12)(seeFigure1.i). Whilethe resultsof thisworkwere
encouraging,the findingswere inconclusivedue to the absenceof
referencedata.
It was appreciated early that there were important advantages to
be gained from developing a transonic flexible walled test section.
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Work was started in October 1975 to build such a facility at
Southampton, now called the Transonic Self-Streamlining Wind Tunnel
(TSWT)(see Figure 1.2). This facility was commissioned in May 1978 but
extensive two dimensional testing with wall streamlining was not D
practical, due to long wall setting times, until the Summerof 1979
whena semi-manual operating system linked to a mini-computer became
operational (13) Subsequently the operating system has been developed
so that TSWTcan be operated under closed loop computer control to
minimise wall setting times.
During the period when TSWTwas under design and construction.
the operating procedure of SSWTwas improved to a11owa substantial body
of low speed streamlined-wall data to be gathered on an NACA0012-64
section (14,15,16) This operating procedure was then adapted for high
speed testing to allow the rapid generation of TSWTvalidation data with
the walls streamlined for two dimensional flow also using an NACA0012-
64 section and the camberedNPL 9510 and CAST7 sections.
Similarworkon transonicflexiblewailedtestsectionscarried
out in Franceand Germanywas not reporteduntil1979.The Frenchfor
theirparthad developeda flexiblewailedtest sectioninsertfor the
CERTT2 blowdownwindtunnelat Modane,France(17)(seeFigure1.2).
Limitedvalidationtestingwith NACA0012 and CAST7 sectionshas been
reported(18,19) Operationof the test sectionat Cryogenic
temperaturesis anticipatedsoon.
Meanwhile in West Berlin, Ganzer has generated somestreamlined
wall data at transonic speeds using a flexible walled test section at
the Aero Space Institute of Berlin Technical University (20,21) (see
Figure 1.2). Their reported data from tests using an NACA0012 and a
CAST7 aerofoil provide more validation of the concept.
The high speeddatafrom all two dimensionaltests inflexible
walledtest sectionsso far publishedinthe literaturecan be
summarisedthus: The Frenchclaim in the T.2tunnelto havegenerated
streamlinedwalldata on an NACA0012 sectionatMach numbersup to
0.825at zero6 and a CAST7 modelat Machnumbersup to 0.7 at _ = 40.
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For all the reportedteststhe flow at the wallswas subcritical.The
streamliningprocesswas not completelyautomatedand is knownto be
slow. Ganzerhas reportedstreamlinedwal!dataon an NACA0012mode! (_
= 60) up to Mach0.55 and a liftingCAST7 modelup to Mach0.82. His
wa1!settingtimesare shortand comparab!ewithTSWT.sincean on-!ine
, computercontro!systemis used.
Publishedresu!tsfromSouthamptoninc!udevalidationdata from
TSWTon an NACA0012-64sectionat highspeedsup to Mach .85at _ = 40,
wherethe wa!lsweresupercritica!(22,23) Further,the currentwal!
settingstrategyhas beenexploredat Machnumbersup to 0.89withthe
samemodel at _ = 40, withpartia!success. In addition,workhas now
beenperformedin TSWTwith an NPL 9510 aerofoi!at Machnumbersup to
0.87withe = 20, givingdataon liftand drag (24) Thisworkwas
carriedout to investigatestreamliningaroundan aerofoi!whichwas
cambered,and alsolargerthanthe particularexampleof NACA0012-04
whichwas available. In addition,validationdataon a NACA0012-64
sectionwas gatheredover a rangeof angleof attackthroughstal!at
low speedsin Southampton'sSSWT. It isbelievedthatthe published
datafrom SSWTand TSWTconstitutesthe mostcomprehensivesetof
streamlinedwa!ldata available.
It is interestingto observehow the re!ativeheightof flexible
wailedtest sectionshavereducedwithtime. This is a desirab!etrend
ifthe ful! advantagesof thistestsectiondesignare to be realised
(seeChapter3). Inthe NPL test reportsthe ratioof test section
heightto mode!chordwas 4:1. Itwas thereforeof conventiona!
proportionsby todaystransonictestingstandards.SSWTreducedthe
heightto mode!chordratioto 1.1:1and TSWThas operatedat ratiosof
1:1and 1.5:1. Ganzerhas reportedworkwitha heightto chordratioof
1.5:1,and the FrenchT2 has beenusedwith a ratioof 2.66:1.
The encouragingresultsfromthe workwithTSWThave !edto the
designof a newtwo dimensiona!f!exiblewal!edtestsectioninsertfor
o the NASA Langley0.3 meterTransonicCryogenicWindTunnel. Thisnew
faci!itywill hopefullyallowful!scaleReynoldsnumbermatchingto be
!inkedwithin improvedtestingenvironmentprovidedby a flexible
-11 -
walledtest section. Thistestsectionshouldbe commissionedsoon.
Experiencewiththisfacilitycouldleadto the introductionof flexible
walls intootherexist{ng,majorwindtunnelfacilities.
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2. MINIMISATIONOF TESTSECTIONBOUNDARYINTERFERENCES
BYWALLCONTOURING
2.1 Principleof WallStreamlining
Considera model in freeflight:an infinitenumberof
streamtubesexistaroundit. Ifthe wallsof a testsectioncouldbe
curvedto followany one of thesestreamtubesthe wallboundary
interferenceon the modelwould be eliminated.In practicethe
streamtubeshapevarieswithmodel shape,modelattitudeand testMach
number,so the test sectionwallswouldneedto be flexibleand
controlledby a systemof jacks. This isthe basicprincipleof
flexiblewallstreamlining.
Thistechniquefor eliminatingwall interferenceappliesequally
to the two dimensionalcase,wherethe streamtubecan simplybe regarded
as boundedby a pairof streamlines.Therefore,onlytwo of the four
testsectionwallsneedto be curved,and thenonly in singlecurvature.
To illustratethe principle,considerthe caseof any two dimensional.
aerofoilin an infiniteflowfield.Two arbitrarystreamlinesare chosen
to be followedby the flexiblewallsas shownon Figure2.1. The
flowfieldisthenbrokenintothreeparts:
i)Area! portionwithinthe test section- R
ii) An imaginary portion extending to infinity above the test
section - 11
iii) An imaginary portion extending to infinity below the test
section - 12.
Whenthe wails are 'streamlined',therewill be no pressureimbalance
- acrossthe two boundariesbetweenthe realand imaginaryflowfields.
- The qualityof streamliningisdeterminedfromthe wall loadings
givenby the differencebetweenthe staticpressuresmeasuredat the
flexiblewalls insidethe test section,and imaginarypressuresat the
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wallcomputedfor freeflowfie]dsextendingoutwardsfromthe walls,
overthe outsideof the effectiveaerodynamicwall. Theseeffective
.aerodynamiccontoursa11owfor the displacementhicknessof the wall
boundarylayers. Ideallythe wall loadingshouldbe zerofor the walls
to be "streamlined" Inpractice,the wall loadingwillbe finitebut
reducedbelowsomeleveldeterminedby accuracyrequirements(see
w
Chapter4).
A streamlining criterion was thus defined for the 'free air'
case. In practice, there is a variety of other contours to which the
flexible walls can be adjusted, depending on the type of flow simulation
required as discussed later. At an early stage of development the
fundamentally important criteria for wa]l streamlining were defined (9)
as described in Section 2.3. A general feature was that each criterion
was independent of any requirement for knowledge of the flowfield around
the model. It is argued that if there was such a dependence, surely the
abilityto computethe flowfie]dwouldindicatea stateof development
in computationalfluiddynamicssuchthatwindtunne!testswouldbe
unnecessary.
The flexiblewalltechniquegivesa windtunnela unique
versatility.Witha singletwo dimensionalaerofoilmountedin the test
section,it is possibleto simulatesix different wo dimensional
flowfields.Wall contouringcan satisfydifferentstreamliningcriteria
to simulate:
I) Conventionalclosedtestsectionflow.
2) Conventionalopentestsectionflow.
3) Infiniteflowfield.
4) Ground effect.
5) Cascadeflow.
6) Steadypitchingflow.
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It had alreadybeendemonstratedthat it is relativelyeasyto
use theseoperatingmodes at low speeds. Thisthesisisdevotedto work
involvedwith infinitef]owfieldsimulationup to transonicspeeds.
2.2 Principles of Test Section Operation
The flexible walled test section itself, influenced by the flow
disturbances generated by a model, provides al] the information
necessary for wall streamlining, hence the use of the descriptive phrase
"self-streamlining". The only information used in streamlining in two
dimensiona] testing is the tunnel reference flow conditions and the
"wall data". This wall data consists of the wail geometry and the
flexible walI longitudinal static pressure distributions, both of which
are inherently easy to obtain.
Thewal! streamliningcriterionis satisfied(withinlimits)by
meansof wa1!adjustmentsin iterativesteps which,for the infinite
f]ow'simulation,aremade in accordancewiththe wa]]settingstrategy
describedin Chapter8. Nothingis assumedaboutthe shapeor position
of the mode]duringstreamlining.Indeedthe wailscan be streamlined
withno mode]present;thismerelygivesthe "aerodynamicallystraight"
contoursfor constantMachnumberalongthe test section(asdescribed
in Chapter6).
The genera] operating procedure of a self-streamlining wind
tunnel is shown in the f]ow diagrams on Figure 2.2. In this example, it
is assumedthat the walls are to be re-streamlined after a small change
in the test conditions of model attitude and of Machnumber. The
streamlining cycle starts with a scanning of the tunnel pressures. From
the wall data a new pair of contours are computed, together with their
imaginary external velocity distributions. Residual interferences due
to wall loading are assessed as an indication of the current quality of
" wailstreamlining.Ifthe wallsare not satisfactorilystreamlined,
thentheyare drivento new contoursand the processis repeateduntil
One iteration comprises setting the walls to known shapes, measuring
wall pressures, assessing the quality of wall streamlining and
computing new wall contours.
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the residualinterferencesare small. Whenthe wallsare streamlined,
the streamliningcycle is completeand the modelpressuresare scanned,
and reduced.
h
The streamliningcycle+ is necessarilyiterative,involving
repeatedtunnelmeasurementsand wallre-adjustmentscoupledto wall
settingand datareductioncalculations.The procedurerequiresa
continualexchangeof informationbetweenwindtunneland computerwhich
makesthe self-streamliningwindtunnelideallysuitedto on-line
computercontrol. In fact,the use of a computerismandatoryif tunnel
runtimes areto be acceptablyshort. As previouslynoted,the
impracticalityof implementingthe streamliningprocesswithoutusinga
highspeedcomputerperhapsexplainsthe delay in flexiblewall research
untilrecentyears.
2.3 AlternativeModesof WallStreamlininginTwo Dimensiona!Testing
2.3.1Closedtunnelmode
This isthe mode of operationof low speedand supersonicwind
tunnelsof unventilatedesign. The tunnelwallsare effectively
'nearlystraight'and generateapproximatelythe flowfieldof an
infinitearrayof images. Thereforethe streamliningcriterionisthat
the flexiblewall aerodynamicontoursfollowthe straightdividing
streamlinesbetweenthese imagesand the model,as shownin Figure2.3a.
Notethatverticalmovementof the modelonlyaffectsthe imagepattern,
and not the streamlineshapesmatchedby the flexiblewallcontours
whichsimplyremainstraight.
In thismode a modelbehavesas one of a group,an elementary
formof a cascade. The meaningof 'straight'flexiblewallcontours
requiressomefurtherexplanation.Incommonwithmostunventilated
test sections,the wallsdivergeto allowfor wallboundarylayer
growth. This isto maintain,whenempty,a constantvelocity
distributionalongthe walls. The flexiblewailsare adjustedto
A streamliningcycleconsistsof a seriesof iterationsbringingthe
wallsto satisfactorystreamlines.
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'straight'wallsexperimentallyby settingup a conditionof constant
staticpressurealongthe wallswiththe test sectionempty.
Adjustmentsfor changes"in the wal!displacementhicknessdue to the
presenceof the mode]are madeduringstreamlining,one smal]difference
betweenthe conventionalclosedtest sectionand the f]exiblewalled
test sectionwhenoperatedin thismode.
2.3.2Openjet mode
someaerodynamic testing is still carried out in open jets. In
this mode, the boundary of the jet is subject to ambient pressure. So
for this simulation the streamlining criterion is satisfied when the
flexible wails are contoured for a constant static pressure everywhere
along their length equal to ambient pressure as shown in Figure 2.3b.
2.3.3 Infiniteflowfieldmode
Thismodeof operationis the mostwidelyused inwindtunnel
testing. Mostwindtunnelsattemptto simulate'clean'or 'free'flow
roundthe model. As describedin the previoussection,the streamlining
criterionis simplythatthe flexiblewallsare shapedto eliminate
inequalitiesbetweenrealwa]1 staticpressuresmeasuredinsidethe test
section,and imaginarywal]pressurescomputedfor the imaginary
flowfieldsoverthe effectiveaerodynamicwallshapes. Theeffective
aerodynamicontoursarethe geometriccontourscorrectedfor variations
of the displacementhicknessesof the wa]lboundarylayers,brought
aboutby the effectof the presenceof the model.
Forthe imaginaryflowfieldto be easilycomputed,the pairof
streamlineschosento dividerealand imaginaryflowfieIdsmust not
penetratethe wakeor boundarylayerof the model. Hence,the imaginary
f]owfieldiscompletelyirrotationa]and an inviscidsolutionof the
. flowfieIdis exact. Thissituationis a rareoccurrenceinthe
practicalworldof f]uiddYnamics.
For liftingor non-symmetricmodels,the two flexiblewa]Is are
necessarilystreamiinedto differentcontoursas shownin Figure2.3c.
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2.3.4Groundeffectmode
Theflow to be simulatedis a portionof the uniformflowfield
abouta pairof models,one the mirrorimageof the other. The flexible
wallsfollowa pairof streamlineswhichboundthe mode!as shownin
Figure2.3d. One streamlineis straightand dividesthe modeland image
flowsand the other isarbitrarilyadjacentto the other surfacesof the
model,but clearof the model'swake.
In this mode, the streamlining criterion is satisfied whenone
wall is set 'straight' (ground) as for the closed tunnel mode, while the
other wall is contoured to satisfy the infinite flowfield criterion. In
the few tests which have been carried out in this mode, the "ground"
wall was in fact curved slightly to absorb its own variations in
boundary layer displacement thickness.
2.3.5Cascademode
Conventionalcascadetestingstillprovidesusefulinformationon
turbomachineryperformanceusingspecialisedwindtunnels. In a
flexiblewailedwindtunnel,it ispossibleto generatea partof the
flowaboutan infinitecascadeof camberedaerofoils.The test section
boundsa singleaerofoi!withthe wallscontouredto streamlinesbetween
the aerofoils,as showninFigure2.3e.
Sincethe flowfieldbetweeneach aerofoiIis identical,it is
possib!eto pickout identicalstreamlinesaboveand belowa single
aerofoilin the cascade. The streamlinesare necessarilyspacedone
aerofoilpitchapartin the planeof the cascade. The streamlining
criterionis satisfiedwhenthe staticpressuresmeasuredalongeach
wal! arematchedin the planeof the cascade,that is at A andA', B and
B', C and C' etc.
m
Turbineand compressorcascades(acceleratingor decelerating
flow)may be simulatedaroundone mode!by simplyrestreamliningthe
wallsfor differentcascadeplanesor matchingangles. Howeverin
turbineworkthe {lowmay requirelargeturningangleswhich
necessitatesthe use of a specialisedtestsection.
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2.3.6Steadypitchingmode
Aerodynamictestsare oftenmade usingan oscillatingmode!to
determinedynamicstabilityderivatives.It has beendemonstratedina
flexiblewalledwindtunnelthat it ispossibleto simulatedifferent
steadypitchingrateswitha stationarymodel,to assessthe associated
changesinmodelforceand pitchingmomentcoefficients.
The procedurefor adjustingthe wallsfor steadypitching(25)
first involvedthe streamliningof the test sectionfor an infinite
flowfield. Thensomecurvatureof the tunnelcentrelinewas introduced.
The wallswereadjustedin accordancewiththe loca!changesof the
centrelinepositionfromstraightto curvedas shownin Figure2.3f.
The wailswerethen assumedstreamlinedfor steadypitching.Different
pitchingratesweresimulatedby varyingthe magnitudeof centreline
curvature. In theseteststhe referenceairspeedwas heldnominally
constantthroughout. Thisprocedure,whilenot perfect,appearsto be
the bestcurrentlydevised.
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3. CHARACTERISTICSOF FLEXIBLEWALLEDTESTSECTIONS
3.1 Advantages in Two-Dimensional Testing
3.1.1 Reynolds number
With test section wallboundary interference eliminated, the Wind
tunnel designer is free to reduce the test section height within the
aerodynamic and structural limitations to be discussed later.
Conversely, the model size can be increased. Both actions effectively
reduce the test section height to model chord ratio (h/c), which can
lead to improved Reynolds numbercapability.
For a giventest sectionsizeand Machnumber,enlargingthe
modelgivesa directincreaseinReynoldsnumber. A valueof h/c = 4
representsa typicalconventionalventilatedtest section,whileh/c = I
representsthe proportionso far exploredwith a flexiblewalledtest
section.Thisreductionof h/c doublesReynoldsnumberwithmodelaspect
ratioand testsectioncrosssectionalareaheldconstant.
3.1.2 Power requirements
A reductionof tunneldrivepower is an importantalternativeto
increasedReynoldsnumbercapability.The reductionof testsection
sizeandthe eliminationof testsectionventilationcan leadto
significantlyreducedtunne!powerrequirements.
Transonicwind tunnelsrequirehighlevelsof drive power,a
largeproportionof which isassociatedwiththe test sectionplenum
suction. Forexample,calibrationof the 7ft x lOft (2.13mx 3.05m)
highspeedtunne!at the NASALangleyResearchCenterrevealedthat at a
freestreamMachnumberof .8,the overalltunne!drivepowerwas 11.5
megawattswitha slottedtest sectionand only8.1 megawatts(a 30%
reduction)with a closedtest section. Whileblockagewas relievedin
the slottedtest section,thiswas not possibleinthe closedtest
section. Wallstreamliningmay providefurtherreductioninpower
consumptionby reducingtunnelblockageandthe associatedpressure
losses.
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The reductionintest sectionsizemadepossiblebythe use of
flexiblewallsalsomeansa givenMachn_ber can be achievedwith
reducedtunnelmass flowand thereforepossiblywith lessdrivepower.
Itmay be assumedthatdrivepowervariesapproximatelywithair flow
ratein comparingthe powerrequirementsof tunnelshavingthe
proportionsof test sectionintroducedabove• Powerwouldthenvaryas
h/c. Ifthiseffectis combinedwith the powerreductionbroughtabout
by the use of a closedsection,the overallpowerreductionmightexceed
80%.
3.1.3Flowquality
The flowqualityin windtunnelsis becoming increasingly
recognizedas an importantcharacteristic,particularlyfor the
investigationof unsteadyaerodynamicsand transonicaerodynamics.
Unfortunately,existingtransonicfacilitiesemployventilatedtest
sectionsand the associatedwallperforationsor slotsare knownto
producehigh levelsof turbulenceand noise inthe test section,
generatinglargelyunknowninterferenceffects.
In a flexible walled test section the need for ventilation is
removed. The test section walls are smooth and non-porous.
Aerodynamically the flexible walled test section is less complex, and
improved flow quality results.
The flow quality in a wind tunnel is also dependent on secondary
flows. In two dimensional testing the magnitude of secondary flow
effects can be considered a function of test section height and model
aspect ratio. Flexible walls allow the use of shallower test sections
and/or larger models since boundary interference is eliminated. Consider
the reduction in test section height. The cross sectional shape of the
test section then approaches a square, implying that the area above and
" belowthe model is rectangularand shallow. Itmay be arguedthatany
secondaryfloweffectsdue to sidewallboundarylayerinteractionwith
the modeland the flooror ceilingwilltendto be limitedto the tips
of the model,addthe two dimensionalityof the flowwill be maintained
on the modelcentreline.Witha conventionaltestsectionheightthis
may not be the case.
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3.1.4Versatility
The principleof self-streamliningcan be appliedina varietyof
flowsimulationsas describedinSection2.3,and eachsimulationmay
make itsown uniquedemandsintermsof testsectionhardware.
However,flexiblewalledtestsectionsare inherentlyversatile
and sometimesrequireonlychangesinthe contro!softwareto perform
differentflow simulations.Forexample the pressuredatafromthe
windtunnelcan be analyseddifferentlyto generatedifferentwal!
contourswhen streamliningfor differentmodes•
Carefuldesignof the test sectionhardwarecouldallowall six
modesof operationto be used. Thiscan be achievedby anticipationof
themaximumvaluesof wallmovement. It isdesirablethatsufficient
movementbe includedto accommodateunanticipatedrequirements,as
discussedin Chapter4.
Changeof operatingmodesrequiressoftwareversatility.This is
achievedby modulararchitectureof the controlsoftware.Modifications
to the controlprogramcan consistof replacingor removingprogram
segments(i.e.subroutines,functions,etc)which inmostcases is quick
and easyto implement.
The versatilityof SSWThas beendemonstratedby performingaI!
six flowsimu!ations(9). Whi!eoperatingone tunnelin allmodes is
possible,the simulationof cascadeflow arounda cylinderperformedin
SSWTwas a simp!ecaseonlyfor evaluationpurposes. A liftingmode! in
cascadeflow simulationcallsfor moredemandingwal!curvaturesto
generatethe necessaryflow angles,perhapsrequiringa.specia!test
section.
3.1.5 InterferenceCorrection
The 'walldata'used intestsectionstreamliningalsoprovides
informationwhichmay be usedto assessthe levelsof wallboundary
interferenceatany stagethroughouta streamliningcycle.
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The simpleboundariesof a two dimensiona!flexiblewalledtest
sectionallowthis interferenceto be easilyquantified(seeChapter7).
The optionis thereforeavailableto terminatethe streamliningcycle
beforethe wailshavebeenset to goodstreamlines,and thento apply
. conventionalcorrectionsto the modeldata. Thisoperationhas the_
effectof reducingthe timefor wall settingby reducingthe numberof
iterations.However,operationalexperiencehas shownthatonlysmall
conventionalcorrectionscan be confidentlyappliedintransonic
testing,sincelargeinterferencesinduceerrorsin the positionsof
model shocks.
Alternatively, the wails can be driven towards streamline shapes
until the model corrections are reduced to negligibly small values (see
Chapter 7).
3.2 Disadvantages
3.2.1 Operational aspects
The operationof an adaptivewailedwindtunneldiffersfrom
conventionaloperatingproceduresinone majorrespect. Beforeusable
testdatacan be taken,the correcttestsectionboundaryconditions
haveto be generated.Tunnelrun timeusedfor wallsettingwill, in
one sense,be non-productiveand mustbe minimised.
Untila one-stepwall settingalgorithmis developedthe
streamliningprocessof a flexiblewalledtest sectionwillremainan
iterativeprocessinvolvingsuccessiveapproximationsto the streamlined
wall shapes. The numberof iterationsrequiredto achievegood
streamlinedwalls is a functionof
I. The rateof convergenceof the walladjustmentstrategy
whichpredictsthe requiredwallmovements.
2. The magnitude of the change in test conditions (i.e. Mach
number and/or model angle of attack) between streamlining
cycles.
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Considerableprogresshas beenmadeon I.,whilesuggestionsare
includedfor minimisingthe impactof 2.
While it is extremely important to reduce the number of wall
adjustmentsduringa test programme,minimisationof wallsettingtimes
necessitatesautomaticcontro!of the wa1!shapeto ensureefficientand
economical use of wind tunnel run time. The increase in test section
complexity is offset by the associated advantages of any computer
application to a wind tunnel facility. These are:
I) Increased wind tunne! productivity due to more efficient use
of tunne! run time. On-line computer contro! allows the disp!ay of real
time data which can be used immediately to update the test programme.
Also, test conditions can be established more rapidly after bringing the
tunne! air on. Furthermore, it is possib!e to movemore rapidly from
one test condition to the next.
2) Test programmescan be mademore extensive and therefQre more
comprehensive due to increased tunnel efficiency and software
versatility. Of course, the quantity of data generated is great!y
increased necessitating careful pre-pIanning of the test programme, with
perhaps specia! attention being paid to data presentation.
3) Improvedata qualitycomesfrommaintaininga consistent
operatingprocedureand by minimisingany deviationsin testconditions.
3.2.2Shockwave/flexib!ewai! interaction
Forthe fulladvantagesof the f!exiblewal! techniqueto be
rea!ised,the wal!sare positionedc!oseto the model. Thisimplies
thatat hightransonicspeeds,the model shockswillprobablyextendto
the wallsand beyondintothe imaginaryf!owfieldsurroundingthe test
section. Fourproblemscan thenarise
I) Shockreflectionsfromthe flexiblewails.
2) Shock/wal!boundary!ayerinteractions.
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3) Imaginary flowfield contains mixed flows.
4) The test section becomeschoked.
. ExperiencewithTSWThas shownthataerofoilshockreflections
fromthe wallsare not evident,sinceshocksso far observedduringNACA
. 0012-64and NPL 9510testsare locallynormalto the wall. However,for
supersonictestingtherewillbe a needto cancelthe bow shock
reflections,perhapsby wallshaping.
The shock/wallboundarylayerinteractionhas beenobservedas a
significanthickeningof the wallboundarylayerby up to 70% of the
wallboundarylayerthicknessjustupstreamof the shock. This
interactionhas an effecton the aerofoilintermsof errorsin shock
positionand localpressurecoefficient.However,preliminaryworkhas
shownthata localisedhollowaroundthe footof the shockmakessome
allowancefor the interaction.Thisis discussedinmoredetai!in
Chapter10.
The imaginary flowfield computations are an integral part of the
wall setting strategy. The numerical solution of mixed flowfields is
complex and consequently demandsmore computer run time. So. depending
upon the available computer, the inclusion in the wall setting strategy
of numerical techniques to solve mixed flows maycause a significant
wall setting time penalty. However, experience with TSWTand the models
described later has shownthat simple linearised compressible flow
theory can be used successfully up to freestream Mach numbersof about
0.85. Ultimately the adequacy of any such relatively simple theory
depends on the extent of the supercritical flow bubble present in the
imaginary flowfield.
Once supercriticalflowextendsto bothflexiblewalls,the test
sectionbecomeschokedand the freestreamMachnumberbecomes
insensitiveto changesof the windtunne!drivepowerand also
insensitiveto the shapesof the wallsdownstreamof chokedzone.
" Experience with TSWThas shownthat it is necessary to adjust the drive
power to give freestream Machnumberat the downstreamend of the test
section to ensure that the model shocks are not misplaced.
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While someexploratory work has been done at higher Machnumbers,
the situation is unsatisfactory because of the inability of the current
wall setting strategy (described in Chapter 8) to cope with the
complexities of the flow at these higher Mach numbers.
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4. FLEXIBLEWALLEDTESTSECTIONDESIGN
4.1 Design Concept
For the realisation of an efficient self-streamlining facility,
" good test section design must satisfy three general requirements - data
quality, versatility of operation and control system compatibility.
The design of a two dimensional flexible walled test section is
unconventiona! in respect of one important dimension, namely, its
height. For full benefits to be reaped from the flexible wall
techniques, it is desirable to position the flexible wails as close to
the model as possible. Aerodynamic considerations present the following
limitations to closeness:
I) Merging of wall and model boundary layers.
2) Boundary layer separation on the top or bottom wails.
3) Onsetof othersecondaryflowand boundarylayer
interferenceffects.
Additionallypracticalconsiderationsmay demandthat supercriticalflow
mustnot extendthroughthe flexiblewalls. Acceptanceof this
limitationeliminatesthe needfor more sophisticatedimaginary
flowfieldtheoriesand associatednumericaltechniques,andmay also
avoidany shock/boundarylayerinteractionswithinthe test section.
Any mergingof walland modelboundarylayerswithinthe test
sectioninvalidatesthe currentwall settingstrategy.Thisis because
the imaginaryflowfieldsare assumedeverywhereto be potential,and
. unknowninterferenceffectsmay resultinthe rea!flowfieldfromthe
mixingof the modelwakeand wall boundarylayer(s).Thislimitation
wouldexist if a more compleximaginaryflowfieldtheorycouldbe
developedto accountfor viscouseffectsin the imaginaryflowfield.
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Boundarylayerseparationon the flexiblewallscausedby wall
curvature,model inducedpressuregradientsor mode] shocksisvery
undesirable.UncorrectabIe.interferenceffectswould resultfromthe
separatedflows,sinceaerodynamicwallcontourswouldbe of unknown
shape.
Other interferenceffectsmay resultfromreductionsin test
sectionheight. The aerodynamicouplingbetween flexiblewalls,due
to a one dimensionalcontinuityeffect,may becometoo strongfor
practicalstreamlining.Whileshockwavereflectionsfromthe flexible
wallshavenot beenobserved,thereare significantinterferenceffects
at the modelgeneratedby shock/wallboundarylayerinteractions.These
effectsmay be correctable(seeChapter10). Howeverthe effectsof
shock/boundarylayerinteractionsare likelyto increasewithdecreasing
testsectionheightdue to increasedshockstrengthat the wall.
Ultimately,morecomplex interferencescouldresultfromthe shock's
laminaror turbulentdeltaimpingingon a wall.
The generaldesignconceptof a flexiblewalledtest sectionis
shownon Figure4.1. Here,the aerofoilmodel is ina flowfield
containedwithina streamlinedglove. The heightof the glove is
sufficiento containthe portionof the infiniteflowfieldinfluenced
by the viscousreactionto the model. The lengthof the glove is
determinedby the acceptablestreamlinedwall slopesat the upstreamand
downstreamendsof the flexiblewalls,as discussedlaterinthis
chapter.
The resultis a longshallowtest sectionwitha flexible
contractionand flexiblediffuser(collectivelyreferredto as the
adaptorportionsof the testsection)at the upstreamand downstream
ends respectively.The adaptorportionsare necessarybecausethe
remainderof the tunnelcircuitis rigid.
The wallsare contouredby a seriesof jackswhichare linkedto
someform of self-streamliningcontrolsystem. The mode]may needto
translateverticallyto reducewallcurvaturefor streamliningwith
varyingup and down-washand alsoto maintainthemode] betweenthe pair
of streamlinesdictatedby the fixedcontraction.
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The design concept is simple but the detailed design is
complicated by the interaction of electronic, mechanical, aerodynamic
. and cost constraints. However a practical flexible walled test section
needs on-line computer control of wall shape and therefore must incur a
penalty of increased test section complexity (discussed in Chapter 3).
The designconsiderationsparticularlyrelatedto a flexible
vialledtest sectionare ba:sicallyconcernedwiththe eliminationof top
and bottom,_all-inducedrrorsat the model. The followingsectionsin
thischapterwill attemptto identifythe questionsthatariseduring
;- the design1phaseof a new flexiblewailedtestsectionand providesome
/ guideline answers.
7''
4.2 Performance Requirement,._
The performance requirements of a new test section are based on
physical constraints and the expected use of the facility. The design
philosophy for an insert into a completely new wind tunnel will be
different from that associated with an insert into an existing facility.
For example, the new facility may need to be energy efficient in
operation,whilethe new test sectioninsertin an old facilitywill
probablybe designedfor performance nhancement.
The use of the flexiblewalltechniquegeneratesthe needfor
additionalinformationon the anticipateduseof the test section. From
thisdatathe physicalsizeof the test sectioncan be decidedwithin
rigidtunnelconstraints,iiFtheseexist.Inaddition,the operational
modesand controlsystemcan be specified.
Ingeneral,the new test sectionmusthavethe capabilityto
covera specifiedtestenve]Iopeof Machnumberand Reynoldsnumber,and
while itmay be necessaryto providefeaturessuchas pressurisation
and/orcryogenicoperationto generatethesetest conditions,this
chapteronlydiscussesthosedesignconsiderationspecificallylinked
to use of a flexiblewalltestingtechnique.
Normallythe designerhas to compromiseReynoldsnumberbecause
of a constrainton drivepower. The highertestMachnumbercan only be
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achieved by minimising the test section cross-sectional area which
implies that small models must be used. However, as previously
described, the flexible wall testing technique allows the model size to
be increased for a given test section height with a corresponding
increase in Reynolds number for a given test Mach number. Alternatively
this advantage of flexible walls can be utilised as a power saving as
described in Section 3.1.2.
The tunnelspecificationsfor a requiredtestenvelopeshould
includethe test sectiondimensions,the maximumwallcurvatureand
movement,the desireddataaccuracy,and the capacityof the control
systemhardwareand software.
The anticipated variation of the model lift with Machnumber and
angle of attack will allow sometheoretical estimate to be madeof wall
slopes and movement. The maximumpermissible model lift could be
determined by such wall limitations, or by model strength, test section
length, or the tendency for the lower wall to rise towards the model
under the influence of strong circulation.
The anticipated testing will specify the modesof operation of
the tunnel and therefore the contro! software complexity. The mode
likely to produce the severest wall curvature and deflection should then
be used as a test section design target. The models to be tested will
also specify the test data required from the model itself and the tunnel
walls. This leads to some instrumentation requirement with a resolution
matched to the overall tunnel error arising from the finite size of the
test section. These tolerances in turn specify the accuracy of wall
settings controlled by the jack spacing and jack setting accuracy. For
efficiency reasons, this level of accuracy should be matched by the
control software, as discussed in the next section.
A practicalfacilitymustemployon-linecomputercontrolof the
wall shapewhich increasesthe complexityof the controlhardware.
Additiona!controlrequirementsdemandsomeformof rapiddata
acquisitionfromthe tunnelandmodel. An accurateMachnumbercontrol
systemis desirable,particularlywhenthe test sectionbecomeschoked.
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A reviewof currentproductivewindtunne!facilities'26'fI quotes
the followingaccuracyof measurements.
Machnumber ± 0.002
Angleof attack ± 0.05degrees
Liftcoefficient ± 0.008
Dragcoefficient ± 0.005
Pitchingmomentcoefficient+ 0.006
A new facilitymustmatchor betterthesemeasurement olerancesif it
is to meet futuredemandson simulationaccuracy.Machnumberand angle
of attackrepeatabilityand accuracyare enhancedby computerised
automation,whilethe accuracywithwhichmodelforcesand momentsare
measuredisdependenton the aerodynamicqualitiesof the tunnelas well
as instrumentationprecisionand repeatability.In a practicalsense
the performancerequirementsof a new facilityare only likelyto be
achievedby the integrationof moderntestingtechniqueswithon-line
computercontrolsystems.
4.3 Identificationof ErrorSourcesin FlexibleWailedTestSections
The majorsourcesof errorsmay be groupedas follows:-
I) Physicalconstraintsuchas finitelengthof the test section
andfiniten_mberof walljacks.
2) Measuringtolerances.
3) Theoreticalbasisof the wall settingstrategy.
4) Numericalanalysisand computation.
The theoreticaland computationalerrorscan easilybe reducedto
a lesscritica!levelthanthe otherthree,but thiswouldbe at the
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expense of increased software sophistication and computer run times, a
trend which is highly undesirable for on-line computer control of tunnel
shape. Thereforeit Is mo{eefficientto developa simpleprogramwith
a numericalprocessgeneratingerrorscompatiblewitherror levelsfrom
the otherSources.
It is important to have someknowledge of the magnitude of these
system errors to ensure tota! consistency. Consideration is given in
the remainder of this chapter to someof the error sources in order to
obtain test section design parameters. Since the ultimate measure of
error acceptability is the level of aerodynamic interference at the
model, it is logical to express the errors in these terms. It is
important to note that economic penalties will be incurred if too close
a tolerance is demandedduring any stage of the design.
The sources of experimental error that have been so far
identified are:-
a) testsectionlengthtruncation.
b) boundarylayerson the fourtestsectionwalls.
c) differences between the structural shape of the flexible wails
and the desired streamline contours.
d) walldeformationdue to pressureload.
e) wallforeshorteningdue to curvature.
f) tunnelcentrelinecurvature.
v
g) wall position measurementresolution.
h) pressure measurementresolution.
i) imaginaryflowfieldcalculationsleadingto errorsin wall
position.
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Testsectioninterferenceson the modeldue to the wal!positionerrors
betweenjacks,sidewallboundarylayersandtunnelcentrelinecurvature
are un-correctable,sincetheir interferencescannotbe accurately
quantified.The samecommentcan be extendedto interferencesdueto
the measurementresolution.Howeversomemaximuminterferencefor a
given resolutionwil! presumablybe known.
It is desirableto minimiseall interferencesby carefultest
sectiondesignusingthe interdependenceof the interferencesto
advantageas shownin the followingsection. Theuncorrectable
interferencescannotbe ignoredas illustrateduringcurvedcentreline
testswithSSWT(25),and shownby experimentswithsidewallboundary
layertreatment.The interferenceinducedby sidewallboundarylayers
remainsa problemfor alltwo dimensionaltestingand is stillnot wel!
understood.Centrelinecurvaturemay be eliminatedby accurate
determinationof "aerodynamicallystraight"wallcontours(seeChapter
6). Wallpositionerrorsbetweenjackscan be reducedto the jack
settingtoleranceby sensiblejackspacingas shownlater.
4.4 GeneralFactorsAffectingChoiceof TestSectionGeometry
4.4.1 Length
The streamlined portion of the test section is necessarily
finite. It can be assumedthat the truncation of the test section
length leads to:-
I) interferencesdue to the streamlinesnot being correctly
representedby the flexiblewal!s,
2) possibleambiguitiesin the referencelinefor mode!attitude
measurement.
The simple potential-flow analysis of a two-dimensiona! lifting
body indicates that there are stil! significant streamline angularities
present, relative to the tunnel centreline, at distances of 5 to 10
model chords upstream and downstreamof the model, even at moderate
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CL(9) While the designer is free to increase the test section length
until the flow angularities at the test section ends are arbitrarily
reduced to an amount equBl to the mechanical resolution of the wall
settings, the maximumpermissible model CLmax,will decrease, or else
the test section height must be increased. These observations are
confirmedby analysisof the potentialflow aroundan isolatedvortexin
an infiniteflow. Datawas obtainedfor a CLmaxcasewherethe
stagnationstreamlinepassedthroughthe normalpositionof one of the
fixedendsof the flexiblewalls. ThetheoreticalCLmaxfor various
test sectionlengthsand depthsissummarisedon Figure4.2. Consider
the casewherethe test sectionis fiveeffectivemodelchordsin length
(onechord isequivalentto the testsectiondepth),the CLmaxis 2.75
basedon an effectivemode!chord. Ifthe lengthis increasedto 10
mode!chordsthenCLmaxreducesto 2.1. To maintainCLmaxat 2.75,the
testsectionheightwouldhaveto be increasedto about1.35chordswith
the largertestsection. Thereforethe acceptabletestsectionlength
isa compromisebetweenCLmaxandthe magnitudeof the interference
effectsdue to testsectiontruncation.
Juddhas shown(27'28)thatthe interferencesdue to the fixedi
geometry termination of the adaptable test section can be minimised by
placing the model's centre of lift symmetrically between the test
section ends. This arrangement eliminates the angle of attack error for
all values of the ratio of test section height to test section length.
However, lift interference will still bepresent, as in the case of a
conventional solid walled test section. This interference can be
integrated as an equivalent camber due to induced streamline curvature.
If the separation between the downstream walls cannot be increased by an
amount equal to the model wakedisplacement thickness, a wake blockage
willalsooccur. Innorma!operationthe flexiblewails induceno wake
blockage.
w
Analysisby Juddhas ledto the followingresultsfor the case
wherethe testsectionheighth is smallcomparedwithtunnelsemi-
lengthL:
ACL~ A1 1 (_)2Lift error due to induced camber: -_-L -2T . T_
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. Aco ~ Co(_)Drag error due to wakeblockage: "_D- - T_
where A] is the lift curve slope and c is the model chord. Note the
corrections for small h are independent of test section height. A lift
interference of less than I% is predicted for a test section semi-length
of 5 chords.
Theeffectsof compressibilitycan be assessedby use of the
Prandtl-GlauertcompressibilityfactorI_
ACL ACL
wheresubscriptI isfor incompressibleflow and c is for compressible
flow. Alternativelyfor the sameliftcoefficientratioand the same
modelchord,the tunnelsemi-length/heightratiowouldhaveto be
increasedinthe form
)c 1
Henceat Mach0.8,a 30% longertunnelwouldgivethe sameinterference
levelor converselythe sametunnelwouldgenerate66% more lift
interference.Unfortunately,thisargumentis not validaboveabout
Mach0.8,becausethe similarityrulebreaksdown inthe transonic
regime,and a new interferenceassessmentechniquewillbe requiredfor
use at higherMachnumbers,shouldthisbecomenecessary.
Ambiguitiesin the levelof interferencearisebecauseof
differentinterpretationsof the tunnelsemi-length.The terminationof
the streamlinedportionof the testsectionisnot clearlydefined.
Thereseemto be threeoptionsopenfor dealingwith interferencesdue
to test sectionlengthtruncation,either:-
I) accept that the interference is present, but keep it small by
suitable proportioning of the test section and make no
corrections,
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2) applya correctionassumingsometestsectionlength,
3) applysomeformof aerodynamicorrectionduringstreamlining
deliberatelyto cancelthe interferenceat the model.
The firstoptionhas been usedhere,although:themagnitudeof °
the interferencebecomes_uncertainat hightransonicspeeds. Further
work is requiredin thisarea.
4.4.2RatioOf TestSectionDepthto ModelChord
Flexiblewall testingtechniquesallowa significantreductionto
be made inthe test sectiondepthto mode!chord ratio. Whileit is
extremelydesirableto bringthe flexiblewallsas closeas possibleto
the model,thereare variousaerodynamicand practicallimitationswhich
t
havealreadybeendiscussedwithinthe designconcept.
Inaddition,the modelmust be positionedwithinthe streamtube
pickedout by the upstreamfixedendsof the flexiblewalls,overthe
desiredrangeof angleof attack. Eventhen,the wallcurvature
necessaryto reproducethe streamtubemust not exceedstructurallimits.
The sensitivityof the modelperformanceto wal!movementis expectedto
increasewithreductionof test sectiondepth. Also,demandedwall
movementswill leadto severewailcurvature. Theseconsiderations
indicatethe needof a more complexjacksystemswith improvedsetting
tolerances.Alsowall streamliningtimesmay increasedue to larger
wall adjustmentsbeingdemandedbetweensuccessivestreamliningcycles.
Analysisof the potentialflowaroundan isolatedvortex
(describedin the previoussection)has providedsomeguidelineson the
choiceof the test sectiondepth. Thisanalysisshowsthat for a test
sectionI0chordsin lengththe CLmaxincreasesfrom 1.05to 3.05 if the
test sectiondepth is increasedfrom I/2chordto 3/2 chord (seeFigure
4.2). So it is possiblefor the test sectionheightto limit
significantlythe maximummodellift. Provisionfor simultaneous
translationof the model in the verticaldirectionwithchangeof angle
of attackcan avoidthisproblem.
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Theanalysiswas extendedto investigatethe curvatureof the
flexiblewallsin reproducingstreamlinesaroundthe vortex. A summary
of the findingsis shownon Figure4.3 as a plotof minimumradiusof
wall curvaturefoundnearthe modelagainsttestsectionlengthfor
differenttestsectiondepthswiththe modelCL equalto 1.0. The
structurallimitto radiusof curvaturefor thoseportionsof TSWTwalls
closeto themodel is 15.24cm(6 inches). Evenwitha moderatevalueof
CL, thisstructurallimitisexceededwitha test sectionlengthof 10
chordsand a depthof one chord. However,thisflowfieldisa very
severecase,whichwill probablyneverbe encounteredexperimentallydue
to the reducedmodelthicknessand the viscousactionof themodel in
the realflow. The modelwakewilltendto fillout the downstreamend
of the test sectionrelievingwallcurvaturenearthe model.
Nevertheless,thisseveretestcase allows someimportantconclusions
to be drawnfromthe analysisaboutchoosingtestsectiondepth.
Firstly,the walladjacentto the highpressuresurfaceof the
modelalwaysexperiencesmore severecurvature. But thereis an almost
linearreductioninthe wallcurvaturewithtranslationof themodel
awayfromthe walladjacentto itshigh pressuresurface. Secondly,
thereis a rapiddecreaseinwallcurvaturewith increasingtest section
depthand/ordecreasingtestsectionlength. For example,witha test
sectionlengthof 10chords,themaximumdemandedwallcurvatureis
reducedby 70% by increasingthe test sectiondepthfrom 1.25chordsto
1.5chords. Hencethis analysissuggeststhatfor a giventestsection
depthto lengthratiowallcurvatureis the limitingfactoron maximum
modelCL,
The most important factors in choosing the test section depth
would seemto be to minimise or avoid interference effects due to wall
boundary layers, model wake, shock waves or streamlining imperfections.
Experience has shownthat a test section depth of only one chord is
practical in two dimensional testing. However, other factors such as
anticipated maximummodel lift and wall jack complexity may be equally
important at the design stage.
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4.4.3Width
The flexible wall testing technique has no observed significant
effect on the designers choice of test section width. There remain
other factors affecting the width commonto all two-dimensional test
sections:
i) Minimisation of secondary flows.
ii)Minimisationof othersidewallboundarylayereffects.
iii) Existing wind tunnel dimensions.
The widths of TSWTand SSWTtest sections were chosen to be compatib!e
with existing wind tunnel circuits.
4.5 Assessmentof SystemAccuracy
4.5.1 Instrumentation accuracy
The wall streamliningrelieson wallstaticpressuremeasurements
and jack positioninformationbothof whichcan only be resolvedto _ome
instrumentolerance. Theoverallaccuracyof the wall settingsand
thereforethe qualityof the modeldata isdependenton the
instrumentationaccuracy.
Adjustmentsto the flexiblewallsare made withreferenceto the
wall staticpressuresand the measuresof streamliningqualityrelyon
the wail information.WithTSWT,the measuresof streamliningquality
whichhavebeenadoptedare:-
I) E, the averageof the modulusof the imbalancebetweenreal
and imaginaryWal!pressure coefficients.
2) Residualinterferencesat the positionof the model, due to
some loadingof the flexiblewalls. Theseare quantifiedas a
wal! inducedangleof attack,wal! inducedcamberand an
inducedstreamwisevelocityerror at the model.
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ExperiencewithstreamliningProcedureshas ledto the belief
thatthe wallsare wellenoughstreamlinedwhenE is lessthan0.01and
ACL arisingfromeach componentof residualinterferenceis lessthan
0.008. Thesearbitrarylevelsof acceptabilityare the resultof
observationof overallsystemresolution,and are roughlycompatible
withthe figuresinthe tablein Section4.2.
Naturallythe pressuremeasurementresolutionmustbe as goodas
the overallsystemresolution.InSSWT,wallpressurecoefficients
couldbe resolvedto about+0.006withthe manometersand speedusedin
thesetests. In TSWT,wallpressuresare resolvedto ±0.127mm(±.005
inch)Hg whichis doublethe resolutionof a conventionalmercury
manometerbank.Thistolerancehas beenassessedto givea resolvable
modelCL of about±0.005. This levelof resolutionis adequateand is
alsocompatiblewithlevelsof accuracynormallyrequired.
It is recognised that regardless of the accuracy of the wall
setting strategy, the flexible walls can never follow the computed
contours. The flexible wall is controlled by a finite number of jacks
and it will lie within somepositioning tolerance band, set by the
accuracy of jack position measurement. However, care must be taken to
ensure that the uncontrolled portions of the wall, between jacks, also
lie within an acceptable tolerance band, as discussed in the next
section.
The qualificationof an acceptabletolerancelevelfor wall
settingmust be the magnitudeof the uncorrectableinterferenceinduced
at the modelby any wallpositionerror. An analyticalmethodhas been
devisedto estimatethe interferenceof sucherrors. In general,a test
section will have a system of jacks along each wall, and wall position
errors are likely to occur randomly, both in location and magnitude. In
SSWTand TSWT,a wall setting accuracy of better than ±0.127mm(+--0.005
inch) has been maintained. This tolerance was originally dictated by
the available position measuring equipment. In TSWTthere was an
economic penalty for increasing unduly the jack position sensor
resolution.
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Inthe analysisof wall settingerrors,the samewall setting
tolerancewas adopted. The wallsettingerrorsaremodelledas bumpsin
an otherwiseflatwalledtwo dimensionaltest section. Eachbump is
representedinthe potentialflowmodelas an equalsource/sinkpair
lyingon the wall line,combinedwitha systemof images. The
source/sinkseparationis chosento be equalto multiplesof the jack °
spacingas describedin moredetailin AppendixA. Whilethis
analyticalrepresentationof the wallpositionerrorsis lessthan
perfect,it doesgivean indicationof the interferencelevels.
The need to cope in the analysiswiththe randomnatureof the
errorhas beeneliminatedby recognisingthata singlebumpwill
probablyproducethe worsterrorat the model intermsof flow
disturbance.So the analysishas concentratedon estimatingthe maximum
interferenceof a singlebump,sincethereis a smallbut realchanceof
a singlebumpoccuringin the test section. For a maximumdisturbance
the singlebump is necessarilycloseto the model,and thereforeonlya
few jacksare likelyto causesucha disturbance.The analysishas
shownthatan incrementin modelCL of about0.002can be expectedfrom
a singlewallpositionerrorequalto the tolerancelevel,witha jack
spacingof I/4modelchordand a testsectiondepthto modelchordratio
of unity.
Sincethe bump issmall,interferenceffectsare expectedto
decreaselinearlywitha reducedwalltoleranceand an increaseintest
sectionheight. The effectsof compressibilityon the interference
levelsdue to wallpositionerrorshave onlybeen assessedintermsof
the one-dimensionalcontinuityeffecton the tunnelfreestreamvelocity.
At Mach .9,the error inducedinthe freestreamMachnumberis onlyof
the order .005(I/2%),rapidlydiminishingwith reducingMachnumber.
Thewall settingtoleranceof SSWTand TSWT,±O.127mm(_0.005
inch),has been shownto be adequateoverthe low subsonicspeedrange.
Futurehigh speedtestingmay indicatethatfinertoleranceson jack
positioningare necessary.Whilethe jack settingtolerancecan be
reduced,there is a limitto overallwall settingprecisionby virtueof
the uncontrolledportionsof the wall betweenjacks. However,
significantreductionsin interferencelevelsshouldbe achievedat
minimumcostby reducingthe toleranceonlyon jackscloseto the model.
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4.5.2Flexiblewallpositionerrors
Whilethe designeris freeto choosethe wallsettingtolerance
at the walljackingpoints,thereare in generalotherfactorsto
° considerin assessingthe overallwallpositionerrors. Thesefactors
are:-
a
I)The shapeof the uncontrolledportionsof the flexiblewalls
betweenjacks.
2) The deformationof the flexiblewallsdue to pressureload.
3) The deformationof the jack-to-wal!attachments(flexuresin
our case)inducedby wal! slopeand by wall foreshorteningdue
to curvature.
4) Frictionbetweenthe rigidsidewallsof the testsectionand
the flexibletop and bottomwalls.
Thereis no independentcontro!overthe flexiblewaI!shapebetweenthe
walljacks. The wallwilldeformto somecontourdictatedby its
elasticproperties,whichwillnot necessarilymatchthe streamline
contoureven ifthe jacksare exactlypositioned.Themagnitudeof this
sourceof wal!positionerror iscontrolledby the numberand spacingof
the walljacks. Obviouslyif therewerean infinitenumberof exactly
positionedjacksthe wallwouldbe perfectlycontoured. To assessthe
effectsof jack spacingon suchwallpositionerrorsa theoretical
analysishas beendeveloped.
The basisof the analysisis thata portionof the flexiblewal!
passesthrougha seriesof jackingpointscorrespondingto discrete
pointson a theoreticalstreamline.It isthenassumedthatthe maximum
deviationbetweenthe wa1!and streamlinecontourwilloccurmid-way
betweenjacks. Thisanalysisisdescribedinmoredetai!inAppendixB.
Whenthe analysis was applied to theoretical streamlines around a
NACA0012-64 section at _ = 8o , the worst wall position errors occured if
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therewas no jack attachmenton the walloverthe quarterchordpointor
underthe leadingedge, at positiveangleof attack. However,the
maximumerrorsfrom%his sourcecan be reducedto acceptablelevels
(.0127mm/.005inch)or similarby reducingthe jackspacingto I/3model
chordin the vicinityof themodel,evenwitha testsectiondepthof
onlyone modelchord.
The worstwallpositionerrorEwm was calculatedfor bothwalls
overa rangeof testsectiondepthswhereh/c = 0.5,1.0 and 2.0. The
resultsare shownon Figure4.4 for jack spacingsup to 1.8chords. As
expected,the more shallowthe testsectionthe morerapid isthe rise
in Ewm with increasingjack spacing. Also it can be seenthatone wall
needstightercontrolthanthe other. The walladjacentto the high
pressuresurfaceof a liftingmodelhas to reproducea more complex
streamlinepatternthanthe otherwall. This isdue to the combined
effectof upwashandthe thicknessof the modelwhichcausesan imprint
to appearinthe walldemandingthree inflexionsof the wall.
This analysis has shownthat the close jack spacing adjacent to
the model's high pressure surface employed in SSWTand TSWTof 2.54cm (I
inch) is more than adequate to hold the wall position error from this
source to ±0.127mm(± 0.005 inch). The close jack spacing need only
extend along each wall for about I/2 chord upstream and downstreamof
the model. This approach allows the total number of jacks to be reduced
without introducing unacceptable errors in wall shape.
Walldeformationdue to pressureloadingcan be minimisedin two
ways; I) by reducingthe wallpressureloadingby controllingthe
pressurein the air volumecontainingthe jackingmechanismson the
outsideof each flexiblewall,2) by strengtheningthe flexiblewallto
resistbending. However,theserecommendationleadto a conflictin
walldesignrequirements.The conflictisthatwallflexibilityis
requiredfor streamliningwhilethe wallremainsstiffenoughto resist
pressurebending. The solutionto thiswas to compromiseand to vary
the flexiblewallthicknessdependingon jackspacing. The wall isthin
inthe regionof closejack spacingwherethe wallstressestendto be
highdue to curvature. The wal! isthick at the upstreamand downstream
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ends where the jack spacing is greatest and the curvature small. In
TSWT,the flexible wails are 5.08mm(0.2 inch) thick over the end
regions and 2.54m (0.1 inch) thick over the centre regions. This
distribution of wall thicknesses was chosen to help ensure that the
flexible walls can be positioned within the wall setting tolerance
, everywhere along their length.
Other factors affecting the jack position accuracy are the
deformations of thin metal wail-to-jack flexures. These are used to
allow for the local wall slope and the phenomenaof wal! 'pull-up'.
Wall contouring produces a streamwise movementor 'pull-up' of the wail,
since the wal!s are anchored at their upstream ends. Distortion of the
flexures wili generate a wall position error when position is measured
at the ends of the flexures remote from the wall, as is the case in
TSWT. However with TSWTthe estimated maximumforeshortening of a
flexure due to the wa!l being curved is only O.068mm(0.0027 inch) at
the downstream end of the wail. This error combined with the measured
accuracy of the jack position sensing device (O.038mm(.0015 inches))
gives a jack position accuracy of O.106mm(0.0042 inch). This tolerance
is within the chosen target value of wall setting tolerance of 0.127mm
(0.005 inch). Nevertheless, the option still remains to estimate the
magnitude of the flexure distortions to allow the wall position to be
estimated to a higher level of precision. Note that the stiffness of
the flexures should be less than the wall stiffness so as not to modify
the !ocalwallshape.
The final factor which might cause wall position errors is the
fmiction between rigid sidewall and flexible wall. This friction could
cause wall deformation streamwise and spanwise as well as overloading
the wal! jacks. To remove this friction in SSWTand TSWTa physical
clearance between flexible wa!l and sidewall was introduced with a light
rubber seal to prevent flow. However vibration levels in transonic wind
" tunnels will assist in overcoming this friction.
" So in'the two flexible wailed test sections designed at
Southampton University, the magnitudes of the differences between wall
and streamline contours have been reduced below the chosen wal! setting
tolerance everywhere along the wa!l. The wall position errors have been
minimised by:-
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I) grouping the wall jacks closely together, with the closest
spacing where the greatest wall curvature occurs, i.e.
adjacent to the model.
2) arranging for the pressure inside and outside of the flexible
walls to be nominally equal, and making the flexible wal!
sufficiently rigid to withstand the residual pressure loads.
3) employingjackto wal!flexureswith stiffnessverymuch less
thanthatof the wall.
4) usingfeather-edgerubbersealsbetweenthe flexiblewallsand
sidewalls.
4.5.3 Accuracy of the imaginary flowfield calculations
The wall setting strategy described in Chapter 8 is fundamentally
important to the satisfactory performance of the flexible walled test
section. Basically the strategy must give rapid convergence of the
walls to streamline shapes, and must require only simple software so
that the strategy is quick and easy to use. The need for simple
softwareimpliesthatthe wallsettingalgorithmis likelyto havean
approximatetheoreticalbase.
Withthe currentversionof the wa1! settingstrategy the
flexiblewall is representedby a vortexsheetwhich is assumedflat
for the purposeof assessingboththe requiredwallmovementsand the
externalimaginaryvelocitiesfor the new wallshapes. Usuallythe
flexiblewallsare curved. Hencethe calculationscontaina smal!error
due to thisassumptionaboutthe wallshape.
Since the majority of wall streamlining is achieved in the first
iteration awayfrom straight Walls, the first iteration case was used by
Judd (27,28) as a basis for estimating the error due to this
approximation in the strategy. He shows that a conservative estimate of
the velocity error Au at the mode! due to the approximation is given by
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au= _ I/2 (Maximumwall slope)2U
Evenwith a high lift coefficientof 5 and a shallowtestsectionwitha
, depthto modelchordratioof unity(h/c= I),this leadsto an
estimatederrorin CL of lessthan2%. Hence,the assumptionthatthe
wailsare flat is thoughtto be acceptablefor mosttesting.
The two-dimensionalstreamtubeto whichthe modelrespondsis in
factboundedby the walldisplacementhicknesscontours.There isao
changeinwallboundarylayerdisplacementhicknessfrom
aerodynamicallystraightwalls/emptytest sectionto streamlined
walls/modelinstalled,whichthe strategyassumesis small. Analysisof
wallpressuresfromSSWTand TSWTtests has shownthatthe changein
displacementhicknesscan be of the orderO.5mm (0.02inch). However
at hightransonicspeeds,whereshock/boundarylayerinteractionsoccur
at the wallsthe changeinwalldisplacementhicknesscan be of the
order .254m (0.1inch)as discussedin Chapter10.
Whilethe accuracyof the wallsettingstrategyseemsadequateat
moderateMachnumbers,the optionremainsto monitorthe maximumslope
of the wall displacementhicknesscontoursand applycorrectionsto the
freestreamvelocity.For TSWTtesting,the wallsettingstrategyhas
beenassumedto havelevelsof accuracycomparablewiththatof the
overallexperimentalprocedureand no correctionshavebeenapplied.
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5. DESCRIPTIONOF THE LOW SPEEDTUNNEL
The low speedfacilitycalledthe Self-StreamliningWindTunne!
(SSWT),was commissioneduring1973. SSWTwas conceivedas a simple
researchtoolto investigatethe feasibilityof flexiblewalltechniques
intwo dimensiona!windtunne!testing.
An existing atmospheric open return low speed fan driven wind
tunnel was utilised with a new flexible wailed test section
insert(9, 28) • Briefly, in its developed version, the test section
consisted of a streamlined portion 69.67cm (27.43 inches) in length,
with a flexible floor and ceiling controlled by a system of 18 thumb
screw jacks. In its final form the nominal test section height was
15.24cm (6 inches) and its width was 30.48cm (12 inches). A schematic
diagram of the test section is shown in Figure 5.1. There was no
sidewall boundary layer treatment•
The SSWTdesign was based largely on engineering judgment using
as a guide someestimates of streamline curvature using a severe case of
the potential flow around a high blockage cylinder. The flexible wall
material was acrylic plastic with a thickness of 1.59mm(0.0625 inch),
chosen for its flexibility. A low stiffness wall of this type requires
the pressure loading to be small and this was achieved by venting the
volumes between flexible walls and the test section structure to the
downstream end of the test section. Since wal! pressure loading and
streamline curvature were expected to peak near the model, wall jacks
were pitched closer together in this region than elsewhere. So at the
upstream and downstreamends of each wall, the jack spacing was 7.62cm
(3 inches) reducing to 2.54cm (I inch) in the middle portion of each
wall. This choice of jack layout was substantiated later by theoretical
analysis and is now regarded as near optimum.
The flexiblewailsare anchoredat the fixedcontraction.The
freeendsof the flexiblewallsformedan openjet at the downstreamend
of the test section. Minormodificationsto the test sectionwere
promptedfromtimeto timeby aerodynamiconsiderationsduringitssix
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years of operation. Development changes have included the introduction
of more symmetry into the test section geometry by the addition of two
extra jacks and a length of straight wall to the downstream end of the
test section. This was necessary to minimise the aerodynamic effects of
length truncation. After beginning tests with an aerofoil it was found
necessary to improve the control of wall shape near the model and a wall
jack was added on each wall roughly in line with the leading edge.
The SSWTstreamliningoperationwas manua!withdatareductionon
a remotecomputer.Wingand modelpressuresweremeasuredfroma
manometerbank. Walladjustmentsweremadewiththe thumbscrewjacks,
withwallpositionmeasuredby a dialgaugedepthmicrometer.
Initially,datareductionwas performedon a WANGminicomputerwith the
associatedBASICsoftwarestoredin six partson punchedtape. Analysis
of the "walldata"couldtakeup to two hours. Laterthe softwarewas
manipulatedintoa singleFORTRANprogramrunningon a DEC PDP 11/45
computer,withan executiontimeof about 18 seconds. Despitethis
speed-upthe procedureof wallstreamliningwithSSWTremained
impracticallylong,the wallsettingtime stillbeingseveralhours.
However,the qualityof the datafromthissimpleflexiblewalledtest
sectionhas ledto the developmentof the morecomplextransonictest
section(TSWT).
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6. DESCRIPTIONOF THE TRANSONICFACILITY
6.1 WindTunnel AerodynamicLines
Thenew flexiblewalledtest sectionwas designedto insertinto
an existinginducedflowclosedcircuitatmosphericwindtunnel£29j"" with
stagnationconditionsof ambientpressureand temperature.Machnumber
inthe tunnelis continuouslyvariablef_om low subsonicto low
supersonicby adjustmentof inducingair pressureand testsectionwall
contours.
The wind tunne! run time varies from near infinity at low speeds
to a maximumof approximate]y three minutes at high speeds, using
existing dried air compressor plant to drive the tunnel. Inducing air
pressure control is handled by a pneumatic Fisher control va!ve system
which allows the rapid setting up of test Machnumber and provides good
stabilisation of test Machnumber despite the falling compressedair
reservoir pressure experienced, particularly during a high speed run.
The nominal test section dimensions for which the wind tunnel was
originally designed are width 15.24cm (6 inches), depth 22.86cm (9
inches) and length 2.03 metres (80 inches). There is a series of
screens mounted in the settling chamber upstream of the contraction for
flow smoothing while the injectors and the associated inducing air jets
are downstream of the test section (see Figure 6.1). The tunnel cross-
section at the screens is 91.44cm (36 inches) square. There is an air
vent in the return circuit of the tunnel to maintain ambient
conditions.
6.2 Flexible Walled Test Section
6.2.1 Layout
The layout of this newtest section was chosen from experience
with SSWT,and the results of the analysis of (i) interferences due to
the finite dimensions of the test section and (ii) interferences due to
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the imperfectionsof the wall contouring,(discussedin Chapter4). In
additiontherewas a desireto use existingsidewallstominimisethe
constructiontime of the newtest section.
The design philosophy was based on the aerodynamic requirements
of testing a well knowntwo dimensional validation aerofoil of I0.16cm
(4 inches) chord over a range of Machnumbers and angles of attack and
attempt to obtain interference-free pressure distributions. The testing
of three dimensional models was also anticipated at the design stage by
incorporating more pressure tappings than were neededpurely for two-
dimensional testing.
A schematic layout of the test section is shownon Figure 6.1
which represents what is currently regarded as a 'classical' (near
optimum) design of a flexible walled test section.
The test section is 15.24cm (6 inches) wide and is shownat a
nominal depth of 15.24cm (6 inches). Provision is madefor varying the
depth to a minimumof 7.62cm (3 inches) to allow investigation of
changes to this dimension if necessary. Each flexible wall, 1.12 metres
(44 inches) in length is anchored to the fixed contraction and is
positioned by a system of 20 jacks. The 20th and last downstreamjack
controls the free end of the flexible wall in a sliding joint coupled to
a variable diffuser. Hence, the streamlined section of the test section
effectively extends from jack I to jack 19 on each wall. With the test
section at its 15.24 cm (6 inch) depth, the contraction ratio is 36:1.
The flexiblewal|sare madefromwovenman-madefibre(Terylene)
laminateand deformbetweenjacksto contoursdictatedby structural
properties,ratherthanfollowing streamlines.Substantiatedby the
analysisdescribedin Section4.5.2.thereare eightcloselygrouped
jacksper wallnearthe modelwitha spacingof 2.54cm(I inch),while
upstreamand downstreamof the modelthe jack spacingincreasesto
1.62cm(3 inches)as shownon Figure6.1.
The jacksare housedin the testsection'backbones'whichare
largecastingsto supportthe heavysidewallplates. The volumesformed
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between backbones and walls are vented to the test section at the
variable diffuser, as a meansto minimise wal! pressure loading. The
wails are 5mm(.2 inch) thick at their ends, with a central portion de-
laminatedto a thicknessof 2.5mm(.I inch)coincidingwiththe closely
groupedjacks.
Thereis a clearanceof approximately.8mm(0.03inch)between
the flexiblewailsand the rigidsidewallsto a11owfreemovement. The
gap is closedwitha rubbersea!bondedto the flexiblewall (a
featherededgeon the sea!touchingthe sidewall)to preventinflowand
outflowof air aroundthe walls.
The two dimensiona!aerofoi!mode! ismountedhorizontallyon
windowsintegralwiththe rigidsidewallsas shownby the pictureon
Figure6.2. There isno provisionfor sidewallboundarylayercontrol.
The quarterchordpointoK themodeltranslatesverticallywithchange
in angleof attackto minimisewallcurvatureand to helpcentralise
the modelbetweenthe wall inthe presenceof increasingup and downwash
(seeSection4.4.2).
The tunne! freestream Machnumber is determined from the static
reference pressure measured on the sidewall in the plane of the flexible
wall anchor points, as shownon Figure 6.1, and the total reference
pressure is measuredjust downstreamof the screens in the settling
chamber.
A pitotrakehas beenpositionedon eachflexiblewallbetween
jacks 19 and 20 (seeFigure6.1)to searchfor a potentialflowcore
betweenthe wal! boundarylayerand the mode!wake. Experienceat low
speedhas indicatedthatundercertainconditionsnearmode!stall,the
wallboundarylayerandmode!wakemix invalidatingthe underlying
assumptionswhichare essentialto wall streamlining(seeChapter4).
6.2.2Walljacks
Fromthe outset,the test sectionwas designedfor closedloop
on-linecomputercontrol, As a resultthe complexityof eachjackhas
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increasedcomparedwiththe earliermanuallyadjustedtestsection
becauseof the drivemotorand gearsand alsobecauseeachjack isnow
requiredto communicatewiththe computerto facilitate
I. Transmission of position information.
2. Transmission of wall static pressure information.
" 3. Changeof wall position.
These demandsare in addition to mechanical features required to prevent
spanwise wall curvature. The layout of a single wall jack is shownon
Figure 6.3. The design was constrained by the requirements of jack
spacing and ease of construction and maintenance.
Consideration of theoretical streamline shapes around a
symmetrical aerofoil in transonic infinite flow led to the choice of a
minimumof 2.54cm (I inch) jack travel. The movementlimit happens only
to be fixed by the position sensing device, and the jack travel can be
set anywhere within 5.08cm (2 inches) of available mechanical travel.
In TSWT.the jacks numbered 16 to 20 on each wall are biased to move
away from the centreline, so that wall streamlining can be achieved
round thick model wakes.
A wall setting accuracy of 0.127mm(.005 inch) was chosen from
experience with SSWTand by analysis of wall setting errors (see Chapter
4). A linear potentiometer (Sakae 20 LP 30) provides simple analogue
information on the wall position and since the device is connected
directly to the connecting bar which is directly coupled to the wall (as
shownon Figure 6.3) there is an added advantage of removing the need
for anti-backlash mechanismsin the jack design.
The jacks I to 19 are attachedto the wall by thinmetalflexures
and ribs. The ribsare bondedand screwedto the walland each supports
, three surface static pressure tappings which are connected to the data
acquisition system. One tap is on the tunnel centreline and one 5.04cm
, (2 inches) on either side of the centreline, although only the
centreline tap is used for two dimensional testing. The metal flexures
accommodatevarying local wall slopes and allow wall _pull-up' due to
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wall curvature. The flexures have a short free length (6.35mm(.25
inch)) to prevent buckling under compressive loading.
Each jack is driven through a wormreduction gear by a stepper
motor (SLO-SYNMO51-DW601)allowing easy digital contro! by a computer.
Simpleelectroniccontro!logicwith latchesloadedwithdirection
information,allowsthe computerto senda 'go'pulseto the windtunnel
to increment he motor a predeterminednumberof steps,or indefinitely;
unti!a 'stop'pulseis sent. Eachstepcorrespondsto 150of motor
shaftrotation.Hencethereare twenty-fourstepspermotorshaft
revolutionwhichcorrespondsto a wallmovementof .035mm(.0014inch).
Since forty jacks were required for TSWT,a prototype jack rig
was built to evaluate the chosen wall jack hardware, layout and ease of
operation. The prototype is shownon Figure 6.4. Maximummotor power
was achieved at a step rate of 200 Hz giving a wall movementof .304mm
(.012 inch) per second. Calibration of the linear potentiometer has
demonstrated a linearity of .038mm(.0015 inch) which is 0.13% of its
full 30mm(1.18 inches) stroke. The prototype rig simulated a wall
jack in situ with adjacent fixed jacks. The rig demonstrated that a
single jack has sufficient power available to contour the flexible wall
but insufficient to damageeither the jack flexures or the wall itself
(see Figure 6.5).
The compactness of the newtest section imposed severe
constraints on the wall jack layout.particularly in the region of close
jack spacing. Both stepper motors and linear potentiometers had to be
mounted clear of the jacking mechanism. In addition, the stepper motors
for adjacent jacks were mounted on alternate sides of the test section
(see Figure 6.5).
6.2.3 Data acquisition system
Data acquisition involves computer sampling of tunnel and model
t
pressures from a semi-continuous wind tunnel. For this application a
Scanivalve system is the most efficient method of converting pressures
to analogue signals for computer sampling.
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TSWTis fitted with a Scanivalve module system consisting of a
solenoid drive coupled to four 48 port scanner modules and an encoder.
Hencefour pressure transducers can rapidly sample 192 inputs. The
minimumnumber of inputs for two-dimensional testing is eighty-six: 38
wall pressures plus top and bottom wail/backbone volume pressures.
tunnel reference static and stagnation pressure plus a model dependent
" number of pressures (i.e. 44 for the 0012-64 section). In practice.
more inputs were required for the pitot rake (8 pressures) and the NPL
9510 model (50 pressures in total). The Scanivalve may be stepped
manually or by a computer.
Onetransducer is rated at 103.4kN/m2 (15 PSI) maximum
differential pressure, while the other three are rated at 17.2kN/m2 (2.5
PSI). The 15 PSI type transducer, referenced to atmosphere, monitors
the reference static pressure every sixth port during the 48 port scan.
and handles large suction pressures on the aerofoi! model, in addition
to the reference total pressure and pitot rake pressures. All 2.5 PS!
type transducers are referenced to the tunnel reference pressure, and
handle all other tunnel wall and model pressures.
Signal levels from the four transducers are low. of the order 14
milli-volts at maximumpressure. The analogue to digital converter used
has a ±5 volt range, so somesignal conditioning was required to achieve
a pressure resolution better than 0.25mm(.01 inch) Hg. Simple
operational amplifiers giving a gain of about 290 on the 15 PSI
transducer output and about 180 on all 2.5 PSI transducer outputs were
used. No short term drift in the outputs of the transducer bridge
circuits and amplifiers was observed. Zero readings were taken from
each transducer before each tunnel run to minimise the effects of long
term drift.
The rise time of the transducers was at worst 20 milli-seconds.
nevertheless a dwel! of at least 50 milli-seconds at each port has been
used. Each recorded transducer signal was an average of fifteen samples
taken at a kilo-hertz to minimise noise interference. A manually
controlled 48 port scan took approximately 20 seconds. Automatic
control has reduced this time to about 6 seconds.
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A mercury manometerbank was used to monitor nine tunnel and
model pressures during each run. Computedvalues of these nine
pressures makecalibration checks available with each run.
Before each test session, the stagnation temperature in TSWT
(measured by a thermocouple device) was read by the computer via an
analogue to digital converter. Ambient pressure and test conditions
were fed to the computer by the operator,
i
6.3 Test Section Control System
The operating procedure outlined in Section 2.2 has been applied
to TSWToperation. The main functions of the online computer control
system for TSWTare:
a) to streamline the flexible wails
b) to acquire test data from the model.
The basis of the control system is shown in Figure 6.6. The
indicated interaction between wind tunne], operator and computer
generates the required test data. Note that Mach numbercontrol is
manual and that test parameters such as angle of attack and ambient
pressure are manually fed into the computer.
The basic operation of the self streamlining wind tunnel relies
on a continual exchange of information between tunnel walls and
computer. Briefly there are two control loops, one for Scanivalve
control and one for wall shape control. Each loop relies on a complex
interaction of tunnel and computer hardware with the computer software.
6.3.1 Hardware ~
The anticipated hardware layout of the TSWTcontrol system is °
shownon Figure 6.7 . The system is complete except for the system
monitor. The heart of the complete system is a dedicated DECPDP11/34
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computer which communicateswith the wind tunnel through its peripheral
devices using digital and analogue signals. The system hardware is
designed for four functions:-
i)Wallmovement.
ii)Walland modelpressuresensing.
iii)Wallpositionsensing.
iv)Systemmonitoringfunctions.
The wallmovementfunctioninvolvesthe loadingof 4 bitsof
directiondataontoeachof fortymotor latchboards. Eachmotorthen
'knows'whetherto stop,forward-goor reverse-gowhenthe power is
switchedon. Thisdata is checkreadafter loadingusinga 'write
beforeread'command. Finallya 'go'pulseis sentto the singlepulse
sequencegeneratorboard. Up to fortysteppermotorsthenmovethrough
a pre-determinednumberof steps. The wallhas thenmovedone
increment,set by a variableandprogrammabletime limit,givingbetween
.05mm(.002inch)and .12mm(.048inch)of movement. On completionof
themove a 'finished'pulseis sentto the computerfromthe pulse
sequencegenerator. The controlsequencerepeatsuntilthe two walls
are correctlycontoured.
The walland modelpressuremeasurementfunctionis a sequence
whichinvolvesthe drivingof the Scanivalveby a seriesof 'step'
pulses. The Scanivalvebeginsitsscanfroma knownstartingpoint,and
dwellson eachportto allowfor stabilisationof pressuresand then
averagedtransducersignalsare recordedby the computer.The
Scanivalveencoderindicatesto the computerthat stepshaveoccurred
relativeto the startposition. Provisionismade for a 'Scanivalve
home'commandwhichwillensurethe Scanivalveis set on port48, the
normalstartingpoint,whenthe systemis initialised.
, The wall positionsensingfunctionis simplythe computer
samplingof the outputfromeachof forty linearpotentiometersafter
suitablesignalconditioning.A11 of theseanaloguesignalsare, in
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theory, continually available for sampling during a run. However care
must be taken to minimise electrical interference between these channels
and the motor control system, if the wall position is to be sampled
while the wall moves. For this tunnel the potentiometer outputs are not
isolated and cannot be usefully sampled while the wails are moving.
The system monitoring function was intended for pure
'housekeeping'. The monitor would provide information on system faults
and may allow rapid error diagnosis as well as provide additional
protection against accidents. On request from the host computer, the
system monitor could give a status check on all power supplies (there
are eight in all) plus selected system hardware, with up to 16 bits of
information. This has not yet been incorporated due to the reasonable
reliability of the current system.
The computer system integrated with TSWTis shownon Figure 6.8.
Both digital and analogue hardware have been designed to interface with
a DECsystem, but generalisations can be made. Analogue input is
relatively straightforward while digital input/output is more hardware
dependant. Howeverthe digital system increases system versatility and
reduces system complexity by eliminating the need for a large number of
wire connections betweenwind tunnel and computer.
The 45 analogue inputs to the computer are conditioned to the
requirements of resolution set by the DECAD-IIK module and the AM-IIK
expansion multiplexer which constitute a 64-channel 12 bit analogue to
digital converter system which gives a resolution of I part in 4096 over
a range of ±5 volts. A settling delay of 30 micro-seconds has to be
provided by the software for each analogue to digital conversion. This
conversion can be initiated under program control, or by overflow of the
real time programmable clock.
Digital input/output is controlled by the DECDR-IIK module which
provides 16 bits of input and output plus control bit input/output.
Each 16 bit signal is coded in BCDat standard high and low levels of 0
and 5 volts. Digital outputs to the control system consist of 6 bits of
address, 3 bits of control data and 4 bits of information. Digital
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input is simply up to 16 bits of hardware-generated information (see
Appendix C). The transmission of digital signals is performed with
computer/wind tunnel handshaking under software control and address
decoder control.
The address decoder is the 'telephone exchange' of the digital
control system. Digital data bits are transmitted to all fifty-two
hardware devices but only one device, that selected by the address
decoder, can read the data. Similarly for digital inputs, the address
decoder selects under software control what information the computer
reads. Having 6 address bits, the address decoder has the capability of
addressing 64 different dev/ces.
The hardware layout of the control system shown in Figure 6.6 has
been simplified. In practice there are more control lines between the
system devices and the computer for synchronisation purposes. These
links are vital to any digital system to prevent 'race' problems.
The operation of the control system can be monitored from a
commandVDUconsole. The tunnel operator is able to display test data
in real time, with the facility of hard copy on a DECwriter and/or a
Tektronix 4662 XY plotter. Stagnation temperature in the tunnel is fed
direct to the computer via a thermocouple device. Stagnation pressure
and model angle of attack have to be fed to the computer by the tunnel
operator.
There is growth potential in the system with 19 spare analogue
channels and 12 digital device addresses unused. Automatic control of a
wake traverse is presently performed by addressing the traverse as a
wall jack as described in Section 6.4. In the future on-line control of
test parameters such as Machnumber and model angle of attack may be
incorporated. The facility will only then have the full advantages of a
conventiona! computer/tunnel combination in terms of repeatability and
efficiency of operation.
The option still remains to move the test section walls with a
manual control system used in early TSWTdevelopment. This system allows
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eachwalljackto be individuallyselectedand movedto a known
position. Thissystemnow providesmeansof checkingthe jackhardware
independentlyof the computer.,,(see Figure 6.8).
6.3.2Software
Computersoftwarehas beendevelopedfor the on-linecontrol
systemusinga versatilemodulararchitecture.Hencethe mainprogram
has been reducedto a collectionof manageablesubprogramswhichcan be
combinedto contro!the windtunneland outputrealtimeresults,or
providemoredetailedre-analysisof previouslyacquireddata.
An overviewof the controlsoftwarepackageis shownbelow.
Filetype FileName Function
MainProgram OFLEX i)Controland sequencesubroutine
(TSWT) calls.
ii)Readtestparametersfromthe
operator.
SubroutineI OAD Acquirepressuredatafromthe wind
(DATA) tunnel.
Subroutine2 ODR Readtunneldatafromdiscstorage
(REDUCE) and reduceraw pressuredatafrom
the windtunnel.
Subroutine3 OJUDD Performwallsettingcalculations.
(WAS)
Subroutine4 ODST Calculatelocalboundarylayer
(STAR) displacementhicknessand Mach
i numberalongeachwall.
Subroutine5 OERR Assesswall inducedinterferences
(SUME) at the model.
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Subroutine6 {OWING Ca]culationof modelforcesfor
!
(FORCE) LONPL NACA0012-64and NPL 9510sections
respectively.
Subroutine 7 OUT i) Store run data on disc.
(SET) _i) Output data to the terminal
and/or the plotter.
Subroutine8 OADJ Movethe wallsto new contours.
(WALL)
Thisbreakdownof the softwareintomoduleshas beenextremelyuseful.
particularlyfor storage,editingand debuggingpurposes.
The software,writtenin FORTRANIV language,is run on a DEC PDP
11/34witha DEC RT-11V4 operatingsystem. The softwareis linkedto a
systemlibraryand a FORTRANlibraryto accessfunctionsand system
subroutinesand a RealTimeSystemLibrary(RTSL)to accessperipheral
contro!subroutines.The completecompiledand linkedprogramrequires
over 100blocks(25.6kwords)of memory.
Current16-bitcomputerprocessorsare onlycapableof addressing
32k words(64kbytes)of realmemoryspace. But of this.only22k words
of storageis availablein the PDP 11/34memoryfor a user'sprogram.
ThisstoragecapacityJsdependenton the sizeof the operatingsystem.
Therefore.to run the TSWTcontrolsoftwareon the PDP 11/34a technique
of overlayinghas to be used.so thatonlypartof the softwareis
storedin the rea!memoryat any instantduringexecution.
Eachsubroutineis a selfcontainedprogramcommunicatingwith
the main program via commondata blocks, so in theory only one _.
subroutine is required in the rea! memoryat any one time for execution.
. In practice, the subroutines have been grouped together to minimise the
number of overlays thereby reducing the time required for overlaying
itself. The overlaying structure of the control software is shownbelow
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TABLE
SegmentI Segment2
Overlay SubroutineI Subroutine5
Region Subroutine2 Subroutine6
Subroutine3 Subroutine7 7762words
Subroutine8
7762words 6558words
Root MainProgram+ SystemLibrary
Segment FORTRANLibrary 9470words
RTSLLibrary
This program structure is implemented at 'Link' time during the program
cycle as below.
R LINK.
*OFLEX = OFLEX,FORLIB,RTSL/C
*OAD,ODR,OJUDD/0:I/C
*OERR,ONPL,OUT,OADJ/D:I
*ONPL,OUT,OADJ/0:I
Thesecommandsgenerateda runableprogramcalledOFLEX. The program
memoryrequirementdropsfrom27k wordsto 17.3kwords.
At 'Runtime',the programOFLEXrequiresthat fourdatafiles
existon the computerstoragedevice. DatafileADC.DATreceivesthe
raw analogue-to-digitalcountsof the 'wa]1'and 'model'datafor each
streamliningiteration.PAD.DATprovidesand receivessetsof wall
contoursand the associatedexternalimaginarywa1!velocity
distributions;NPL.DATor WING.DATreceivespressurecoefficientsfrom
the NPL 9510 and NACA0012-64 models respective!y for each streamlining
iteration. TSWT.DATholds all fixed tunnel data. i.e. jack positions.
potentiometer calibrations, scaling and coupling factors, matrix
coefficients for camber interference assessment, and boundary layer
information. RUN.DATho!ds run data i.e. ambient temperature and
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pressure,run number,iterationrecordnumber,and the numberof mode!
tappings. The datafilesADC.DAT,PAD.DATand NPL.DAT/WING.DATeach
hold50 records:RecordsI to 3 in PAD.DATholddataon the three
aerodynamicallystraightcontoursdescribedinChapter6. Records4 to
50 are availableto storedatafromeachstreamliningiteration.Hence
iterationrecordn_nbersrangefrom4 to 50. Whenthe recorditeration
numberequals50, ADC.DAT,PAD.DATand NPL.DAT/WING.DATmustbe copied
sincethe originaldata isthenoverwrittenby subsequentiterations.
The upperlimiton the iterationrecordnumberhas beensetto keepthe
sizeof the datafiles inmanageableproportions(i.e.25.6kwords
maximum). Thetota!storagerequirementfor datafilesis 61.7kwords.
A completelistingof the controlsoftwareisdescribedin
AppendixC. Wherepossible,standardFORTRANhas beenusedbut
peripheralcontrolcommandsare peculiarto the DEC systemused. These
subroutinecal!scan be groupedintoAnalogueto Digita!sampling
commands(ADCand RTS)and programmableclock commands(SETRand
LWAIT). In additionthereare ca!Isto the systemlibraryroutines
(IPEEKand IPOKE)for digita!inputand output.
An examp!eof the briefprint-outfromthe contro!softwareis
describedinAppendixC. Thisprint-outcan be extendedifnecessary,
to encompassmore testinformation.
The versati!ityof the softwarehas allowedsimp!egenerationof
programsfor particulartaskssuchas straightwall streamlining(see
Chapter6) andtunne!datare-ana!ysis.Usingthe existingsubroutines
\
as bui!dingb!ocks,eachprogramhas beenmade up of a seriesof these
subroutineslinkedto a new mainprogram. For examp!e,datare-analysis
isachievedby runningthe programORLEX (seeAppendixC). The main
programOREFis a modificationof OFLEXwithdifferentsubroutineca!Is
and an extendedprintout triggerset. The programstructureis very
• similarto thatfor the contro!softwareand is implementedwiththe
fo!1owing!inkcommandwitha memoryrequirementof 17.1kwords.
R LINK
*ORLEX= OREF,FORLIB,RTSL/C
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*OAD,ODR,OJUDD/0:I/C
*OERR,ODST/0:I/C
*ONPL,OUT/0:I.
An example of the print-out is described in Appendix C.
Shouldany new analysistechniquebecomeavailable,thena new
subroutinecouldreplaceor supplementhe existingsubroutines,as
appropriatein programORLEXand OFLEX.
During TSWTdevelopment numerous programs have been used to check
sections of the control software. A n_ber of these remain in use to
assist with TSWToperation as follows:
i)Set bothwailsto knowncontourstogetheror individually.
ii) Allow operator modification of knownwall contours for
research purposes.
iii)Displaycurrentpositionof bothwalls.
iv)Displayand/orloadcontentsof any specified ata record.
In addition programs have been written to commandthe Tektronix 4662
plotter to display model pressure distributions, flexible wall Mach
number distributions and wall shapes.
6.3.3 Safety features
The control system is complex and numeroussafety features are
included in both the hardware and software to guard against the many
possible system failures. These features wi]! hopefully prevent
physical damageto the test section and ensure that valid data is
received by the computer.
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The hardware has the following safety features:
I) Wall adjustment is madeas a series of safe increments of
movementwhich allows continua! checking of jack/potentiometer
performance.
2) Pressure data scan includes a sample of the tunnel static
reference pressure every sixth port during each scan.
3) Flexible walls and flexures are strong enough to withstand the
full stall force of a single jack.
4) An electronic guard against accidental jack powerton at system
switch-on.
In addition, there are the following software system checks.
I) Jack movementdirection information is checked after loading.
2) Jackpositioninformationis sampledaftereach incrementof
movement.
For a production system, a useful feature would be a need for a
hardware time switch on the motor power supplies independent of the
computer. The jacks would then only be able to moveduring a specified
time interval, safeguarding against computer failure. Also. feedback of
the Scanivalve port position would positively confirm the authenticity
of the pressure data read by the computer.
In addition, the incorporation of a system monitor would allow
regular software safety checks throughout the tunnel run. Hencethe
failure of certain important items of system hardware could be detected
• earlierand remedialactiontakensoonerinthe tunne!operating
sequence.
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6.3.4 Operation
The speedof operatingTSWThas alwaysbeenpacedby the stateof
the control system. The TSWTcontrol system has passed through four
distinct development stages:
Stage Description Computer Support
I) Manual modeas for SSWT RemoteWANG,then
RemotePDP11/45
2) Semi-manual modewith on-line data
acquisition of tunne! pressures.
3) Semi-manualmodewith on-line /Dedicated PDP11/34
computercontrolof wallshape /
/
4) Automaticmodefor on-linecomputer
controlledwallstream!ining.
Operating in the manual mode. TSWToffered a considerable advance over
SSWTwith the use of a manual jack control system as shownon Figure
6.8 (16) This device allows each of the jack motor and linear
potentiometer pairs to be individually selected for wall adjustment, and
is still available for use with TSWT. Then a manually stepped
Scanivalve data acquisition system was introduced, which provided a
direct data link between wind tunnel and computer. TSWToperation then
becamesemi-manual and allowed aerodynamic testing to proceed with
unaccustomedhaste, since wa!! setting times were reduced to less than
an hour.
Whenon-linecomputercontrolof the wall shapewas introduced
(seeFigure6.8).the finalstagein automationwas taken. After
extensiveuse of the computerfor controllingwal!shape,sufficient
confidencehad beengainedto devisean automaticsystem. In fact.this
automaticsystemwas a!so effectedby aerodynamiconsiderationsand
hardwareexperiencegainedthroughoutTSWTdevelopment.
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A typicalstreamliningcyclecan now take lessthantwo minutes.
The actualtimewilldependon the severityof changesin test
conditionsbetweensubsequentcycleswhichdictatesthe magnitudeof the
demandedwallmovementas discussedinChapter10. A cyclenow
consists of the following stages:
I) The model is set to a required angle of attack if a change is
necessary or mayeven be replaced with a different model.
2) The testsectionwallsare setto knowncontoursfromprevious
tests,whichmay or may not requireactualwallmovement.
3) The controlsoftwareis actuatedand the testconditionsare
manuallyenteredintothe computermemoryby the tunnel
operator.
4) The tunnelair is turnedon and the testMachnumberis
stabilisedby adjustmentsof the inducingair pressure,or at
highspeedsby adjustinga downstreamthroat(seeChapter10).
5) The tunne!pressuresare scannedby the computer.
6) The computeranalysesthe tunnelpressuresand generatesa new
set of wallcontours.
7) The computerassessesthe qualityof the wall streamliningand
displaysits findingsto the tunneloperator.
8) If the streamlining criteria have not been satisfied the wails
are adjusted to new wall contours in incremental wall movement
steps, with all jacks travelling at the samespeed. Then
stages 5 to 8 are repeated until the walls are streamlined.
e
9) Model test data and tunnel test information are available to
be displayed on a VDUand line-printer.
For small wall adjustments at moderate speeds it is possible to have the
tunnel running throughout the streamlining cycle. Otherwise the tunnel
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air is turned on and off between each iteration to minimise air
cons_nption while ensuring the correct test Machn_nber is stabilised
for each scan of the tunnel pressures.
All setsof raw pressuredataand wal!contoursduringa
streamliningcycleare loadedontothe computer'sdisc storagedevice.
Thereforesubsequentre-analySisor plottingof mode!or walldata is
routine,usingsoftwarementionedin Section6.3.2.
The developmentgoal has beento achieveminimalwallsetting
times. Initiallyimprovementswiththe wallsettingstrategyreduced
the numberof actualwailadjustments.Morerecently,the introduction
of wallsettingautomationhas reducedactualwalladjustmenttimes.
Futurereductionsin the wall settingtime.if considerednecessary.
will onlybe possiblewithquickerjackmovementand consistentwall
streamliningin one iteration.Initialwallstreamliningwith SSWTtook
of the orderof two workingweeks! TSWToperationoffersa dramatic
reductionin timeto a few minutes.
6.4 WakeTraverseSystem
6.4.1 Hardware
An existingrigidsidewallplatehas beenmodifiedto carrya
pitot-staticprobewith itsjackingmechanism(30)(seeFigure6.9). The
probewas a combinationof a disc-statictypewitha conventionalpitot
typeas shownon Figure6.10. Sincethe probewouldbe traversedin a
regionof the test sectionflow influencedby model induceddownwash.
the probedesignwas chosenfor its insensitivityto flow angleinone
plane, for this particularapplication,thisplanewas vertical,
The probe was held in the test section by stainless steel tubes
connected to a narrow plate, able to move vertically within a slot cut
in the sidewall (see Figure 6.9). This plate was of sufficient length
to ensure that the sidewal! slot was not uncovered in the test section
throughout the range of movementof the probe. The probe was able to
move 7.62 cm (3 inches) above and 2.54 cm (I inch) below the tunnel
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centreline,theselimitsbeingset by mechanica!considerations.
However.the entiretraversehardwarecan be invertedto allowthe probe
to traverseto 7.62cm (3 inches)be!owthe tunne!centre!ineshouldit
becomenecessary.
The movementband was considered adequate for traversing
envisaged high speed wakes and wou]d also allow investigations of the
flexible wa]l boundary layers. Thick mode! wakes were not expected.
since the angle of attack was ]imited by model loading and the
availability of wa!! movementfor streamlining.
The probe was positioned by a jacking mechanism (see Figure 6.9)
which was similar to that of a TSWTwal! jack. This design feature
ensured the traverse was compatible with the wa1! control system
developed for TSWT. The jack was powered by a 3-phase SLO- SYNtype
MO51-DW601stepper motor connected through a worm reduction gear to a
lead screw, to which the probe was attached. The probe translated
vertically at a rate of 0.43 mm(.017 inch) per second. This was
considered sufficiently slow to allow continua! sampling of probe
pressures during a steady sweep of the probe.
The vertical position of the probe relative to the tunne!
centreline datum was determined by a linear potentiometer with a 10.16
cm (4 inch) stroke capable of a measuring accuracy of ±.01016 cm (±.004
inch). The spanwise position of the probe was set on the tunne!
centerIine, although there is an option to position the probe off
centerIine should this prove necessary.
The probe pressures were fed directly to the computer from a
transducer, together with tunnel reference pressures.
6.4.2 Software
m
The software had three functions:
p
I) Position the probe.
2) Acquire probe and reference pressures.
3) Analyse the pressures to determine the model drag
coefficient CD-
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The movementfunctionwas achievedinthe followingmanner:
a) The operatorinformsthe computerwherethe probe isto move to
relativeto the tunnelcenterline.
b) The directionof movementof the probeisdeterminedfromitscurrent
location,and the traversejackcontrolsystemis loadedwith
directioninformation.
c) The operatorindicatesthatthe traversecan commenceby depressing
the 'computer-return'key.
d) The probemovesand its positioniscontinuallyscanneduntilthe
desiredpositionisreachedwithina toleranceof ±0.127mm (±.005
inch).
Traversedataacquisitionwas performedby samplingthe pressure
transducerchannels.Each recordedpressurewas in factthe averageof
fifteensamplestakenat I milli-secondintervals,to reducethe effect
of signa!noise. A]! pressuresignalswerereferencedto channe!
'zeros'takenbeforeeachtraverse,to eliminatelongtermamplifier
drift.
Eachtimethatthe probepositionwas sampled,itwas recorded
withthe threetunne!and probepressuresas a dataset. The reference
stagnationpressurewas assumedatmospheric.Unfortunately.due to
effectsof computer'housekeeping'the data setswerenot obtainedat
regularmovementinterva!sinthe traverse.
The reduction of the pressure data was performed off-!ine using a
standard numerical technique (31_"" to determine the drag coefficient.
Fromthis reference
CD = $ CD d(Y/c)
D_
€
where the local drag component in the wake CD is given by
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.y-1 ,y+l
c°=z 1 ol ) }
where H : P + ½p V2 : P(I + ½_M2)
Ho - Po H1 - P1 Ho - HI
and x° = Po ; Xl = P1 ; x2 ~ H1
Notesuffix'o'correspondsto loca!freestreamvaluesand suffix'I'to
probevalues.
Thestaticpressuresindicatedby the probewerecorrectedfor
probeinterferencesusingthe ca!ibrationcurveshownon Figure6.10and
discussedinthe followingsection. A smallcorrectionfor the stream
displacementeffectof the finitesizeof the probewas alsoincludedin
the calculationof CD. No accountwas takenof the possib!e
contributionto CD fromflowbeyondthe wakeedgesarisingfrom small
differenceswhichexistbetweenthe localfreestreamandthe reference
freestream.
6.4.3Operationand calibration
Thereare two optionalmethodsfor performinga waketraversein \
a shallowflexiblewalledtest section. The firstoptionisto
streamlinethe wallsaroundthe probeand the modelduringthe wake
traverse,givingdifferentstreamlinecontoursfor eachvertical
positionof the probe. Inthe secondoptionthe wailscouldbe set to
streamlinedcontoursfoundwithonlythe modelpresentin the test
section. The wa!lswouldthen remainfixedthroughouteachwake
• traverse. In viewof the lowblockageof the probeand itsmounting
tubes,andthe factthatthey did not forma two dimensiona!shape,the
secondmethodwas consideredmorepractica!and was usedto obtainal]
the wakedatadiscussedhere.
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Theprobewas calibratedfor staticerrorin MikeGoodyer'shome
windtunnel,then in TSWTwiththe flexiblewailsset 'aerodynamically
straight'(seeSection6.5)overa rangeof testMachnumbersup to
0.856. The probewas positionedon the tunnelcenterlineand a Cp
correctionwas determined,basedon thetunnelreferencestaticpressure
and referenceMachnumber. The onsetof compressibilityis clearly
visibleinthe probecalibrationshownon Figure6.10,at Machnumbers
greaterthanabout0.6.
Duringeachwaketraversethe freestreamMachnumberwas held
nearlyconstantby manualadjustmentsof the inducerair pressure.For
wakesthicknessesof the order2.54cm (I inch),the probetraversing
speedrequiredthe tunnelto be run for aboutsixminutes.
6.5 TunnelCalibration
6.5.I Instrumentation
In a streamliningcycle,the tunnelis requiredto transmit
pressuredata and jackpositiondatato the controlcomputer.Bothsets
of data areconvenientlytransmittedin analogueformto the computers
A-D converter.Calibrationof the tunnelinstrumentationwas performed
by subjectingthe varioustunneltransducersto knowneffectsand
monitoringthe outputof the computer12-bitA-D converter.The
resolutionof the tunneltransducerswas equalto I in4096A-D counts.
Aftersignalamplification,the pressuretransducershad a
resolutionof O.33mmHg on the 103.4kN/m2 (15 P.S.I.)rangedeviceand
O.14mmHg on the 17.2kN/m2 (2.5P.S.I.)rangedevices. The wall
positiontransducers(linearpotentiometers)wereresolvableto 0.0003
inch.
The pressuretransducerswerecalibratedto determinethe ratio
betweenpressure(cmHg) and A-D counts. Thisratiowas foundto be
0.03317:1for the 15 PSItypetransducerandan averageof 0.014:1for
the 2.5 PSI typetransducer.Linearitywas foundto be betterthan
O.84mmHg for the 15PSI typetransducerand O.25mmHg forthe 2.5 PSI
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typetransducer.The linearpotentiometerwas calibratedand gavean
averageratiobetweenA-D countsand movement(inches)of 3468:1. The
linearityof the potentiometerswas foundto be betterthanO.051mm
(0.0025inch).
. The stability of the analogue signals derived from the pressure
transducers was monitored during the development phase using the
computer. With the wind off, the pressure signa! channels showedan
average of 4 A-D counts wander over a minute and a half. With wind on,
this wander averaged about 6 A-D counts, suggesting a 2 count wander due
to airflow instabilities. High frequency fluctuations in the static
pressure measurementsare dampenedby the length of tubing from the
static pressure tappings to the Scanivalve system.
6.5.2Aerodynamicallystraightwalls
The aerodynamic calibration of TSWTwas performed with the test
section empty.
Four sets of 'aerodynamic straight' wall contours were determined
experimentally at freestream Machnumbers of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. (23)
For these contours, allowances have been madefor boundary layer growth
on the four test section walls, so that the velocity along the walls is
nearly constant. For Machnumbersbelow 0.7 the wails were initially
adjusted entirely in accordance with the demandsof the wal! setting
strategy using numerous iterations. At Mach0.9 the wall adjustment was
unsatisfactory since the local wall Machnumbers were very sens|tive to
wall movementand the wall setting strategy was found to be inadequate.
The Machnumber distributions along each wall centreline are shownfor
the Mach0.3 and 0.9 straight wall cases in Figure 6.11. This plot
illustrates the difficulty in setting 'straight wails' at high Mach
numbers.
The standard deviation a of the average Machnumbers between both
walls was as follows: Mach0.5: .0022; Mach0.7: .004; Mach0.9: .0034.
While these Machnumber tolerances were considered satisfactory for
testing to proceed, it was noticed that the model was not positioned
f"
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symmetrically between the straight walls. This asymmetry in the wall
contours was observed in the aerofoil data discussed in Chapter 9 taken
with the walls set straight.
This imperfection coupled with a desire to reduce the standard
deviation of the wall Machnumberdistributions spurred a series of TSWT
tests to determine a new set of aerodynamically straight wall
contours (35) It had been observed that the variation of "straight"
wall contours was a weak function of Machnumber. Hence it would appear
adequate and would be very convenient to determine only a few such
straight wall contours and to designate each as the aerodynamically
straight contour for a band of freestream Machnumbers.
In this series of tests the wails were adjusted by use of an old
streamlining method(9) due to the evident unsuitability of the current
wall setting strategy for this particular task. The relationship
between the wall movement6y and the desired change in Mach number 6M,
6y
which worked satisfactorily with TSWT,was simply 6-I_= 0.4 to 0.5 inch.
Aerodynamically straight contours (which are stored as a set of
readings of the jack position transducers) were determined at reference
Machnumbers of 0.7, 0.8 and 0.85, contours A, B and C respectively. {35)""
During the tests in which these contours were selected the wal!
adjustments were continued until the variations in the wall Machnumbers
were small. The standard deviations of the Machnumber at 18 measuring
points on each wall from the reference Machnumberwere then computed,
typically lying in the band 0.002 to 0.005. The A Contours are used as
the aerodynamically straight contours for all reference MachnumbersM
up to 0.725. Figure 6.12 shows the wall Machnumber distributions and a
after streamlining at M = 0.7 and also for the samecontours at M : 0.3,
0.5, 0.6 and 0.725. The B Contours cover the Machband 0.725 to 0.825
(see Figure 6.13) and the C Contours the band 0.825 to 0.90 (see Figure
6.14).
On Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 there is an indication of where an
airfoil model of typical chord size would be positioned relative to the
test section. Of course no model was present during these tests. The
standard deviations may tend to rise with Machnumber.
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The consequence of running one of the contours at a Machnumber
outside its designated band of validity does not appear to be serious.
For example the B contours when run at Mach0.85 showeda standard
. deviation of roughly 0.004.
° The standard deviations shownon Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 are
thought to be quite acceptable for immediate purposes, showing that the
tunnel and its computer control have adequate precision. The contours
are used when necessary as initial wall shapes for the streamlining
process with a model present.
It is expected that the control of Machnumberwith an empty test
section will becomerapidly more difficult as Mach I is approached.
Serious attempts have not yet been madeto determine aerodynamically
straight contours applicable to Machnumbers above 0.9.
The aerodynamic performance of the tunnel has not presented any
major problems. There has been no attempt to measure actual flow
direction in the test section and the aerodynamic angle of attack of the
model is in doubt as discussed later. At low Machnumbers, the inducing
air pressure regulated by a Fisher control valve can stabilise
freestream Mach numberto about 0.002 during a three minute run. At
higher Machnumbers, care is required not to reduce the air reservoir
pressure too rapidly otherwise the control valve is unable to maintain a
constant inducing air pressure. However, with a secondary throat at
Jacks 20 for high transonic testing, the flow in the test section can be
stabilised aerodynamically as discussed in Chapter 10. In this case,
the test section flow Mach number is insensitive to fluctuations in the
inducing air pressure.
Turbulence levels present in the test section flow have not been
quantified, but operational experience with TSWTindicates that flow
• steadiness is within acceptable limits for two-dimensiona! testing.
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7. STREAMLININGPROCEDURESANDTHE ASSESSMENTOF STREAMLININGQUALITY
7.1 Control Concept
The conceptof the controlsystemfor a self-streamliningwind
tunnelis simplybasedon the operatingprocedureoutlinedinSection
2.2. The streamliningof the flexiblewailsrelieson a comparisonof
realmeasuredwallpressuresand imaginarycalculatedwallpressures.
Bothsetsof pressuresare dependenton the wal!shapesonly,for a
givenmodelattitudeand Machnumber.
Ingeneral,the controlconceptconsistsof a feedbackloop
betweenthe positionof the flexiblewailsandthe pressure
distributionsalongthe flexiblewalls. The numberof iterationsor
wal! adjustmentsrequiredfor streamliningisa functionof the severity
of the changeintestconditionsbetweensuccessivestreamliningcycles,
and,more importantly,the adequacyof the predictivewallsetting
algorithmemployed.
Both SSWTand TSWThave been operated extensively in a manual
mode. Whilst the control system is based around the wind tunne! and the
computer, the link between these two section of the system was provided
by the tunnel operator as shown in the flow diagram on Figure 7.1.
Manua!operationof SSWTconsistedof settingthe modelto a
requiredattitudeandmanuallyadjustingthe flexiblewallsto some
startcontours,usingthumbscrews. The tunnelwas then run and wall
(andoptionallymodel)pressureswererecordedfroma manometerbankby
hand,afterwhichthe tunnelwas turnedoff.
The tunnel data was then entered into a computer for data
reduction and analysis using two wall setting strategies, one of which
was predictive. The computer output gave information on the quality of
wall streamlining as described in the next section, and also gave a new
set of wall co-ordinates. If the wails were poorly streamlined then
another iteration would be required and the walls would be manually set
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to the new wa11contoursand the processrepeatedunti!acceptable
measuresof streamliningwereachieved.Duringeach iteration,model
datawas taken in orderto observethe effectsof wallmovementson its
performance.
Manua!operationof a f!exibIewalledtestsectionis veryslow,
and each iterationcouldfor variousreasonstakeup to one workingday.
Wallsettingtimesfor a completestreamliningcyclewere strongly
dependenton the rapidconvergenceof the wallsto stream!ines.The
developmentof the predictivewaI!settingalgorithmdescribedin
Chapter8 dramaticallyreducedthe numberof iterationsfromabouteight
to, in somecases,onlyone. Thisadvance,togetherwith introduction
of semi-manualadjustmentof the flexiblewailsand semi-automaticdata
acquisitionfor TSWT,aI!owedmassivereductionsin wallsettingtimes
fromup to two workingweeksto typicallyone hour.
The natureof thiscontrolconceptmakesit ideallysuitedto
closedloopcomputercontro!,and thereforethe TSWTcontrolsystemwas
devised,providingon-linedataacquisitionand controlof windtunne!
shape. Duringclosedloopoperationsthe operatingprocedurefor a run
involvesthe sequenceof eventsshowninthe flowdiagramon Figure7.2.
The patternof eventsisthe sameas for the manualmodeof
operationexceptthatthe wal!settingtimesare so shortthatthe wind
tunne!can remainon throughouthe entirestreamliningcycle. Pressure
measurements,whichincludebothtest sectionwailand mode!static
pressures,are takenby a ScanivaIvedataacquisitionsystemandthe
wallsare set by motorisedwalljacks.
The controlsystemreducesto threefeedbackloops. Thereisthe
maincontrolloopwhichgovernswa1!streamliningand nestedwithinit
are the Scanivalvecontro!loopand the jackcontro!loop. Withthe
" operatorlinksremovedfromthemain controlloop,a streamliningcycle
can be completedrapidly.
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7.2 Measures of Streamlining Quality
The practica!interpretationof the phrase"wails streamlined"
requiressomeexplanation.The flexiblewallscan onlybe positioned
withinsometolerancebandsetby experimentalandtheoreticalfeatures
of the system(seeChapter4). Goodstreamliningisassumedwhenthe
variousmeasuresof errorsin wa1!streamliningliebelowacceptable
limits. For TSWTthe measuresadoptedare:
i) E for each flexible wall, which is the average for all
jacks of the modulus of the imbalance in pressure
coefficient between rea! and imaginary flows.
ii)Residualinterferenceffectsat the mode!due to the
existenceof the pressureimbalancesacrossbothflexible
walls,in termsof inducedangleof attackat the model
leadingedge, inducedcamber,and a streamwisevelocity
errorat the I/4chordpointexpressedas an error in Cp.
Experiencehas shownthatfor good streamlinesE shouldbe less
than 0.01on bothwalls,and thatnoneof the threecomponentsof the
residua!interferenceshouldinducean error in CL greaterthanabout
0.008. Typicallythis limitin CL resultsinmaximumwal!induced
errorsof
: 0.015degree
Camber: 0.07 degree
Cp : 0.007
Thesewall inducederrorsare necessarilybasedon linearised
a
incompressibletheorysincethe wa1! loadingispresentlyassessedusing
linearised incompressible imaginary flowfield calculations. With wall
induced errors larger than these values, at high transonic speeds,
position errors have been noted in the model shock. Further, it is
considered undesirable to apply anything but small corrections to model
data in two dimensional transonic testing because of uncertainties in
the magnitudes of corrections.
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Since during a streamlining cycle the walls provide a sequence of
estimates of the magnitudes of residual wall induced lift interferences,
it is possible to halt the streamlining cycle at any time with a
• knowledge of this estimate of streamlining quality in terms of CL. In
assessing wall interference, the loading of a wall is represented by a
distribution of vorticity along the wall boundary layer displacement
thickness (6) contour. The local magnitude of the vorticity is
determined by the imbalance of the real and imaginary wall velocities at
a station along the wall. The effects of the wall vorticity are then
summedin the region of the model to assess wall induced interferences.
Typical effects of streamlining on wall induced velocity perturbations
along the centreline of the test section are shownon Figure 7.3 for the
case of a NACA0012-64 aerofoil at M : 0.7 and m = 4o. Gross
interference is present with the walls set straight: the non-dimensional
horizontal perturbation u/U showsthe blockage effect of the mode! and
its wake; the vertical perturbation v/U shows a lift interference
centered about the I/4 chord. Both ve!ocity perturbations were reduced
in this example to less than I/4% by streamlining.
Typicalvariationsof correctedand un-correctedmode!CLS are
shownfor two streamliningcycleson Figure7.4: (I)M = 0.7;_ = 40
startingfromM = .7 straightwallcontours (describedinChapterI0).
(2) M = 0.5;_ = 40 startingwithstreamlinedwallsfor _ = 20. The
correctionsto CL are for conveniencethe sumsof the estimatedeffects
on CL of the wa!l inducedeffectson _, camber,and velocityor Cp.
Itcan be seenfromthe firstiterationof cycle(I)thatthe
existenceof a smal!totalCL correctionis not a reliableindication
thatthe wallsare streamlined.Infactfor this iterationthe wa!ls
werenot good streamlinesinceothermeasuresof streamliningquality
werenot sma11. The seconditerationshowsthe correctedCL valuein
goodagreementwiththe finallyacceptedvalue. Thisconfirmsthat as
" longas gross interferenceffectshavebeeneliminated,smal!
correctionsmay be appliedwithconfidence.
The ploton Figure7.4 for cycle (2) illustratesthe relative
easeof streamliningat !owMachnumbersfollowinga smal!incrementin
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between streamliningcycles, and the good accuracyof the small
corrections. This evidence suggeststhat, at least for determininglift
during this test, no wall streamliningwas necessary since corrections
could have been applied.
7.3 Wall Information
The boundary of the flexible walled test section is solid and
non-porous, and therefore the wall static pressures and wall positions
contain useful information on the model in the test section.
In principle, this 'wall data' can provide information on I)
.,t, 2) pitching moment, 3) model wake displacement thickness, 4) model
aerodynamic shape, and 5) pressure distribution throughout the test
section areunJ :he model. However, only lift and mode! wake
dispiacement thickness have so far been satisfactorily estimated from
wall Jata (32)
The model lift can be extracted from the corresponding forces on
:he flexible wails together with the vertical components of momentum in
the test section flew at the test section ends. A variety of test cases
nave been analys_ for both low speeds and high speeds with the walls
.tr._mlined_:: and the wails straight. The average CL error for all cases
analysed (which covered the majority ef TSWTtesting configurations and
Mack numbers) is 0.011.
The displacement thickness of the model wake is in_ediately
available from :he movement-apart of the flexible walls downstream of
the m_el after wall streamlining. The flexible wails naturally adjust
_hem_e1_e_ in : manner returning :he flow to the freestream Mach number
a: the downstream end of the test section. This is achieved by the
w-'11s moving apart :o allow for the model wake blockage. The relative
separation of the walls, compared with straight wall contours, is shown
for various model attitudes and Mach numbers on Figure 7.5.
Downstream of the model, markedly different wake thicknesses are
evident, produced by changes in lift and shock induced separations on
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the model. Interestingly,the curvesshowthe increaseof mode!
blockagewithMachnumber,particularlyfor the casesof _ = 40. This
observationhighlightsthe rapidchangesof the flowfield
characteristicsas the supercriticalflow regiongrowsaboutthe model
with increasingtestMachnumber.
The 'walldata'can assistwithestimatesof mode!performanceas
wellas provideessentialinformationfor wailstreamliningand
assessinginducedwailresidualinterferences,as showninthe previous
section. Itcan be arguedthat flexiblewalledtestsectionscan
providemuchmore reliableboundaryinformationthanconventional
transonicdesigns,leadingto a betterknowledgeof flowperturbations
in the regionof themode!and perhapsa correctableinterferencewind
tunnel(33)"
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8. DEVELOPMENTOF A PREDICTIVEWALLSETTINGSTRATEGY
The wallsettingstrategyis a fundamentalcomponentof the self-
streamliningconceptdescribedinSection2.1. A rapidconvergenceto
streamlinesdependson the adequacyof the adoptedwallsetting
strategy.
The functionof thisstrategyistwofold:
i)to predictthe wallmovementsrequiredfor streamlining.
and ii)to computea pairof imaginarywal!pressuredistributions
(orvelocityperturbations)overthesewallcontours
In general,for the testingcoveredby thisthesisthe viscous
effectsof the model and itsshocksare containedwithinthe test
sectionboundariesand thereforethe imaginaryflowfieldsare
irrotational.At low speedsthe imaginaryflowfieldcan be solved
exactly usingpotentialflowtheory.
Whiletheoreticalcomplexityincreasesas sonicvelocityis
approached,itcan be arguedthatthe imaginaryflowfieldwi]!alwaysbe
lesscomplexthanthe flowfieldroundthe model,partlybecauseitmay
be treatedas inviscid,but alsobecauseperturbationsat the waI!are
re!ativeIyweak. Hencethe accuracyof the imaginaryflowfie!d
computationsoverthe wallshapeswill be betterthantheoretical
estimatesof mode!performance,whateverthe stateof the art.
J
The currentwa!lsettingstrategy,detailedbelow,isthe product
of severa!deve!opmentstagesinvolvinginnovationand continual
theoreticaland experimentalchecks. Initia!workwithSSWTuseda non-
predictivewall settingstrategy,(28)whichwas soonreplacedby a rapid
Thisword is usedin the mathematica!sense. In practicethe positions
of the waI!are onlyknownat discretepoints,and hereonlywithina
tolerance.
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convergence method devised by Judd (28), this reduced the number of
iterations per streamlining cycle.
The analyticalpredictionof the requiredwallmovementsis
complexbut computationtimeis acceptable.Thiscomplexityispartly
becauseof the strongaerodynamicouplingbetweenthe two flexible
wallswhichaffectsthe rateof convergenceof the wa]! streamlining
process. Theconsistencyof analytica!predictionsof wail shapeis
essentia]fortest repeatability.
8.1 Strategy Theory
The basis of Judd's theory'27'28'(\applies to a single isolated
flexible wall adjacent to any wind tunnel model, as shown on Figure 8.1.
For the nth iterationthe wall will be set to a shape Yn" Iterations
are necessary because the flowfieldaround the mode] will change with
each wall adjustment. The theory is developed initiallyfor
incompressibleflow.
The flexible wall is representedby a vortex sheet having a local
vorticityx(_) derived from the local wall loading at streamwiseposition
_, given by the differencebetween rea! and imaginarywaI! velocities.
For the nth iterationXn(_) = Un(_) Vn({), where Un is the real
velocitymeasured inside a wall, Vn the velocity at the same positionon
a wall, on the imaginaryflowfie]dside. Since the object of moving the
wails is to eliminatethis !oading,the local normal velocitycomponent
inducedby the distributionof vorticityhas therefore to be replaced by
a change in the component of the free stream. In the analysis the
vortex sheet is always assumed flat, and velocity perturbationsand
changes in the wall boundary layer displacementthicknessare assumed to
be small. Hence the local normal velocity component induced by the
vorticity simply becomes the local vertical velocity component. This
component is replaced by suitable adjustment of the vertical velocity
component of the free stream, achieved by locally modifying the wall
e
slope by an amount
daYn(X) 1 1+_ Xn(_) (I)
T
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dAYn(X)
at jack locationx for the nth iteration dx isassumedto be small
and is obtainedby the interpolationof wallvelocitiesusinga cubic
splinefit to obtainvorticitystrengthsat regularpoints(_)between
jacks.Numericalintegrationof the wallloadingisthenperformedalong
the wallat eachjackingpoint(x),thusavoidingthe singularityat { =
X.
The predictedpositionof one isolatedwaI!for the next
iteration!s.then
Yn+1(x): Yn(X)+AYn(X) (2)
by straightforwardintegrationof equation(I).
Thenumerica!solutionre!ieson the calculationof the external
imaginarywal!velocitiesoverthe wa!i shapesincethe wallvorticity
must be known.
The vortexsheet_n(X) isperturbingthe velocitieseithersideof
the wallshapeYn(X)by equaland oppositeamounts. On stream!ining
accordingto the aboveproceduregivingshapeYn+1(x)the vorticityis
e!iminatedand the externalimaginarywallvelocityischangedto a
valuemid-waybetweenthosewhichcreatedthe vorticity.
Hence
Vn+1(x) : ½(Un(X) + Vn(X)) (3)
Ifthe wa!! shapeYn+1(x)has beenfoundusingthiswa!lsetting
strategy,thenthe externalve!ocitydistributionoverthe wall shapeis
availablefromknownvelocitycomponentsdetermineduringa previous o
run. However,to avoida!l imaginaryflowfieldca!culationsfor a
starting case it is necessary to start the initial streamlining cycle
with aerodynamica!ly straight wails so that
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Vo(X) : U : Constant (4)
" Ingeneral,the flexiblewalland hencethe vortexsheetare not
flat. Alsothe flexiblewallhas a finitelength. Thesedeviations
fromthe idealsimplifythe theoryand accountfor the approximationof
equation(3),and producestreamliningerrorswhichare assessedin
i
Section4.5.3.
8.2 Modificationsof the Strategyto SuppressWallCouplingEffects
The theory considers only one wall in isolation. Whenthe
strategy is applied to both walls a divergent streamlining process can
result.
Theadaptionof the abovetheoryto SSWToperationwas not
straightforward.Duringthe developmentperiodthe basisof the theory
remainedunalteredbut detailedchangeswere introducedto takeaccount
of the strongaerodynamicinteractionsbetweenthe flexiblewalls.
InitialSSWTstreamliningcycleswiththe new wall setting
strategywereterminatedprematurelydue to increasingwalldivergence
witheachwailadjustment.Thisphenomenonaroselargelyfromthe
effectsof one dimensionalflowcontinuityinthe testsection. A
satisfactorysolutionwas foundby formingan analyticallinkbetween
the wallmovements.Convergenceto streamlinedwall shapeswas achieved
by feedinga proportionof the demandedmovementof one wailto the
otherwall.
Thewall couplingwas implementedin the strategyby use of
scalingfactorsal and a2 suchthatthe localwallmovementsfor the
(n+1)thiterationaYn+1(x)TOP andAYn+I(X)BOTTOMfor top and bottomwalls
respectivelyweregivenby the equations
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aYn+1(x)TOP= aYn+1(x)TOP + a2 AYn+I(X)BOTTOM ))
) (5))
AYn+I(x)BOTTOMAYn+I(X)BOTTOM+ al aYn+1(x)TOP )=
whereY;+1(x)TOP_and Y_+I(X)BOTTOM_are the origina!wallmovementdemands
givenby equation(2). Suitablevaluesfor al and a2 weredeterminedby
experiment.Satisfactorywa]]convergencewas obtainedwitheachsetto
0.35. SinceVn+I isproportionalto Yn+1the externalvelocity
distributionsfor thesenewwall shapescan be calculatedthus
: )
Vn+1(x)TOP Vn+1(x)TOP + a2 Vn+I(X)BOTTOM )
) (6))
• , )
Vn+I(X)BOTTOM= Vn+I(X)BOTTOM+ al Vn+1(x)TOP )
whereVn+1(x)TOP and Vn+I(X)BOTTOMarethe externalvelocitiesoriginally
calculatedfor the nextwallshapefromequation(3). Streamlining
cyclesof four iterationsfromstraightto streamlinedwallsand as
littleas one iterationfrompreviousstreamlinecontoursto new
streamlinewall shapeshavebeendemonstratedwiththis strategy.
However,itwas noticedduringthe SSWTteststhattherewas
usuallyan overshootwiththe firstwal!adjustmentin a streamlining
cycle. Tofurtherimprovethe rateof wal!convergenceto streamlines,
two more scalingfactorswere introducedto reducethe demandedwail
movements(a3and a4). The predictedwallmovementsaYn+1(x)TOPand
ATn+I(x)BOTTOMwerewritten
aYn+1(x)TOP = a3 aYn+1(x)TOP + a2 (a4AYn+I(x)BOTTOM)
(7)
AYn+I(X)BOTTOM= a4 AYn+I(X)BOTTOM+ a1(a3aYn+1(x)TOP) *
for top and bottomwailsrespectively,withcorrespondingchangesin
externa!wal! velocities.
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Values of a3 and a4 equal to 0.8 led to further reductions in the
number of iterations with typically three iterations required for a
streamlining cycle starting from straight walls at the low speeds used
. in SSWT.
The simplicityof the softwarerequiredto implementhe wall
settingstrategywas initiallyoffsetby computermemorylimitationsand
programstorageon papertape. However,itwas possibleto analyseboth
walls at onceand alsoto neglectany allowancefor variationsinwall
boundarylayerdisplacementhicknesssincethesechangeswerenow
assumedsmall. The use of morepowerfulcomputershas allowedthe full
potentialof the strategyto be realised.Analysisof bothwallsnow
takesabout5 secondsusinga DEC PDP 11/34mini-computerfittedwitha
FloatingPointProcessor.
8.3 Introduction of Compressibility Terms
The wallsettingstrategywiththe modificationsoutlinedin the
previoussectiondemonstratedrapidconvergenceof the wailsto
streamlinesat low speeds. However,the needfor testingat transonic
speedshas ledto furthermodificationsof the predictivewallsetting
strategyto a11owfor compressibilityeffects,using linearisedtheory.
The theory of the wall setting strategy is based on
incompressible flow. The compressibility factor B from linearised
compressible flow theory, allows the scaling of compressible tunnel
parameters and measurementsto the incompressible form using
Cpl = B.Cpcfor wallpressurecoefficients
aYn+Ic(X)(x)- for wallmovements
and AYn+II B
wheresuffixI = Incompressibleand c = Compressible.
Thisscalingallowsall the wall adjustmentcalculationsto
remainincompressiblewithonlythe inputand outputdataassociated
withthe strategycalculationsmodifiedfor compressibility.
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Thesesimplechangesto the originalwal!settingstrategyhave
al]owed wal! streamliningto be rapidlyachievedat Machnumbersup to
0.85. Whiletwo iterationsnormallyare requiredfor streamliningat
the higherMach numbers,one iterationstreamliningcycleshavebeen
demonstrated.TestshavebeenconductedaboveMach0.85wherethe
presenceof largeregionsof supercritica!flowbetweenthe wallsand
modeldegradedthe rapidconvergenceof the strategyand probably
invalidated the assessment of the wall streamlining quality. This may
be due to the reduced validity of linearised theory as Machnumber
approaches unity. The normally accepted Mach number limit for use of
linearised compressible flow theory is 0.8. More important is the
inability of linearised theory to represent the sudden pressure rise
across a shock wave. These together have led to the apparent breakdown
of the wal! setting strategy when supercritical flow with strong shocks
reaches the walls and extends 'through' into the imaginary flowfields.
The current Machnumber limit for satisfactory convergence with a
test section height to model chord ratio of 1.5 can only be increased by
the development of suitable numerical techniques to solve for the mixed
flows in the imaginary flowfields. While methods do exist, they demand
more computer time and more computer capacity than is available for this
project.
If a simplerapidnumericaltechniqueisfoundfor copingwith
mixed imaginaryflowfields,the strategymay be modifiedso thatthe \
wall 1oadingsare determinedfromthe differencesbetweenthe real
measuredwallvelocitiesand imaginarywa1!velocitiescalculatedusing
the new numerica!techniques.The imaginaryflowfie!dscou!dbe
calculatedoverthe top and bottomwalldisplacementhicknesscontours,
sincethe wal!boundary!ayerswillbe comp!icatedby shock/boundary
layerinteractions,ifa shockwave xtendsfromthe mode!to the wa!Is.
The presentmethodof predictingwa!!movementfromthe wall ]oadingsis
!ike!yto remain,with suitableadjustmentsto the scalingfactors. °
Whateverformthe wallsettingstrategytakes,therewillprobablybe an
ana!ysis time penalty associated with the increased complexity.
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8.4AnalyticalValidationof theStrategy
Duringlowspeedtestingat highanglesof attackitwas found
• thatwallmovementsand hencewallslopeswerebecominglarge,and it
was thoughtthatthe strategytheorywas perhapsinvalidatedleadingto
, errorsinmodelperformance.Thereforeindependentchecksweremad_on
the externalimaginarywallvelocitiescalculatedby the wall setting
strategy.
Thesechecksweremadeby applyingthe original'sourceand sink'
methodof calculatingthe imaginarywa1! velocitiesto the displacement
thicknesscontours(28)of the streamlinedwalls. Themethodis applied
to eachwall separatelyand reproducesthe wallcontoursas the envelope
of appropriatesourceand sinkdistributionsin a uniformflowfield.
The softwareroutinesfor thismethodhad beenextensivelychecked
againstexacttwo dimensionalpotentialflowstreamlines.
Raw low speeddata fromSSWTruns 13, 10 and 4 detailedin Table
2, whichare streamlinedcasesfor the representativeincidencesof 0°,
6°and120respectively,was re-analysedusingthe 'source-sink'method.
As a measureof the wall 1oadingsfoundusingthe 'source-sink'method,
the averageerrorin pressurecoefficientaCp (thedifferencebetween
realand imaginaryCps) ispresentedfor the twelvejackpositions
adjacentto the mode!- sixon eachwa11. Wall-inducedflowerrorsat
the mode!are moststrcnglyaffectedby waI! !oadingintheseareas.
The averageerrorsfoundwere
,J
0° 60 120
s {aCp{ .0078 .0178 .018212
- At worst,the inducedvelocityerrorat the mode!and a
correspondingerrorin pressurecoefficienton the modelwouldbe equa!
- to the pressurecoefficientimba!anceat the wa!!s,if therewas a
uniformerroralongbothwa!isassumedextendedto infinity. In
practice,the !evelsof wa!!pressurecoefficienterrorsgivena_ove
wouldnormallygeneratesma!!ererrorsdue to randomnessin the
distributionsof the wa!! !oadings,and due to theirfinitelength.
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The largest wall error is at e : 12o where the model is stalled
and there is a large separated wake downstreamof the model, causing
sizeable wall movementsfrom straight contours. There were disparities
between SSWTand reference model data at this incidence, therefore more
wall adjustments were made in an effort to further reduce the wall
loading. However no improvement could be madeand no significant
changes in the model pressure distribution were observed with minor wall
adjustments.
These checks proved analytically that streamlining using the
predictive wall setting strategy was satisfactory when applied to a low
speed two dimensional testing environment. In practice, three
dimensional flows can be present in the test section which may affect
estimates of mode! performance made at the model's mid span, as
discussed in Chapter 4.
At high subsonic Machnumbersthe wall setting strategy imaginary
flowfield calculations have been checked by a time marching technique
developed by Spurr and Mason(34) Machnumberdistributions over known
streamlined top wall shapes were computed using the time-marching
technique, an example of which is shownon Figure 8.2 for the NACA0012-
2o64 test case M = .84; _ = . The top wall was just critical, and
reasonable agreement between real and imaginary Machnumberscan be
observed. The results of this work gave further confidence in the use
of the wall setting strategy.
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9. VALIDATIONOFTHEFLEXIBLEWALLTESTINGTECHNIQUE
A validation of the concept must ultimately rely on comparisons
of data obtained in the newtest section with trusted data for the same
model derived elsewhere. The latter is called Reference Data. In this
chapter such data is presented on several models, derived in order to
demonstrate the ability of the flexible wailed test section to produce
data essentially free from top and bottom wall interference.
9.1 Model Aerodynamic Data from the LowSpeed Tunnel
9.1.1 Description of the mode]
The low speedmodelwas a two dimensionedaerofoi]witha NACA
0012-64section(seeTableI for surfaceco-ordinates).This 12%thick
symmetricalaerofoi!had an aspectratioof 2.2 witha chordof 13.71cm
(5.4inches)and a spanof 30.48cm(12 inches).The mode]was
constructedfromstainless tee],by NASAat LangleyResearchCenter.
There were nineteen pressure tappings on each surface positioned
at 5%chord intervals, plus a ]eading edge tapping. All tappings were
staggered about the model centerIine to prevent local hole
interferences. A narrow transition strip was located at about 7%chord,
on both surfaces, for aI] tests.
For sometests in the 7 x 5 wind tunne] at Southampton University
and all NASAteststhemodelwas fittedwithtwo wingtip extensions
whichincreasedthe spanto .91metre (3 feet)and aspectratioto 6.6.
In additionend p]ateswerefittedto suppressthreedimensionaleffects
in 7 x 5 tests.
During SSWTtests, leading edge and trailing edge fences were
• mountedontothe model. The ]eadingedgefenceswerecirculardiscs
5.84cm (2.3inches)indiameterpositioned1.27cm(.5 inch)inboard
fromthe wingtips. The trailingedgefencesextended2.54cm(I inch)
fromthe mode]surfaceoverthe entirerearthreequartersof the chord
on bothsurfaces.The trailingedgefencewas alsoattachedto the model
1.27cm(.5 inch)inboardfromthe wingtips.
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9.1.2 Reference data from the NASALangley ResearchCenter's Low
Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT)
The low speed model was tested in a deep test section to obtain
its free air behaviour. LTPThas a test section 213.4cm (84 inches)
deep, equivalent to 15.55 chords. The mode! was fitted with 30.48cm (12
inch) wing tip extensions to span the 91.4cm (36 inch) wide test
section.
The reference data was obtained over a Reynolds number range from
264,000 to 319,000. Angle of attack was varied between+12.176° and -
8.111°
There were fifty-five test points which constitute three groups
of angle of attack rakes at Reynolds numbers of approximately 317,000.
285.000 and 265,000. For each test point there is information on the
mode! pressure distribution and tunnel pressures. Model forces were
calculated from the integrated pressure distributions.
The reference data is tabulated, but is unpublished. AI! mode!
pressure coefficients were listed, together with force coefficients and
a pitching momentcoefficient about the leading edge. The data is
summarisedby the plot of CL-V-mon Figure 9.1. By fitting least square
curves to all available sets of CL data in the m range +8o to -8°, the
slopes are:
LTPTreference data Slope per radian
Rc = 265,000 4.916
= 285,000 4.847
= 315,000 4.625
Particularly noticeable is the lift reduction at _ = ±6o with °
increasing Reynolds number.
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9.1.3Datafromthe Low SpeedFlexibleWailedTunnelcomparedwith
referencedata
- The seriesof SSWTtestsusingthe low speedmodelcovereda
rangeof anglesof attackfrom -60to +120, withthe freestreamMach
numberat approximately0.1 throughout.Testsectionheightto mode!
chordratiowas 1.1:1. Themodeltestedwas the sameasused to obtain
referencedata in LTPT. A summaryof the lowspeedSSWTStreamlined
runsappearsin Table2.
A completeset of the aerodynamicdatahas beenpublished(14'16)
A selectionof modelpressuredistributionsfor anglesof attack-60, -
40, 0°, 80 and 120are shownon Figure9.2 comparedwithLTPTresults.
For claritythe latterare shownas continuouslines,althoughtheywere
infactpointmeasurements.It is clearlyseenfromtheseplotsthat
agreementbetweenSSWTand LTPTdata isgoodup to the stallat about80
angleof attack. However,beyondstallthe suctionpeakin SSWTtests
hascontributedto the liftcoefficientsbeingsignificantlyhigherthan
duringcorrespondingLTPTtests.
Thisobservationis supportedby the plotof normalforce
coefficientCN and the chordwisecoefficientCc againstangleof attack
as shownon Figure9.3 and Figure9.4 respectively.CN and Cc are \
definedon Figure9.5. Bothvaluesare determinedfromthe integrated
modelpressures.
On Figure9.3(a),CN resultsfor LTPT,SSWTstreamlinedwallsand
straightwallsareplottedbelowsta11. Straightlineshavebeendrawn
throughthe threesetsof datausingthe leastsquaresmethod. Inthe
range-60 < _ < 70 the slopesof the linesand theirzeroCN intercepts
are
Tunnel Slopeper Radian ZeroCN
Intercept
LTPT 4.924 -.121
SSWT 4.797 +.228
StreamlinedWalls
i
SSWT 5.527 -.028
StraightWalls
i
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f
Theratioof streamlined-wallsSSWTand LTPTCN slopesis about
0.97,withan upwardshift,in_ by about0.35degreebetweenLTPTand
SSWTvalues. This shiftinangleof attackmay be due to sidewall
effects. Workby Goodyerhas determinedthe reductionin liftat the
modeltipsand allowedsomeestimateof spanwiseliftdistributionto be
made. The angle of attack correction due to the finite span of the wing
was a few tenths of a degree at m = 6o.
At valuesof _ above8°, differencesbetweenSSWTand LTPTdata
becomessignificant.The LTPTcurvehas a relativelypronouncedpeakat
: +9° beyondwhichthe slopebecomessteeplynegative. The SSWTdata
showsa moregradualriseto a slightlylowermaximumCN at about110,
followedby a gradua!fal! in CN. However,withthe SSWTflexiblewalls
set straight,the CN data indicatesno apparentstal!and also
illustratesthe gross interferenceffectson liftwhichis normally
presentina shallowtestsection.
The plot of Cc on Figure 9.4 again shows good agreement between
the two sets of data except for an apparent upward shift of SSWTangle
of attack by about half a degree, roughly in agreementwith an
equivalent shift in the CN-V-_ data. The straight wall SSWTdata
diverges at high angles of attack as expected.
A trailing edge stall was expected for the aerofoil and it was
thought that secondary flows were preventing complete flow separation on
the suction surface. This possible explanation for the discrepancies
between LTPTand SSWTresults was investigated by use of flow
visualisation and simple 'aerodynamic fixes'
Firstly,leadingedgefencesdescribedin Section9.1.1were
fittedfor Run 216 at _ = 120. Thetestresultsplottedon Figure9.3(b)
and 9.4 showthatwhilethe mode]normalforcewas reducedbeyondstall, ,
the originaldifferencebetweenSSWTand LTPTdatawas onlyhalved.
Furthertestsat _ = +60 and +90yieldedlittlechangein CN or Cc.
Two dimensionalityof the flowaroundthe aerofoi!was checkedby
surfaceflowvisualisation.Oil impregnatedwithfluourescentdye was
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deposited indiscrete spots on the wing surfaces. After a brief tunnel
run, the oil entrained into the surface flow over the model was traced
out by the dye. Thesedye tracks were photographed in ultra violet
. light and are reproduced on Figure 9.6. The model is set at _ : 12°, and
it will be noticed that the aerofoil in SSWTis set 12o nosedownsince
the model is mounted upside down.
At _ = 12o the flow over the pressure surface appears to be
uniform and two dimensional even near the wing fences. Howeverthe
suction surface patterns are more confused and irregular, with leading
edge separation and a large reverse flow region. Only a small leading
edge separation bubble was shownby dye on one of the wing fences.
Noticeable is the tendency for the dye traces to movetowards one side
of the wind tunnel, indicating the existence of somethree dimensional
effects. This problem was resolved by re-gritting the model transition
strip, but no significant changes in the aerofoil pressure distribution
were noted. Increasing the test section flow area downstream of the
streamlined portion of the test section to perhaps allow for the thicker
separated wake also produced no significant changes in model
performance(14) .
An alternative aerodynamic fix was the fitting to the model of
trailing edge fences described in Section 9.1.1. After re-streamlining
the walls at _ = 12°, it was found that CN had increased to worsen the
comparison with LTPTvalues. Surface flow details are shownOn Figure
9.7 and are similar to those patterns found with the leading edge fences
fitted.
It is knownthat aerofoil stall is sensitive to freestream
turbulence. Although no measure of turbulence levels have been made in
SSWT,it is most probably higher than in LTPTcausing the effective test
Reynolds number to be higher in SSWTthan LTPT. The LTPTtests have
" shownthat at someangles of attack the pressures at certain stations on
the aerofoil are extremely sensitive to Reynolds number.
To investigate the effect of changes in wind tunnel airspeed on
the model, a series of four SSWTruns were performed over a range of Rc
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from 170,000 to 370,000 with the flexible wal! set to previously
determined 'streamlined' shapes for run 180 with _ = 12.1o and Rc =
287,000. The walls were not re-streamlined for each change of Reynolds
number because of the protracted time the operation was taking with the
equipment then in use. The variations of CN and Cc with Reynolds number
are shown on Figure 9.8.
The SSWTdata indicates a gradua! increase of CN with Rc and the
converse for Cc, although the overall change in values is less than 10%.
The LTPTdata varied insignificantly over its narrow Rc range. A 25%
reduction in CN and a 30%increase in Cc would be the changes necessary
in SSWTdata for agreement with LTPTresults.
Althoughthe flexiblewallswerenot set to good streamlines
duringany of thesetests,the weakvariationof the modelforce
coefficientswithReynoldsnumberindicatethat smalldifferencesin
Reynoldsn_nberprobablydo not accountfor the datadiscrepancies.The
wallswere re-streamlinedforthe caseof Rc = 287,000for run 228.
Therewereonlysmallchangesinthe mode]forcecoefficientsfromthe
unstreamlinedrun 224. Thisre-streamliningbecamenecessarybecauseof
somechangesinthe testconditions.Bothangleof attackandthe
transitionstriphad beenre-set. Therewere stilldifferencesbetween
the aerofoilpressuredistributionfor runs 180and 228 bothwithwalls
streamlinedas shownon Figure9.9. Bothtestswere nominallyat the
sameReynoldsnumberand angleof attackwiththe walls streamlined.
Thesechangesmay be due to someformof stallhysteresiscausedby wall
streamliningfromdifferentstartcontours,inadditionthe changesmay
be due to differencesin the testconditions.
It was thoughtpossiblethatthe flexiblewailswere impressing
an incorrectflowpatternon the stalledmode],evenwhenthe wallswere
judgedstreamlinedby wallmeasurementsalone. Largewallmovementsand
associatedwall slopesprobablyinvalidatethe imaginaryflowfield
calculationsas discussedin Section4.5.3. Thesecalculations,as part
of the wall settingstrategy,relyon the model viscousactionbeing
containedwithinthe effectiveaerodynamicontoursof the testsection
walls. Thismay not havebeenthe casewitha stalledmodel.
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A seriesof wakesurveysweremadeon the lowspeedmodel in SSWT
at _ = +120, +6°, 0° and -60, at a chordReynoldsnumberof about
287,000. Itwas intendedthatthesesurveysshou]dgivesomeinsight
intothe effectof wal] streamliningon mode]dragand alsogive
informationon the existenceor otherwiseof a potentialflowcore
betweenmode]wakeand f]exiblewallboundary]ayer.
In addition,wakesurveysweremadeon the ]owspeedmodel
mountedin a deep 1.52m(5feet)by 2.13m(7feet)testsectionof the
Universityof SouthamptonLow Speed(7 x 5) WindTunnel. Wing
extensionswerefittedto the low speedmodelto minimisethree
dimensionaleffects,makingthe spanof the model91.44cm(3feet).
Thesetestswere intendedto provideinformationon the mode!wake
beyondstallin a flowfie]dwhichcan be consideredfreeof boundary
interferences.
Thesewaketraversesweremade 1.25mode]chordsdownstreamof
the trailingedgeand 2.28cm(.9 inch)to the sideof the mode]mid
span,as shownon Figure9.10. Eithertota!or staticpressureswere
measuredin a run by the fittingof eithera Kieltota]probeor a
staticproberespectively,shownon Figure9.11. Tunnelreference
pressuresweretakenupstreamof the model. DragcoefficientCD was
calculatedby numericalintegrationof the wake'smomentumdefect.
The wakeprofi]ein SSWTfor _ = 120withthe wailsstreamlinedis
shownonFigure9.12. It is apparentthatthe wakepractica]]yfi]Is
the tunnelfromfloorto ceilingat the traversingplane. Suchan
extensivewakewas not expectedand its sizemay havebeenenhancedby
sidewallseparations.Interactionof wakeandflexiblewallboundary
layerswouldnullifyany attemptsto streamlinethe wailsdownstreamof
the model. Thisdiscoverymay accountfor discrepanciesin the aerofoiI
data at highanglesof attack.
For comparisonpurposes,the wakeprofilefor _ = 120found inthe
- 7 x 5 testsis alsoshownon Figure9.12. The 7 x 5 data showssome
f]owvelocityanomaliesdue to inherenttunne]fau]ts. Neverthe]ess,
thereis reasonableagreementwithSSWTdatain termsof wakedepth.
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The positionof the wake in SSWTappearsto havebeenslightlydisplaced
verticallypossiblydue to wall inducedcurvatureof the effective
tunnelcentreline.Thedragcoefficientfound inthe 7 x 5 testsis
some 17%greaterthanthe valuefound inSSWT. Meanwhilethe lift
coefficient found in the 7 x 5 tests is 2%higher than the value found
in SSWT. The 7 x 5 data has not been corrected for any three
dimensional effects. For the purposes of this comparison, the lift is
matched adequately and differences in drag can probably be attributed to
the badly defined edges of the wake. It would appear that the wake
found in SSWTwith streamlined walls is representative of the free air
case.
Presumably, downstream of the traversing plane at this angle of
attack, there was no region of potential flow in SSWTwith 'streamlined'
walls. The flowfield is very roughly as indicated in Figure 5(a) of
reference 9 which illustrates a possible limit to reduction in test
section height. At high angles of attack the streamlining procedure may
be invalid and model separation is probably sensitive to wall position.
Therefore the current 'wall streamlining' strategy could be inadequate
for testing at high angles of attack. A limit to the technique has
probably been found in these tests.
This experience suggested that flow at the downstreamend of the
test section should be monitored to check for the existence of two
potential flow zones between the wake and wall boundary layers. This
feature was incorporated in the transonic test section.
SSWTtests at smaller _ showmore acceptable wake profiles. For
= +6o, the wake occupied only 17%of the test section height at the
traversing plane and the wakeexperienced a small vertical displacement
with streamlining but no significant increase in size as shownon Figure
9.13. This wakedisplacement is probably the result of the wall
movementapart to allow for wake blockage downstreamof the model. Note
that streamlining of SSWTremoves the freestream velocity error due to
wake blockage which is present with straight walls. Straight wall data
= 00for _ and ±6o shownon Figure 9.14 illustrates the extent and
movementof the wake as affected by attitude. The profiles at _ = ±6o
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showreasonablesymmetryaboutthe tunnelcentreline,but the wakeat _ :
0° showssomeverticaldisplacementfromthe tunnelcentreline.
- Inmostcases low speedtwo dimensionalaerodynamicdatacBn be
confidentlycorrectedfor testsectionboundaryinterferencesby
- standardmethods. To examinethisclaim,straight-wallCL datawas
correctedby the Goldsteinmethodfor tunnelinterferenceand viscous
effects. Thesecorrectionsaremadeby use of smallperturbationtheory
wherethe ratioof test sectionheightto modelchordis assumedto be
large. In TSWTthe ratiowas smallat 1.11,but usefulcorrectionshave
beendetermined.Inadditiontherewas a blockagecorrectionmadefor
> +90, wherethe separatedwakeof the stalledaerofoilresemblesthe
wakeof a bluffbody,as postulatedby Maskell.
The completerangeof availableCL datais plottedon Figure9.15
showingthat inthe unstalledregimethe correctedstraightwallSSWT
datacomparesfavourablywithcorrespondingLTPTvalues. No corrections
are appliedto LTPTdata. The setsof CL dataare againconveniently
summarisedby fittingstraightlinesthroughthe data overthe angleof
attackrange-60 < _ < +80, usingthe leastsquaresmethod. The slopes
and interceptsof these linefitsare as follows.
DataSource LiftCurve Zero_ Intercept
Slopeper Radian CL
LTPT 4.853 .0095
StreamlinedWall 4.72 -0.0194
SSWT
StraightWallSSWT 5.042 -0.0077
" Corrected
Uncorrected 5.615 -0.0086
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The liftcurve slope ratios are
Straightwalls,uncorrected
= 1.157LTPT
Straight wall SSWTcorrected
LTPT = 1.039
and
Streamlined wa1! SSWT
= 0.973LTPT
This shows that, below stall, the lift curve slope obtained in
SSWTis corrected from an error of 15.7%with straight walls to an error
of 2.7% by wall streamlining alone. Similarly, standard wind tunnel
corrections reduce the error to 3.9%. It is interesting to observe that
LTPTdata straddles both the streamlined wall data and the straight wall
corrected data.
Beyond stall there are larger disparities in the CL data. The
standard wind tunnel corrections are insufficient, suggesting that the
associated theory is inadequate when applied to models with separated
flow suppressed by gross wall interference. Note that there is no stall
indicated in the raw straight wall data. The disparity between LTPT
data and streamlined walls SSWTdata in the region of stall can be
attributed to someform of error in wal! streamlining due to the merging
of model wake and wall boundary layers, as discussed earlier.
As an example of the effectiveness of streamlining comparedwith
that of standard correcting techniques through stall, consider the CL
data for _ = 120. Assuming the LTPTdata to be correct, the straight
wall SSWTresult is 128%in error. Standard corrections reduce the CL
error to 44%whereas wall streamlining alone gives only a 28%error in
CL. While significant differences still exist between LTPTand SSWT
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results beyond stall the reasons have probably been identified during
the attempts to improve SSWTdata.
It would appear that wall streamlining of a shallow test section
has a favourable effect on model lift before and after stall. The
effectiveness of the flexible wall technique is comparable with standard
correction techniques before stall, and is about as good as could be
expected. However, validation of the flexible wall technique at low
speeds has revealed somefundamental limitations to test conditions
beyond the stall which must be monitored in high speed testing.
9.2 ModelAerodynamicDatafromthe TransonicFacility
9.2.1Descriptionof the highspeedmodels
The original high speed model was a NACA0012-64 aerofoil (see
Table I) of I0.16cm (4 inch) chord and 15.24cm (6 inch) span. The model t
was constructed from stainless steel. This validation model was chosen
because of its predictable behaviour and also because its performance is
reasonably well known.
Each surface has twenty-two static pressure tappings with five
tappings grouped within the first 10%of the chord and the remainder
spaced at approximately 5%chord intervals as shownon Table I. The
tappings on the upper surface are positioned along a chord line 5.71cm
(2.25 inches) from one sidewall. The tappings on the lower surface are
positicnedalonga chordline9.52cm(3.75inches)fromthe same
sidewall.Hence,the setsof upperand lowertappingsaredisplaced
spanwiseby 3.81cm(1.5inches)symmetricallyaboutthe modelmid-span.
A grit transition band was positioned around the leading edge to
about 3%chord, for the high speed testing in TSWT. A short transition
- band was chosen in the hope that satisfactory shock free flow would be
obtained around the leading edge. However, the concentration of grit
did produce shock waves under someconditions. The shock waves affected
the detailed shape of the pressure suction peak near the transition
band.
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Theotherhighspeedmodelwas an NPL 9510section. This is an
11%thickcamberedmodel (seeTable3) havinga chordof 15.24cm(6
inches)and a spanof 20.32cm(8 inches),constructedof HP9-4-20alloy
steel. The sectionco-ordinatesare shownon Table3 and the section
profileisplottedOn Figure9.16.
Surfacepressuretappingswerepositionedoverthe mid-span
portionof the modelon bothsurfaces.The positionof the taps
concentratedon specificpartsof the aerofoilprofile,namelythe 50%
chordregionon the uppersurfaceand the trailingedgeregionon the
lowersurface,as shownin Table4. Testswereperformedwithand
withouta transitionstrippositionedaroundthe leadingedgeto about
3% chord.
9.2.2 Reference data
SinceTSWTtestswereconductedat a lowchordReynoldsnumber
(about1.5million)therewas a paucityof referencedata on the two
highspeedmodels. A searchof literaturedid uncoverdataon NACA
0012-64fromveryearlytestsat transonicspeeds. Fortunately,the
0012-64modelused in TSWThadearlierbeentestedin the NASALangley
ResearchCenter19"x 6" blowdowntransonicwindtunnelfittedwitha
slottedtestsection. Thisprovideda sourceof referencedatawith a
ratioof test sectionheightto modelchordof 4.75which is
substantiallyhigherthanthe height:chordratioof 1.5 inTSWTwith
thismodel.
NPL9510 lift and drag data was obtained on the samemodel in the
NASALangley Research Center (LRC) 0.3 Meter Transonic Cryogenic Wind
Tunnel. Its slotted two-dimensional test section gave a height/chord
ratio just greater than two. The LRCtests were performed at a
stagnation pressure above ambient and at a stagnation temperature
somewhatbelowambientand in nitrogen,whichtogetherresultedinchord
Reynoldsnumbersbeingabout66% higherthan in TSWTat the sameMach
number.
Referenceliftand dragdatawas alsoavailablefromoriginalNPL
testsfor comparisonpurposes.Thisdatawas obtainedfroma 25.4cm(10
inch)chordmodel in an NPL transonictunnelfittedwith a two-
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dimensional slotted test section with a height equa! to 3 chords. The
tests were performed at ambient stagnation conditions giving chord
Reynolds numbersalso about 66%greater than for TSWT. A transition
band was fitted to the lower surface of the mode! from 6-8% chord for
all NPLand LRCtests and also for the majority of those tests from 4-6%
chord on the upper surface.
d
Whencomparing TSWTdata with that from LRCand NPL it should be
noted that:
I) The reference data is not corrected for any boundary
interference effects. Wherepossible, whenpressure
distributions are compared, the mode! CNSare closely matched
to remove uncertainty about angle of attack.
2) The chordReynoldsnumberof the referencedata is higherthan
thatfor TSWTdata. Thisdifferencecouldleadto
misinterpretationf datacomparisonsincemodel shocksmay
be sensitiveto the positionof the transitionpoint. For a
cleanwingthe transitionpoint isdependenton Reynolds
number.
In view of this situation it must be concluded that the reference
data can only be used as an indication of model performance.
For the NACA0012-64 section, the NASAreference data+ covers a
range of angle of attack from 0° to 16o for Machnumbersfrom 0.5 to
1.1. Most of the data is for a clean wing, but additional tests at 4o ,
8o 12o and 16o were carried out for each test Machnumber with a
transition strip fitted to the model.
The NASAtests + on the NPL9510 section covered a range of angle
• of attack from 0° to 6° over a Machnumber band from 0.4 to 0.81.
o Following private communications with NASALangley Research Center it
was decided as a first step to validate the TSWTdata with transonic
data currently available from ventilated test sections.
+Unpublished work,
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Forboth setsof referencedataon the NPL section,liftwas
obtainedfrom integratedpressuredistributions.Dragwas obtainedfrom
conventionalwaketraversesmade0.736chorddownstreamof the trailing
edgein the LRCtestsand one chorddownstreaminthe NPL tests. All
referencedragdatapresentedherewas obtainedfromtraversesdownthe
tunne!centre!ine.
9.2.3NACA0012-64resultscomparedwithreferencedata
InitialvalidationtestinginTSWThas generateda bodyof
straightwalland streamlinedwalldataoverthe Machnumberrangeof
0.3to 0.89,duringthe courseof overtwo hundredand fiftyruns.
Nodeldata includedits surfacepressuredistributionand wakevelocity
profile. The testsectionheightto modelchordratiowas 1.5:1. The
wailswerestreamlinedaroundthe modelwhenset at variousanglesof
attackbetween0° and 60. The maximumangleof attackfor a givenMach
numberwas limitedby model lift,to protectthe schliereng!assinto
whichthe modelwas mounted. Angleof attackwas set geometricallyand
may not be closelyrelatedto aerodynamicangleof attackdue to upwash
presentat the upstreamend of the flexiblewails. It is thereforemore
aerodynamicallymeaningfulto studythe effectsof changesin_ rather
thanabsolutevalues. The Reynoldsnumberof the tests,whichvaried
withwindtunnelairspeed,was about1.23millionat Mach0.7,basedon
chord.
Current!y,therehavebeentwenty-fourunswiththe flexible
wa!lsstreamlinedaroundthis aerofoilas summarisedin Table5. In
addition,twenty-threerunshavebeenmadewiththe wa!Isset
aerodynamicallystraightas summarisedin Table6. (Thesettingof
straightwallsis discussedinSection 6.5.2).
It is onlypossibleto run withthe wallsset straight at
subsonicand !owtransonicspeedswhenthismode! is present,sinceat
hightransonicspeeds,the modelchokesthe straightwailedtest section
preventingany changesinMachnumberupstreamof the model.
Neverthelessthe straightwalltest conditionsprovidean idealstarting
pointfor an initialstreamliningcycle,sincethe imaginaryflowfield
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is then uniform. The straight walls generate the gross interference
which would be present in a conventional solid wailed test section of
this size. In particular the existence of initially strong wall
interferences can prolong the streamlining cycle as discussed in Chapter
10.
The gross interference of straight wails is well illustrated on
Figure 9.17 which shows plots of lift curve slope against Machnumber
with straight and streamlined walls. Straight wall slopes are much
greater than corresponding streamlined waI! slopes. Also plotted for
comparison with each set of data is a prediction of the effects of
compressibility on the lift curve slope relative to a low speed value,
using linearised theory. The agreement between theory and experiment is
good up to about Mach0.7.
The conventionalwindtunnelcorrectionmethodby Allanand
Vincentihas beenappliedto straightwallCL and fromdrag coefficient
values. Thiscorrectionmethodisbasedon linearisedcompressible
theory. The resultsof this analysisappliedto straightwallCL data
are alsoplottedon Figure9.17.
As a comparison, a second method of correction has been applied
to the straight-wall model data. This correction method uses the wall
loadings assessed according to the method of Section 7.3. The wall
loadings induce flow disturbances at the model which are interpreted as
wail-induced angle of attack error, wall-induced camber and wall-induced
blockage. The measured straight-wall lift coefficients were corrected
by the estimated effects of these disturbances, and this data is also
shownon Figure 9.17.
The two sets of corrected data, together with streamlined-wail
TSWTdata are comparedwith the straight wal! CL and form drag
. coefficient data on Figure 9.18 and Figure 9.19 respectively for the
Machnumbers 0.5 and 0.7.
The liftcurveslopesdeterminedby the fittingof leastsquare
straightlinesto eachset of data,are sumarisedas follows:
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Data Description Slope Per Radian Zero _ Intercept
Mach0.5 _ach 0.7 Mach0.5 Mach0.7
Straight WaII Data 6.858 8.955 -.0752 -.0898
Straight Wal! Data
Corrected for Interferences 5.248 6.893 -.0672 -.0775
Derived from Wall Loading
Straight Wall Data
Corrected According to 5.013 5.311 -.0552 -.0519
Allan & Vincenti Method
streamlined Wall Data 5.529 6.749 -.0574 -.0753
At Mach0.5, both sets of corrected straight wall TSWTdata are
in reasonable agreement with streamlined wall TSWTdata but there is
somedivergence of the sets of corrected data at negative angles of
attack. At Mach0.7 the straight wall data corrected for interferences
derived from wal! loading is in fair agreement with streamlined wall
results, despite the rapid divergence of the raw straight wal! data.
However, the compressible corrections appear to be consistently too
strong.
The straight wall form drag data shownon Figure 9.19 suggests
someasymmetry in the model position relative to initial 'straight' wal!
contours, particularly at Mach .5. The standard wind tunnel
corrections appear insufficient to improve the data. Howeverform drag
determined from model pressures is only a small component of the total
drag, making quantitative assessment of form drag meaningless.
It is apparent from the plots of CL-V-_ that the interferences
derived from wall loading are probably the most accurate up to Mach 0.7.
The s_andard correction technique is not as good particularly at Mach
.7. It is well knownthat at high subsonic speeds, solid test section
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wallsgenerategrossinterferenceffects. Thisgrossinterference
usua!lycausesthe model shocksto be misplacedeventuallyleadingto
the tunnelchokingat the modelwith increasingMachnumber.
, Corrections in the conventional sense becomemeaningless and the tunne!
must be capable of unchoking itself if the model shocks are to be
. correctly positioned and the desired test Machnumber achieved. Both
adaptive wall and ventilated test sections have this facility.
It has beensuccessful!ydemonstratedthat flexiblewa!!
techniquescan be appliedto caseswheresupercritica!flowextendsto
the straightwa!Is,and thento streamlineat the sameMachnumberwhich
wil!givesub-criticalflowat the streamlinedwalls. A representative
40case isM = 0.7;_ = . AerofoiIpressuredistributionsfor thiscase
aregivenon Figure9.20withwa!Isstraightand stream!ined.The
correspondingNASAreferencedata isalso shown. Grossinterferenceis
evidentwiththe wa!! straight,witha highvalueof modellift
generatedby the uppersurfaceshocklyingtoo far aft at about65%
chordand extendingto the top wall. Afterstreamliningalone,the
shockmovedto about22% chordand awayfromthe wa!1givinga pressure
distributionwhich is ingoodagreementwiththe referencedata. The
powerfu!effectsof streamliningare illustratedin the corresponding
sparkschIierenpictureson Figure9.21.
Thisschlierenservesto il!ustratean importantpointwhich
becameapparentas the testingproceeded.The airfoilshocksare always
normalto the flexiblewails intheirouterreaches,and thereforethere
were no shockref!ectionsfromthe walls. Eachwall supportsthe sudden
pressureriseat the shockand preventsany changeinthe flowdirection
downstreamof the shockwhichmightotherwiseoccurwitha ventilated
testsection.
Modeldatawithstream!inedwa!Isfor testMachnumbersup to
" Mach 0.7 was obtainedroutine!yand has provideda usefu!extensionof
low speedSSWTresu!ts. BeyondMach0.7,the effectsof compressibility
on mode!performancebecomeincreasinglysignificantand supercritical
f!owcan reachthe flexiblewalls. Setsof dataweretakenat M = 0.85
where itwas foundthatupperand lowershock!ocationsand shapeswere
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sensitiveto transitionfixing. Thisfindingis i11ustratedby the
pressuredistributionson Figure9.22. Witha cleanaerofoil,the upper
surfaceshockisaft andthere is evidenceof a laminardelta. Witha
transition strip fitted, the upper shock movedforward by about 14%
chord while no movementof the lower shock was observed with no evidence
of a laminar delta on e|ther shock. Since the reference data shows
characteristics of a turbulent boundary layer at the upper surface shock
with and without transition fixing the comparisons of TSWTdata with
reference data are madewith grit on at this Machnumberand above. The
pressure distributions are on Figure 9.23.
The TSWTand referencedataat Mach0.85generallyshowexcellent
agreementinshapeand indetail. The upperand lowershockpositions
agreeto withinabout2% and 3% of chordrespectively.Withpressure
orificesat each5% chord it isdifficultt9 be moreprecise. It should
be notedthattheseresultswereobtaineddespitethe factthatthe
wallswerenot goodstreamlinesandthe uppershockextendedto the top
wall. (AmaximumMachnumberof 1.047was recordedon the top wall).
At a higherMachnumberof 0.89,the strengthsof the shocksat
the wallshad risensignificantly.The extentof the supercriticalflow
atthe walls is shownon Figure9.24by Machnumberdistributionscaled
to the correspondingsparkschlierenpicture. The mode!datawas in
fairagreementwiththe referencedata. In TSWTthe uppershockwas
correctlypositionedbutthe lowershockappearedto be 6% too far aft
andtherewerealsodeficienciesinthe pressurecoefficientoverthe
aft sectionsof the suctionsurfaceof between0.05to 0.1.
The schlierenshowsthe existenceof shock/boundarylayer
interactions,one of particularconcernbeingon the top wall. Thereis
a significanthickeningof the wai!boundarylayerdownstreamof the
shock,whichcausesan aerodynamicthroatbetweenmodelwakeand wall
boundarylayer. Thisthroatproducesa weakunsteadyshockdownstream '
of the modelas shownon Figure9.24. Studyof the seriesof schlieren
picturestakenat intervalsof a few secondsduringthe sametestrun
suggeststhatthe flowfieldisnot beinginfluencedby tunnelnoise,
sincepressurewaveswerenot seenmovingupstreamto the modelshocks
wherethe test sectionwas choked.
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Basedon the imaginaryf]owfieldsimulationsdescribedin Section
10.3,the highspeedmode!was re-testedat Mach0.89witha ]ocalised
hollowintroducedintothe top wa]]. The depthof the hollowand its
extentdownstreamof the mode!was variedto investigatethe effectsof
thesechangesat the model. Variationof ho]lowdepthproducedsome
differencesinmode!pressuredistribution.But continuationof the
hol]owdownstreamof the mode] resu!tedinthe downstreamMachnumber
beingbelowfreestream.If freestreamMachnumberwas thenrestoredat
the downstreamend of the testsection,the mode]shocksmovedaft.
Simpleshock/boundarylayertheorydevelopedby the Royal
AircraftEstablishmentpredicteda stepincreaseof the wall
displacementhicknessjustupstreamof the shock. A ]ocalisedhollow
of thisdepth introducedintothe top wall producedfavourableffects
on the aerofoilpressuredistributionas shownon Figure9.25.This
aerofoildata is ih excellentagreementwiththe referencedata.
However,the wailsdid not compIete]ysatisfyall the streamlining
criteriafor infiniteflowdue to the wallsettingstrategylimitations
discussedinChapter8.
The accumu]atedNACA0012-64aerofoi]datafromTSWTis
summarisedin Figure9.26whichshowsthe normalforcecoefficientslope
as a functionof M=. StreamlinedwallTSWTdata is comparedwith
referencedata. There ismostencouragingagreementparticular]yinthe
reproductionof shockstall.
A NACA0012-64schIierenmode]of 10.16cm (4 inch)chordwas used
for the preliminarywaketraversework. The ratioof testsection
heightto mode!chordwas 1.5. The waketraverseswereperformed2¼
chordsdownstreamof the trailingedge,andoversufficientvertica]
distanceto locatebothedgesof the wakei.e.to locatewherethe local
Machnumberbecamenearconstantwithprobemovement.
Traverseswereperformedat referenceMachnumbersof 0.3,0.5,
• 0.6 and 0.7 for anglesof attackof 0°, 20 and 40 (seeTable7) withthe
wa!Isstreamlined.The dragdata is summarisedon Figure9.27,a p]ot
of CD-V-M= for differentanglesof attack. The onsetof wavedrag is
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particularlyevidentaboveMach0.6. Also includedon Figure9.27are
reportedCD valuesat M = .17whichagreereasonablywel!withthe lower
Machnumber(i.e.M < .6)TSWTresultsoverthe _ range. The low
Reynoldsnumberof the TSWTtests(Rc = 0.67- 1.3x 106) has limited
the amountof availablereferencedragdata.
To supplementhe abovedatawithwallsstreamlined,a seriesof
traverseswereperformedwiththe walls 'aerodynamicallystraight'at M
equalto 0.5 and 0.7 (seeTable7) to observethe effectof strong
boundaryinterference.For all cases,the effectof straightwallswas
to displacethe wakevertically.
The M: .7; _ = 4o case shows the largest difference between
streamlined and straight wall wake profiles as shownon Figure 9.28.
These profiles relate favourably to the wakes shown in the spark
schlieren on Figure 9.21 also taken at M : .7 with the walls straight
and streamlined. This case serves to i11ustrate the severe interference
which can be generated by a straight wailed test section at high
subsonic Mach numbers. The act of wall streamlining correctly
positioned the model shock and is shownhere to produce a reasonable
value for drag.
Whilewa1! stream!iningappearsto havefavourab!effectson
drag,a lackof referencedatafor comparisonpurposesdoes not a11ow
any positiveconclusionto be madeaboutthe accuracyof the dragdata.
Incontrast,the liftcurveslopesare ingood agreementwithreference
datafrom low speedsthroughshocksta11. Comparisonsbetweendetai!ed
pressuredistributionsare alsogoodwhichfurtherconfirmsthe validity
of the flexiblewa!ltestingtechniqueat highsubsonicspeeds. It
wouldalsoappearthatwal! stream!iningisbetterthan standard
interferencecorrectiontechniquesparticuIar!yat highsubsonicspeeds.
9.2.4NPL 9510resultscomparedwithreferencedata
Furtherworkto validatethe f!exibIewa!!techniquein two-
dimensiona!testinghas beencarriedout usingan NPL 9510section,.
larger,camberedand perhapsof morechallengingdesignthanthe NACA
0012-64sectionpreviouslytested.
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Data on lift and drag was obtained over a Machnumber range up to
0.87 and at angles of attack from zero to 6° . The results taken with
the walls streamlined were then comparedwith two sources of reference
data obtained in conventional slotted walled transonic test sections.
The reference data cannot be considered interference free but is the
best currently available at low Reynold's numbers, and has to provide a
basis for assessing the quality of TSWTdata.
9.2.4.1 Lift
A totalof fifty-twosetsof datawereacquiredwiththe walls
'Streamlined'Twenty-onepointswerewithno transitionstripfitted
to the model (aslistedon Table8) andthirty-onewerewiththe
transitionstripfitted(as listedon Table9) to observeitseffecton
modelperformance (24)
The TSWTlift data is summarised in the plots of the normal force
coefficient CN versus angle of attack for freestream Machnumbersof
approximately 0.5,0.6, 0.7, 0.75 and 0.8 shownon Figure 9.29. Both
transition fixed and transition free data is showntogether with the
reference data for comparison. The NPLdata was available and is
thereforeplottedconvenientlyas liftcoefficient,whichis little
differentfromCN at the moderateanglesof attackdiscussedhere.
For M = 0.5,there is a smalldifferencebetweenthe normalforce
curveslope (dCN/d_ ) for the TSWTdata (transitionfixed)and LRC data.
Howeverthe TSWTdata (transitionfree)showsbetteragreementat lower
anglesof attack. The ratiosof the two TSWTcurveslopeswiththe LRC
slopehavethe values:
Transition Fixed : 1.10
Transition Unfixed: 1.04
over the angle of attack range 0° < _ < +6o.
Reynolds numbereffects could account for someof this difference.
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The NPLdata shows a consistent shift in angle of attack relative
to the other data sets but the slope compares favourably with the TSWT
result.
d
For M=: .6; there is agreement between LRCand TSWTdata
(transition fixed). The NPLdata is again displaced by an amount
corresponding to an angle of attack of roughly half a degree.
For M : .7, there is good agreement between LRCand TSWTdata.
The NPLdata at low angles is again displaced, but has a slope roughly
equa! to that of the TSWTdata. At the higher angles the slope is seen
to increase and the data diverge from the other two sources.
For M : .75, the TSWTdata (transition fixed) showsthe sametrend
as the reference data, an increasing lift curve slope with angle of
attack. A disparity between TSWTand LRCdata appears at the higher
angles of attack, while the NPLdata diverges more strongly.
For M : .8, the va]ues of CN from the TSWTtests (transition
fixed) compares favourably with LRCdata above about I o angle of attack,
see Figure 9.29(e). There is however, a discrepancy between LRCand
TSWTdata at _ : 0°. At this Machnumber, the shock positions are
sensitive to the boundary layer condition and there is a correspondingly
large difference in mode! performance for the TSWTtests with transition
fixed and free, as clearly shown in the model pressure distributions for
the test case M== .8; _ : 3o shownon Figure 9.30. The upper surface
shock is shownto travel from about 60%chord, transition free to about
45%chord, transition fixed. It is apparent that the TSWTdata
(transition free) is substantially different from the other data sources
at high subsonic Machnumbers. The NPLdata at M = .8 shows a disparity
with both TSWTand LRCequivalent to up to half a degree in angle of
attack. There is also a pronounced reduction of the lift curve slope in
: 20the NPLdata beyond about _ , not evident in the TSWTdata. This
perhaps indicated an earlier stall due to a larger effective angle of
attack of the NPLmodel.
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TSWTdata was obtained at higher Machnumbers over only a limited
angle of attack range, partly to limit loads. The intention was to
locate the important limit to test Mach numbergiving a breakdown in the
will setting strategy in the manner discussed in Chapter 10. The
highest Machnumber at which wall streamlining was achieved was 0.87
20.
with _ = It is interesting to observe the variation of CN over the
" Machn_nber band 0.5 to 0.87 at this angle of attack shownon Figure
9.31. A shock stall is evident at about Mach 0.85. Again there is
reasonable agreement with LRCdata as far as it goes. Evidence of an
angle of attack error is visible in the NPLdata which is above the
remainder up to the shock sta11. The shift of the onset of shock stall
from Mach 0.85 in TSWTto Mach0.79 in the NPLtests is also indicative
of a disparity in angle of attack.
Further detailed comparisons of TSWTresults with reference data
have been made. The model pressure distributions for thetest case M=:
.7; _ = 4o are shownon Figure 9.32 from TSWTdata (transition fixed) and
the LRCdata sets. Normal force coefficients are not perfectly matched
but the upper surface shock is roughly in the sameposition for both
tests. However, the pressure recovery downstream of this shock is
different for the two tests perhaps due to different thicknesses of the
model's boundary layer during each test. The disparities in the
pressure distributions on the lower surface could be similarly caused.
The peak Mach numberon the top walls was 0.82.
2oFor the test case M : .75; _ = the upper surface shock may be
slightly misplaced forwards by some5%chord in the TSWTtests, as shown
on Figure 9.33. The suction peak obtained in the LRCtests is slightly
lower than the TSWTresult, which may have been caused by different grit
concentrations on the leading edge. A comparison between TSWTand NPL
data for similar test cases, shownon Figure 9.34, illustrates similar
orders of differences. The upper surface shock position is matched but
there are discrepancies downstream of the shock and on the lower
surface. Unfortunately, using the available data, lift coefficients
were only roughly matched between the TSWTand NPLtests.
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The peak top wall Machnumber in this TSWTtest was 0.837. At
higher freestream Mach n_bers the supercritica! areas extended towards
2o 2o thethe walls such that for the cases: M== .8; _ = and M = .87; _ =
peak Mach numberson the top wall were 0.964 and 1.087 respectively.
4
The need for someshaping of the wa]l to absorb the thickening of its
boundary layer under the shock boundary layer interaction has been
demonstrated in previous NACA0012-64 tests, but further work is
required before this procedure can be followed on a regular basis (see
Chapter I0).
The repeatabilityof resultshas been investigated.Forthe case
M = .7; _ = 20 (transition free) two values of CL were obtained from
different streamlining paths. One streamlining cycle was initiated with
the walls set to the M = .7; e = Io streamlined contours, requiring only
one iteration for streamlining and giving CL = .4589. The other cyc]e
0owas initiated with the wails set to the M = .7; e = streamlined
contours. Here three iterations were required giving CL : .4478. There
is a difference of .0111 (2.5%) in Ci. The residual errors were greater
13) _"than previously reported values ( error < 0.015°) which may
adversely affect this comparison. For the test case of M : .7; _ = 0°
(transition fixed) a repeat run was performed (Run 390) with the walls
reset to the Run 380 streamline contours after someroutine streamlining
cycles over a range of angle of attack. The difference in CL between
the two tests reduced to 0.0123 (8%) with a correspondingly small change
in the residual wall-induced _ error from -0.011 to -.0079. The absolute
values of the differences in coefficients is indicative of the
repeatability of the tunnel system. This includes the effect of
repeatability in setting angle of attack which is not claimed to be
better than _+0.1°. A setting error of this magnitude wou]d itself
introduce an error in CN of about 0.013 with this mode], the sameorder
as the figures observed.
Wal!streamlininghas onceagainhad a favourableffecton lift
suchthat liftcurveslopescomparefavourablywith LRC referencedata
overa Machnumberrangefrom0.5 to 0.8. Thisis furtherevidenceof
the validityof the flexiblewalltestingtechniqueup to highsubsonic
speeds.
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9.2.4.2Drag
Usingthe TSWTWakeTraversetechnique(seeSection6.4),drag
datawas obtainedon the NPL 9510modelfor a limitednumberof test
points,overthe Machnumberrange0.5 to 0.8.
The traversing plane was 1.083 chords downstreamof the model
trailing edge, on the tunnel centerline. A total of thirteen traverses
wereperformed. The resulting drag coefficient data is plotted on
Figure 9.35, comparedwith the LRCand NPLreference data, for
approximate freestream Machnumbersof 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75 and 0.8.
At M=: .5, the TSWTdata is in good agreement with the other
0osources only at _ = . Fromthe CD data shownon Figure 9.35(a), it is
possible to identify the possibility of the existence of an angle of
attack error in the TSWTdata at _ = 4o. Allowance for this would have
the effect of shifting the drag data sets closer together. At e = 2o
there is also a significant difference in drag coefficients, part of
which may be the effect of ill-defined edges of the wakeobserved in
this test. Unfortunately, the freestream Mach number at the traversing
plane is only knownto be approximately that of the reference
freestream. The NPLdata is misplaced from the LRCresults by a roughly
equalamountin commonwiththe liftdata.
At M : .6thereis reasonableagreementparticularlywiththe NPL
dataand likewiseat M = .7and M : .75albeitover a reducedangleof
attackrange. The LRC and NPL dataat M= : .8is scatteredand TSWTdrag
data is shownto liebelowthe referencedata.
The best that can be claimed is that these results showthe drag
data from the flexible walled test section to be plausible - in common
with other TSWTdrag data. However, there remains the problem of
- definingthe edgesof the wake. The choiceof this valuehas beenfound
to havea significanteffecton the derivedvalueof CD. The lackof
agreementbetweenthe sourcesof datashownon Figure9.35may just
illustratethe discrepanciesfoundbetweenresultsfromdifferentwind
tunnels.
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10. OPERATIONALEXPERIENCE
10.1 Streamlining Performance
G
10.1.1 Low speed testing
The low speed testing in SSWTwas spread over six years. While
its manual operation was initially rather impractical, sufficient
improvements in the streamlining performance were achieved to allow
extensive validation testing as described in Chapter 9.
The earlieststreamliningcyclesusingSSWT requiredeightor
more iterationswhichcouldtakeovertwo workingweeksto complete.
The incorporationof the more sophisticatedpredictivewall setting
strategydescribedin Chapter8 andthe availabilityof a more powerful
remotecomputer,allowedstreamliningcyclesto be performedin about
two days. Nevertheless,al! SSWTdatawas hardwon.
The majority of SSWTtests with the NACA0012-64 aerofoil were
performed at Mach 0.1 and only the model attitude was varied between
test points. With reference to Table 2, it can be seen that sixteen
streamlining cycles were performed in SSWTwith the overshoot scaling
factors (a3 and a4) in the wall setting strategy set to 0.8 (see Chapter
8). This experience has shownthat wall streamlining round a mode! can
be achieved sometimes in one iteration if the increment in model angle
of attack between successive streamlining cycles is small, say 2o. If
the streamlining cycle was initiated with the walls set to 'straight'
contours,then three or possibly four iterations would be required for
streamlining depending on the magnitude of the model lift.
The 'straight' wall contours were obtained experimentally for the
test Mach number 0.1 by manual adjustment of the walls. The test
section was, in effect, streamlined with no mode! present producing a
uniform velocity distribution along each flexible wa!l. In fact the
'straight'wallsdivergeapartto allowfor the boundarylayergrowthon '
the fourtest sectionwalls,and are then saidto be aerodynamically
straight.
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The straightwal!contoursprovideda usefulstartconditionfor
the firststreamliningcycle. All subsequentstreamliningcyclescan be
initiatedwiththe wailscurvedas longas they areto knowncontours.
This operatingtechniquehas the effectof reducingthe numberof
iterationsper streamliningcycle. Knowncontoursare thosefor which
the shapesand theimaginarysidevelocitiesare known.
10.1.2 Transonic testing
The basis of TSWToperation differs from the low speed SSWT
operation in respect of:
I.The demandsof the variouseffectsof compressibilityon
testingtechniques.
2. Wall setting strategy incorporating compressibility terms.
3. Provision for on-line computer control.
By the gradualintroductionof the on-linecontro!system
describedin Chapter6, the wa1!settingtimesfor a streamliningcycle
in TSWThavebeendramaticallyreducedfromhoursto minutes. The
presenceof compressibleflow in TSWTtestshas necessitated
modificationsto the wal! settingstrategydescribedin Chapter8. In
additionseverallimitsto freestreamMachnumberhavebeenencountered
whichhavenecessitatedchangesin the tunneloperatingproceduresto
achievehighspeedtesting.
The firstlimitto testMachnumberwas foundwhenthe test
sectionchokedwiththe wallsset aerodynamicallystraight.This
chokingwas the resultof the grossboundaryinterferencegeneratedby a
shallowsolidwailedtest sectionat transonicspeeds. Sincestraight
wallsare onlyessentiallystartingcontoursfor an initia!streamlining
cycle,as foundduringSSWTtesting,the problemwas overcomeby the use
- of test sequenceswhereMachnumberor angleof attackwereheld
constantbetweenstreamliningcycles. The sequencewouldstartwiththe
wallsstreamlinedfor moderateM or _ (withno choking)thenM or _ would
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be raised to the required value perhaps in steps. The wails would be
streamlined for each test condition. This sequence could easily be
incorporated in a test program, by starting the tests at moderate M=or
and workingto higherM and _ in usefulsteps. Thisfact isdemonstrated
by a seriesof streamliningcyclesperformedin TSWToverthe Mach
number range 0.3 to 0.84 with model _ held constant at 2°. A graph of
the behaviour of the uncorrected model CL throughout the test sequence
is shownon Figure 10.1. Notice the large changes in model CL at high
Machn_bers during wall streamlining due to wall induced movementof
the model shocks.
At high subsonic Machnumbers, greater than 0.8, supercritical
flow can extend to the flexible wails even when they are streamlined as
shownon Figure 9.24. The tunnel is choked again and the model shock
positions becomesensitive to the inducing air pressure while M= is
insensitive. At these high speeds, the downstreamMachnumber was
controlled by a secondary throat formed at Jacks 20, where there is a
sudden change in test section cross sectional area due to the variable
diffussor attachments on the flexible walls (see Figure 6.1). It was
found that the best model results were obtained with the downstream Mach
number roughly equal to the test Machnumber measuredupstream of the
model. A situation which was routinely achieved with wall streamlining
at lower speeds. Further increases in test Machnumber with the model's
supercritical flow region extending to both walls, were achieved by
increasing the flow Machnumber downstreamof the model. This action
caused the wall setting strategy to demandthe wails movefurther away
from the model unchoking the test section and allowing a higher
reference Machnumber to be achieved. This technique has only been used
in the absence of a wall setting strategy capable of accepting mixed
flows in the imaginary flowfield. Presently the streamlining criteria
for the walls cannot be satisfied with strong model shocks reaching the
walls. Nevertheless, high speed testing in TSWThas allowed
investigation of the breakdown in the wa1! setting strategy and the
study of current limits to TSWToperation. While the reflection of
model shocks from the walls does not seemto be a problem, spark
schlieren pictures have shownthe existence of significant
shockwave/wall boundary layer interaction (see Figure 9.24). The
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effects of this interaction are discussed in Section 10.3 and may
necessitate somemodification to the tunnel operating procedure for high
speed testing.
The transonictestingcan be splitintotwo sections,thatwork
withthe NACA0012-64sectionwhichuseda semi-manualcontrolsystem,
and workwiththe NPL 9510sectionusingboththe semi-manualand the
automaticcontro!systemdescribedinChapter6.
A) NACA0012-64testing
Intotal,twentyfourTSWTrunshave beenperformedwiththe
flexiblewallsstreamlined(22)roundthis sectionoverthe Machnumber
rangefrom0.3 to 0.89as showninTable5. By limitingthe increments
inthe test variables_ and M betweenstreamliningcyclesit has been
possibleto demonstratestreamlininginjustone iteration.The average
numberof iterationswas two for thisseriesof tests. EitherMach
number,angleof attack,transitionstripor combinationsthereofwere
changedfromone streamliningcycleto the next. Thesechangeswere, in
magnitude,typica!of thosewhichwouldnormallybemade during
aerodynamictests.
The repeatability of results obtained using different
streamlining 'paths' has been demonstrated at Machnumbers up to 0.7. A
4ogood example is for the test case M = .7; _ = where for Run 72 CL
equals 0.3993 and for Run 63 CL equals 0.4026, an error of 0.0033 or
0.8% despite the use of different streamlining 'paths' Run 72 wall
contours were obtained in four iterations from straight wails and Run 68
wal! contours were found in only two iterations from the streamlined
wall contours for M = .7; e = 3o.
FortestsaboveMach0.85,the streamliningprocessbecame
" unstabledue to the inadequaciesof the wail settingstrategytheory
describedin Chapter8. The wailsmay not havereacheda good
streamlineformsinceE was greaterthan0.01 (seeSection7.2),but the
residua!interferenceswere stillacceptablysma11. A tendencyfor the
numberof iterationsper streamliningcycleto increaseat high speeds
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was eliminatedby the reductionof the overshootscalingfactorsto 0.5
fromthe valueof 0.8 usedfor all othertests.
A comparisonof the realand imaginaryvelocityperturbations
fromfreestreamalongeachflexiblewallfor the testcaseM = 0.89;: =
40 revealsa disparitybetweenrealand imaginaryvelocitiesnearthe
wallposition.wherethe modeluppersurfaceshockimpingeson the top
wall. The real velocitydistributionshowsone velocitypeakwhilethe
imaginarydistributionhas two peaksroughlystraddlingthe real
velocitypeak. Onthe bottomwall,the imaginaryvelocitydistribution
overestimatesthe realvelocitypeakat the samelocationon the wall.
The resultanteffectof thesedisparitiesisthe cancellationof
residualinterferencesat the model.
The instabilityof the wallsettingprocessat highspeedsis
furtheraggravatedby the increasedsensitivityof modelpressuresto
wallmovement. The largestzoneof near-sonicflowwilloccupythe test
sectionwiththismodelat M= : 0.9. At thisMachnumberthe sensitivity
of modelpressuresto wallmovementwillprobablybe a maximum.
Observationsat Mach .89haveshownthatwallmovementsas smallas
O.Imm (.004inches)producenoticeableffectsat the model intermsof
shockmovement. Modelpressuresare insensitiveto suchsmallwail
movementsat Machnumberslessthan about.85.
B) NPL 9510testing
Fifty-onestreamliningcycleshavebeenperformedin TSWTwith an
NPL 9510 aerofoilovera Machnumberrangefrom .5to .87as shownon
Table8 and 9. Experiencewas gainedon the effectsof modificationsof
the wall settingstrategyon the numberof iterationsregisteredin
streamlining.The modificationswereto the overshootfactors(a3 and
a4) describedinChapter8.
Onlythreestreamliningcycleswere initiatedwithstraightwalls
for the testconditionsof M = .5;a = 0° and M = .7;a = 0° each
requiringan averageof four iterationswiththe overshootfactors(a3
and a4) equalto 0.8. Allother streamliningcycleswere initiatedwith
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the wallscontouredto knownshapesusuallystreamlinecontoursfroma
previouscycle. No straightwalltests at significantlyhigherangles
of attackor high speedwerepossibledue to testsectionchokingcaused
by the highblockageof the model. For examplethe testsectionchoked
at the conditionM_ = .7;_ = 0°.
Fordata setsat Mach0.5,0.7,0.75and 0.8 the testMachnumber
was heldconstantwhilethe modelangleof attackwas increasedin 10
stepsfrom0° to a maximumangleof attackdeterminedby limitsto wal!
movement.TestMachnumberwas then increasedwiththe modelsetto
zeroangleof attackwhilethe wallsremainedfixed.
At Mach0.5, itwas foundthatan averageof one iterationwas
requiredper streamliningcyclewiththe overshootfactorsset at 0.8,
whilean averageof two iterationswas requiredwiththe overshoot
factorsequalto 0.6.At Mach0.7 the averagenumberof iterations
increasedto two withthe overshootfactorssetto 0.8. Changingthe
factorsto 0.6 producedan averageof three iterations.At Mach0.75,
the averagenumberof iterationsreducedto two withthe overshoot
factorssetto 0.6. At Mach 0.8,therewas an averageof three
iterationsfor the overshootfactorset at 0.5 or 0.6. However,the
testswitha3 and a4 equalto 0.5 may not havedeterminedgoodwa1!
streamlinesinceone measureof streamliningquality,E (seeSection
7.2)couldnot be reducedto an acceptablelevelinthesetests,
althoughthe residua!interferenceswereacceptablysmall.
A seriesof testswere performedat M = .6,withthe angleof
attackdecreasedfrom50 to 0° in 10 steps. The averagenumberof
iterationsper streamliningcyclefor the serieswas two witha minimum
of one. Theseresultswereachievedwiththe overshootfactorsequalto
0.6.
At Machnumbersgreaterthan0.8,no meaningfulinformationis
availableon the numberof iterationsrequiredper cycle. For the most
criticaltestcaseof M = .87;_ = 20 the wall settingstrategybeganto
breakdownas indicatedby numerousiterationsinthe huntfor wall
streamlines.The set of contourswhichwerefinallyreachedcoincided
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coincidedwith E reachinga minimum. Howeverthe residualinterferences
had stillnot reachedthe usuallow levelsdue to the mismatchbetween
realand imaginarywal!velocitieshownon Figure10.2. At this
particulartestconditiontherewas a supercriticalpatchof flow
reachingthe top wall havinga peakwallMachnumberof 1.087. This
testconditioncompares,intermsof thispeakwallMachnumber,with
€
the caseencountereduringthe NACA0012-64testswherestrategy
breakdownwas observedat M = 0.89;_ = 4°.
Streamliningwas a routineoperationfor all Machnumbersup to
0.8. To achievehigherspeedsitwas necessaryto introducechangesin
the tunneloperatingprocedureto generatethe requiredtestMachnumber
in a mannerdiscussedfor earlierNACA0012-64tests.
The NPL 9510testshaveprovidedfurtherusefu!experiencewith
the on-linecontrolsystem. Streamliningcycleswereperformedrapidly
undercomputercontrolwithwallsettingtimesof orderminutes,one
iterationtypicallytakingthirtyseconds. Infact,thirtystreamlining
cycleswere completedin lessthanthe time ittookto performthe first
ever streamliningcycleat Southamptonin 1973- two workingweeks!
10.2Examplesof Wa1!Contours
A familyof wal] shapeshas now beengeneratedfromSSWTand TSWT
duringvalidationtesting. Thesewall shapesare a11 possiblestarting
wa1!contoursfor futurestreamliningcycles,sincethe external
imaginaryvelocitydistributionsare knownoverthesewal!shapes.
DuringSSWTtestswith streamlinedwa!Is,angleof attackwas
variedfrom0° through120. The mode!stal!edat around80 inthese low
speedtests. P!otsof the effectivewallmovementsof the wa!! adjacent
to the pressuresurfaceof the mode!,relativeto the 'straightwa!l'
contours,for various_ are shownon Figure10.3. As mode! lift
increases,the walladjacentto the pressuresurfacemovestowardsthe
modeland an imprintof the mode!appearsinthe wa!lshape. This is
quiteremarkablewhenone considersthatthe wailsare adjustedwithno
referenceto the model. The doublecurvatureof the wal! for high lift
casesshowsthe needfor closewaI!jack spacinginthe vicinityof the
mode!to maintainadequatewal! settingaccuracyeverywherealongthe
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wall. past the stall, there is a considerable increase in the wake
thickness which explains the sudden change in the wall contours for _ :
12°. This fact is clearly shownon Figure 10.4 where the streamlined
wall contours for _ : 6o and 12o are compared.
t
In TSWTtesting, both Machnumber and angle of attack are test
" variables. A comparison of wall contours for different Machnumbers at
constant angle of attack confirms the changing flowfield characteristics
as shownon Figure 10.5. For the NACA0012-64 aerofoil at _ = 4o over
the Machnumber range 0.5 to 0.89, the wal! movementsare shownon an
exaggerated scale as a deflection up from straight wall contours. There
are marked differences in the streamline contours for high and low Mach
numbers. The effects of compressibility are seen to demandincreased
wall movementas expected. At high MachnLmlbersthe wails are seen to
moveapart a distance equal to the section thickness. Also noticeable
is the increase of the model wake with Mach number. This is due to
shock induced separation of the model boundary layer as shown in the
spark schlieren on Figure 9.24.
It is interesting to observe how the wails moveduring a
streamlining cycle. The wall contours for each iteration of the test
case for a NACA0012-64 aerofoil M : .89; _ = 4o are plotted on Figure
10.6. They i11ustrate the reduction in wall streamlining convergence at
high speeds when comparedwith a lower speed test case M = .5; _ : 4o.
The wall contours for this streamlining cycle at a more moderate Mach
numberare shownon Figure 10.7. At high speeds it is evident that
smallwallmovementssignificantlyaffectmeasuresof streamlining
qualitysuchas E. The wallmovementdemandsduringstreamliningare
bestsummarisedby examinationof the movementof one jackon eachwall
adjacentto the model. Themovementdemandsfor jack9, closeto the
model¼ chord,are shownon Figure10.8for streamliningcycleswiththe
NACA0012-64aerofoilset at 40 overthe Machnumberrangefrom0.5 to
0.89. As the Mach numberincreases o the jackmovementsfor
streamliningdiminish.
In the NPL9510 tests, the use of a largermodel, as expected,
caused greater wall movementsto be demandedduring wall streamlining
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thaninequivalentNACA0012-64tests. Similarchangesintest
conditionsbetweenstreamliningcyclesweremade in bothsetsof tests.
A familyof wallcontourscoveringa rangeof anglesof attackfor a
freestreamMach numberof approximately0.7 are shownon Figure10.9.
Theseare streamlinedwallcontours,showingthe strongeffectsof a
largemodeland itsattitudeon testsectionshape. There isa
reasonably linear increase in the movementof the wails apart with
increasing angle of attack. The change of upwashwith lift is apparent
ahead of the model, with the opposite effect downstream. It should
perhaps be re-emphasised that the walls take up these shapes quite
automatically, in response to measurementsmadeonly at the walls.
The variationof streamlinewal! contourswithMachnumberis
shownon Figure10.10overthe Machnumberrange0.5 to 0.87for _ = 2°.
An effectof compressibilityis visibleinthe wallsmovingapartinthe
regionof the model,progressivelymore rapidlyas Machnumberis
increasedabove0.7. It is interestingto notethat at Mach0.87the
walls inthe regionof the modelhavemovedapartby an amountroughly
equalto the modelthickness.
30For the test case M : .8; _ = there was a significant
difference between TSWTCL data with transition fixed and unfixed (see
Figure 9.30) although the walls were streamlined in both cases. The two
sets of contours are shownon Figure 10.11, they are significantly
different and are supporting evidence that the flow round the model was
different in the two cases. The separation of the walls around the
model and its wake have changed in the samesense as the model lift
between the two runs.
Fortestsat Mach0.8 and below,the only limitationon model
angleof attackwas the availablewallmovement. This limitis reached
withthe existinghardwareat the followingtestconditions:M = 0.5,_ =
60; M : 0.7,_ = 50; M : 0.75,_ = 4°. The severityof the wallmovement
requiredfor streamliningis clearlyshownon Figure10.12for the case
M = 0.87,_ = 20. Morewal!movementthanthe currentrestrictionsallow
(limitedby transducerstrokeat present)isavailableshouldit be
required.
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The wall shapescorrespondingto the aerodynamicallystraight
contoursA and C describedin Section6.5.2havebeen investigatedto
determinethe geometricwalldivergencealongthe testsection. A depth
micrometerwas usedto measurethe separationof the wailsat jack
stationsalongthe test section. The resultsare plottedon Figure
10.13as a changeinwall separationfromJack I. The non linear
movementof the wallsapartcan probablybe attributedto wall
imperfections.At Jack 19,downstreamof the model,the wallmovement
apartcorrespondsto .411inchat M = .7 and .393inchat M = .85. This
movementis an a11owancefor boundarylayergrowthon the fourtest
sectionwallsat the Jack 19station. An equationwhichrepresentsthe
growthof a turbulentboundarylayeron a flatplate is
6 0.0322
-_-: Rxl/6
this gives Jack 19, 6 _ .0891 at M : .85 and 6 : 0.0907 at M = .7. This
represents the boundary layer growth on one wall from Jack I. Hencethe
predicted separation of the aerodynamically straight contours is 0.356
inch at M = .85 and 0.363 at M = .7. These predictions compare
favourably with the experimental values.
10.3 Preliminary Attempts at A11eviating Shock/Wall Boundary Layer
Interaction
At higherMach numbersthe mode!shock-waI!boundarylayer
interactioncan be strongand itbecomesnecessaryto accountfor the
changeinwal!boundarylayerdisplacementhickness. Thisis
i11ustratedby NACA0012-64datafrom testsat M = 0.89and _ = 40. The
loca!Machnumberon the top wa!! reachedabout 1.1aheadof the shock
andthe boundary!ayerdisp!acementhicknesswas estimatedto increase
by about80% throughthe shock. Withthe wallsstreamlined,thereis
a noticeableeffecton modelpressuresdue to the introductionof a
localisedhol!owin the top wa!l. Figure9.25showsthe two airfoil
Thisworkformedpartof Batchelorsdegreedissertationby B. Mason
who receivedadviceon shockdisp!acementhicknesseffectsfromDr.
J. Green,R.A.E.,Farnborough.
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pressuredistributionswith andwithoutthe wal!hollow,comparedwith
referencedata. It can be seenthat introducingthe hollowto
accommodatea thickeningof the wa]!boundarylayerof approximately
0.76m (0.03inch)changedthe pressurecoefficientoverthe aft halfof
the uppersuctionsurfaceby .05to 0.1,andmovedthe airfoillower
shockforwardby 5% chordto givegoodagreementwiththe reference
data. The presenceof boundarylayerinteractionsat mode!and wall is
well shownby the sparkschlierenon Figure9.24for the casewithno
top wallhollowintroduced.Reproducedto scaleare the distributionsof
wal!Mach numberindicatingthe extentof the supercriticaIflow
regions.
The introductionof a hollowextendingthe wholeway downstream
fromthe shockpositionon the wall introduceda Machnumberdeficiency
at the downstreamend of the test sectionadverselyaffectingthe
positionof bothtop and bottomsurfacemodelshocks. Thiswas not the
case if onlya IocaIisedhollowwas introducedin the top wail. The
wallswill streamlinesatisfactorilyaroundviscousactionwithinthe
testsection,providedthe viscousactiondoesnot introducestep
changesinflowdirectionat the wall whichthe wallcannotmatch.
Therehas been someeffortto simulatein TSWTa portionof the
imaginaryflowfieldimmediatelyabovethe testsection,to assistwith
the understandingof shockwave/boundarylayerinteractionsand the
developmentof imaginaryflowfieldcomputationsfor testsat high
speeds. Withan emptytest section,the bottomwalleffective
aerodynamicontourwas adjustedto matchthatof the top walleffective
aerodynamicontourobtainedfroman earlierTSWT run withthe model
installed.The top wa1! was streamlinednormallyfor eachbottomwa1!
shape. At M = 0.89,it was foundthatsomefurtheradjustmentof the
bottomwallwas necessaryto generatethe requiredvelocitydistribution
alongthe wall,apparentlyto allowfor shock/boundarylayer
interactions.A localisedhollowinthe vicinityof themodelhas been
introducedequalin depthto the hollowused inthe modeltestdescribed
earlier. Run 208 generatedthe bestvelocitydistributionalongthe
bottomwall for freestreamMachnumbersof approximately0.89. Mach
numberdistributioniscomparedwith an equivalentdistributionalong
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thetop wall witha modelpresenton Figure10.14. Thereare velocity
disparitiesupstreamand downstreamof the modelwhichmay accountfor
the disparityinthe matchingof the peakMachnumber. Howeverthe
shockon the bottomwall inthe imaginaryflowfieldsimulationat Mach
0.89 is in goodpositionagreementwith the shockin the rea!flowfield
overthe airfoil.
It is interesting to observe that the hesitation in the wall Mach
numberdownstream of the mode! shock is represented in the imaginary
flowfield simulation. This is despite the non-existence of any visible
flow expansion process downstream of the shock as shownby spark
schlieren on Figure 10.15.
Otheremptytestsectiontestsat freestreamMachnumbersof 0.84
and 0.7 generatedbottomwal!Machnumberdistributionswhichcompared
favourablywithtop walldistributionsfor correspondingmodeltests.
It was not necessaryto introduceany hollowsinthe bottomwallbecause
the peakMachnumberon the wallwas sonicor belowfor thesetests.
Thesepreliminaryattemptsat alleviatingshock/wal!boundary
layerinteractionhaveservedto highlight he importanceof usingsome
formof specialoperatingprocedurewithflexiblewalledtest sections
whenthe wallsare supercriticaI.More investigationwork isrequired
to determinea practica!procedure,whichis beyondthescope of this
work.
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11. DISCUSSIONOF FINDINGS
A large quantity of aerodynamic data has now been accumulated from
both the low speed and high speed flexible walled test sections at
Southampton University (SSWTand TSWTrespectively). This data provides
a basis for assessing the viability of using a flexible walled technique
in wind tunnel testing, both in terms of model performance and test
section operation.
AI! the modelsused in SSWTand TSWThad previouslybeentestedin
conventionalhighspeedand low speedtestsections,so thatsome
referencedataon eachmodelwas available.The notionwas to determine
the effectivenessof test sectionstreamliningby comparingthe mode!
performance found using a flexible walled test section with results from
conventional test sections.
At !ow speeds (M _ .I), a NACA0012-64 section was tested in SSWT
over a range of angle of attack, up to and beyond stall, as described in
Section 9.1.3. Most encouraging agreement was found between SSWTand
data and reference data on lift before the sta!l. However, after the
stall there were significant differences between the two data sets.
After extensive investigations, this disparity was attributed to the
presence of a !arge separated model wakewhich extended from the floor
to the ceiling of the sha!low test section in SSWT,downstream of the
model. The mixing of model wake and wall boundary layers had been
recognisedas a limitto testingin flexiblewalledtestsectionssince
the walladjustmentheoriesbecomeinvalid. The findingsfromthe SSWT
testsprovedthis point. The effectsof wallstreamliningon liftwere
significantas shownpreviouslyby comparingmodeldatawiththe wails
straightandwalls streamlinedfor the samereferenceflowconditions.
Itwas alsofoundthatconventiona!windtunnelcorrectionscouldbe
usedsuccessfu!lywith an unstream!inedflexiblewalledtest sectionat
low speeds and well below stall.
At higher speeds a NACA0012-64 section and an NPL9510 section
were tested as described in Sections 9.2.3 and 9.2.4 respectively. The
model data obtained from TSWTwas extensive, covering a Machnumber band
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from0.3 to 0.89withbothmodelsunstalled.Unfortunatelythe
referencedataon thesehighspeedmodelswas not idea!for comparison,
sincetestReynoldsnumberswerenot matchedandtest section
interferenceswereknownto be presentbut not accountedfor in someof
the referencedata. Nevertheless,reasonablecomparisonsbetweenTSWT
data and referencedata on liftwerefound,up to and including
" transonic speeds. These findings add confidence to the use of a
flexible wailed testing technique but sti1! leave somedoubt about the
accuracy of TSWTdata.
However,subsequento the seriesof testsdescribedearlier,a
CAST7 aerofoi!was testedin TSWT(36),not by the authorbut usingthe
samehard-and soft-ware(37). TSWTmodel liftdata agreeswellwith
othersources(seeAppendixD) overthe testMachnumberbandfrom0.6
to 0.82,whichincludesa shocksta!!. Thisfindingconfirmsthatthe
qualityof the modeldatafromTSWT is as goodas datafromother
existingtunnels.
The effectsof wal!stream!iningon the performanceof the high
speedmode!sweresignificantdue to compressibilityeffects. Gross
interferencewas inducedat the modelby unstreamlinedor straightwails
resultingin the shockwaveson the modelbeingsignificantlydisplaced
fromtheirfree-airpositions.Bothliftand dragwere shownto change
favourablywithwall streamliningas the shockwaveswerere-positioned.
Conventionalcorrectiontechniqueswere foundto be inadequatewhen
grossboundaryinterferenceffectswere presentin the mode!data.
However,smallcorrectionscan be appliedto mode!data froman
unstreamlinedtestsection,withsomedegreeof confidence.Therefore,
thereexistsan optionduringa streamliningcycleto terminatewall
adjustmentsbeforethe wallsare stream!ined.
Duringthe executionof thesemode!tests,the actualtest
, sections provided information on operationa! aspects of the flexib!e
walled testing technique. The wa!l setting strategy had to be developed
o to providerapidconvergenceof the wallshapesto streamlinesas
describedin Chapter8. Also itwas foundthattherewere !imitson the
testconditionsatwhichwallstreamliningcouldbe achievedas
describedin Chapter10.
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Thisrapidconvergenceof the wallsto streamlineshas alwaysbeen
regardedas very important o the efficientuse of flexiblewalled
techniques.Fortestsat lowspeedsup to transonicspeed,wherethe
walls are just sonic in the vicinity of the model, experience has shown
that the severity of the wall interference at the beginning of the
streamliningcyclestronglyinfluencesthe numberof iterationsinthe
cycle. Thisfactmeansthata testprogrammemustbe carefullyplanned
ifthe numberof iterationsisto beminimised.
By limitingthe incrementsinthe variables_ and M to values
typicalof conventionalaerodynamictests,betweenstreamliningcycles,
it is normalto streamlinein justone iteration.This is a good
illustrationof the powerof the predictivestreamliningstrategy,which
is aboutas efficientas it ispossibleto be. Sincethe computingtime
is short,any furtherreductioninstreamliningtimenow dependsmainly
on improvementsinthe speedof wallmovement. Of course,no re-
streamliningis requiredwith changeof M at low speeds. With
supercriticalwallsthe streamliningprocessbecomeslessstabledue to
the inadequaciesof the strategy,and more iterationsbecomenecessary.
This breakdown of the wall setting strategy necessitates a limit
to test Machn_nber that has yet to be overcome. Other limits that were
encountered during TSWToperation (discussed in Chapter 10) have been
removedby introducing changes in the test section operating procedures.
Over the Mach number band so far explored, shockwavereflections from
the walls appear not to be a problem, but may be at higher speeds when a
bow shockis formed. However,shock/wal!boundarylayerinteractions
cannotbe ignoredif the testMachnumberis to be raisedabovecurrent
limits. Noneof the currentMachnumberlimitsare regardedas
fundamentaland willprobablybe overcomeat the expenseof increased
complexityof the testsectioncontrolsystem.
t
The test sectionsthemselveshaveperformedremarkablywell,with
onlyminormechanicalproblemsand as previouslymentioned,the layouts
of SSWTand TSWTtest sectionshaveprovedto be nearoptimum. Design
analyseshave substantiatedengineeringintuitionin respectof the
choicesof test sectiongeometries.Limitsto modelangleof attack
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havebeenencountered,due to physica!constraintson the wallmovements
set by designspecifications.New flexiblewalledtestsectionsmay
havemore specifictest requirementswhichshouldallowthisproblemto
be designedout. However,thereremainsuncertaintyabouttesting
modelsbeyondthe Stall.
Designanalyseshavealsoconfirmedthatthe levelof precisionin
wallpositioningavailablein TSWT is adequate,sinceinterferencesat
themodel inducedby wallpositionerrorsare thoughtto be acceptably
small. Aerodynamicallythe testsectionhas confirmedthisfinding
sinceitwas possibleto generateemptytestsectionconstantMach
numberdistributionsalongeachwallwithgood precision.In addition,
wall inducedinterferencesremainingafterwallstreamlining,were
comparablewithacceptableresolutioninthe modelperformancedata.
The use of a computer-basedon-linecontrolsystemwith TSWThas
providedthe massivereductionin wallsettingtimesthat are required
for a practicalflexiblewalledtestsection. It isconsideredthat
wall settingtimesof the ordera fewminutesare acceptable.However,
furtherreductionsinwall settingtimescouldbe achievedwithfaster
jackmovement,but thisrefinementwillprobablyincura financial
penalty.
The situationhas now beenreachedwherea shallowflexiblewalled
testsectioncan be usedsuccessfully,in two dimensionaltesting,at
lowspeedsand upto transonicspeedswherethe flexiblewallsare just
supercritical.Overthisspeedrangethe flexiblewalltesting
techniquehas beenvalidatedby the qualityof the modeldataobtained
fromSSWTand TSWT. Operationallythe TSWTcontrolsystemhas achieved
all itsgoals. Thisworkhas demonstratedthe feasibilityof a flexible
walltechniquein transonictesting,whichallowsadvantageto be taken
of the improvedflowqualityand reducedpowerrequirementsor increased
o Reynoldsnunberinherentwitha shallowunventilatedtestsection.
• The successof TSWThas alreadyledto the constructionof a two-
dimensionalflexiblewalledtestsectionfor use in a transonic
cryogenicwindtunnel• ResearchcontinuesusingTSWTto developthe
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flexiblewalltestingtechniquefor use inthreedimensiona!testing
utilisingthe existingTSWTtwo-dimensiona!testsection. Future
developmentsof flexiblewailedtestsectionswillprobablyconcentrate
on threedimensionaltestingsinceevengreaterrewardsawaitthe
developmentof a threedimensiona!correctableinterferencetransonic
test section.
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12. PRINCIPALCONCLUSIONS
I) Testsectionwal! streamlininghas beenroutinelyperformedaround
severaltwo-dimensionalaerofoils,withtest sectionheightto model
chordratiosvaryingbetween1.5and unity,overa Machnumberrange
'up to wherethe wallsare just supercritica1.
2) The mode!datafoundwiththe wailsstreamlinedindicatesthattop
and bottomwa!! interferenceshavebeeneliminated.
3) Tunnelsettingtimesas shortas 1.5minutesare achievedas a result
of the adoptedrapidwa!Isettingstrategycoupledwithautomationof
the facilityusinga dedicatedmini-computer.
4)'Designanalysesfor flexiblewal!edtestsectionshaveconfirmedthe
nearoptimumlayoutof the SSWTand TSWTtest sections.These
analysesnow providea basisfor designof new flexiblewalledtest
sections.
5) The uppertestMachnumberin TSWT is !imitedby a breakdowninthe
wa!lsettingstrategy,and by the magnitudeof interferencesdue to
shock/boundarylayerinteractions.SupercriticaIflowreachingthe
walls isnot a majorpracticalproblemsincethe associatedshocksso
far observedare locallynormalto the wa!!and do not reflect. A
methodis requiredto copeanalyticallywiththe attendantmixed
imaginary.fIowfieIds.
6) Wa!Istreamlininghas a favourabIeeffecton mode!!iftand drag
whichbecomesmore significantwith increasingMachnumber.
7) Wa!I inducedinterferencesat the modeland somemeasurementsof
mode!performanceare givenby informationroutine!yprovidedby the
. flexiblewails. Experiencehas shownthatwiththe wailsnot fully
streamlined,mode!datacan be correctedfor smallwal!induced
. interferencesusingconventiona!techniques.
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8) The applicationof a flexiblewalltechnique.totwo dimensional
testinghas beenshownto be feasibleintems of modelperfomance
andtest sectionoperation.
9) The conceptof a practicalself-streamliningwindtunne!requiresthei
use of a computerfor datamanipulationand wa1!control.
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13. LIST OF SYMBOLS
Angleof attack
A1 Liftcurve slope
al!a2 Wa1!couplingfactors
a3/a4 Overshootfactors
AR Aspectratio
B Prandt]-Glauertcompressibilityfactor
c Modelchord
Cc Chordwiseforcecoefficient
CD Dragcoefficient
CL Liftcoefficient
CLmax Maximumpermlssibleliftcoefficient
CN Normalforcecoefficient
C_ Pressurecoefficient
o_ Boundarylayerdisplacementhickness
Dummyvariable
E Average of the modulus of the pressure coefficient error
between real and imaginary flows along a flexible wa1!
EAV Average value of E from top and bottom wall values
EWM Maximumwall position error (inches)
_n Local wall vorticity strength for the nth iteration
h Test section height
L Tunne! semi-length
M Local Mach number
M Freestream Machnumber
Rc Chord Reynolds number
U Loca! wall velocity
u Loca! hor(zontal wall velocity perturbation
u Model induced velocity component
Un Loca! real wall ve!ocity from the nth iteration
Umo Model induced horizontal velocity perturbation
• U Freestream velocity
v Loca! vertical wa!l velocity perturbation#
V Image induced velocity component
Vn Local imaginary wa1! ve!ocity from the nth iteration
X/Xc ChordwJseposition relative to the leading edge
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x Longitudina!positionalonga wall relativeto a datumpoint
Y Verticaldisplacementfromthe leadingedge
Yc Vertica!positionof the mid-wakepointrelativeto the tunqe!
centreline
Yn Wal! Jackpositionforthe nth iteration
YT Wakethickness
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TABLE 1 NACA 0 0 1 2 - 6 4  SECTION DETAILS 
TABLE2 SUMMARYOF SSWTSTREAMLINEDWALT.DATA
Or _
o _ o , I__ Remarks
_ _ _ : o _
_ 4J 4J ( _ o_
_z_ F-4_ H € <_ u
1 180 +12° 3 +2° _
i2 216
I +12° 1 - I L.E. fencesfitted
3 221 I +12° - II ,, " with down-
J streamflowareaI adjustment.
4 _2_ +12° 1 --- I T.E.fencesfitted.
5 192 I +iio 2 +I° / "_- --
6 176 I +I0O
7 182 I +90 1 +Io _
8 _ +80 2 -Io _
9 2 -Io _ --
:O 209 I +60 2 +2° _
1 206 I +4o 1 +2° _
2 _ +20 I +2° _
3 196 I O°
4 172 I -40
5 1671-4o 1 +2° _
165 J -6°
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Co.ordinatesof the NPL-9510Section
Xc Yupper Ylower
.O -.OOO1 -.OOO1
.0024 •0235 -•0238
.0096 .0456 -.O477
.O150 .0565 -•0586
.0300 •0766 -.O812
.0600 .1002 -.1108
.0900 .1153 -.1321
•1200 .1260 -.1499
•1500 .1343 -.1652
.1800 .1414 -.17,90
.2400 .1532 -.2033
.3000 .1633 -.2243
.3600 .1723 -.2426
•4200 .1804 -.2586
•4800 •1877 -.2728
•5400 .1945 -.2852
.6000 .2006 -.2964
.7200 .2118 -.3159
•8400 .2216
•9600 .2303 -.3455
1.0800 .2382
i.2000 .2454 -•3668
1.3200 .2523
I.4400 .2589 -•38041.5600 .2650
1.6800 .2704 -•3863 o
1.8000 .2755 H
i.9200 .2801 -.3845
2.0400 .2845 "_
u)
2.1600 .2884 .-.37482.2800 .2920
2.4000 .2950 -.3577 -_
2.5200 .2975 0
2.6400 .2994 -.3332 i02.7600 .3008 U
2.8800 .3016 -.3021
,-4
3.0OOO .3019
3.1200 .3017 -.2657
3.240O .3010
3.3600 .2997 -.2257
3.4800 .2982
3.6000 .2958 -.1842
3.7200 .2927
3.8400 .2891 -.1424
3.960O .2845
4.0800 .2793 - .1023
4.2000 .2726
4.3200 .2649 -.0638
4.4400 .2558
4.5600 .2456 --.0302
4.6800 .2341
4.8000 .2214 -.0028
4.9200 .2075
5.0400 .1923 +.0175
5.1600 .1760
5.2800 .1585 +.0285
5.4000 .1402
5.5200 .1205 +.0291
5.6400 ! .0993
5.7600 .0767 +.0193
5.88OO .0533
6.0000 .0294 "+.0001
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TABLE 4
Measured Co-ordinates of Pressure Ports
NPL 9510 Section
X Yupper X YlowerC C
O.O O.O O.O O.0
•0451 .0925 .0598 -.ii00
.0605 .1027 .1061 -.1417
•0986 .1207 .3158 -.2292
•1202 .1282 .6137 -.2986
•1591 .1386 .9160 -.3407
•1845 .1444 i.2122 -.3675
•2186 .1513 i.6622 -.3861
•3108 .1671 2.2539 -.3690
•4613 .1876 2.7041 -.3255
•6111 •2036 3.1540 -.2602
•9106 .2288 3.6039 -.1839
i.2116 .2482 4.0529 -.1062
i.5111 .2646 4.3038 -.0662
i.8109 .2780 5.1044 +.0215
2.4109 .2975 5.4057 +.0302
2.7116 .3024 5.7046 +.0227
3.Ol17 .3039 6.0000 +.0147
3.1617 .3035
3.3121 .3024
3.4621 .3005
3.6122 .2976
3.7617 .2937
3.9116 .2886
4.O621 .2822
4.2118 .2740
4.5098 .2522
4.8102 .2223
5.1116 .1847
5.4070 .1412
5.7108 .O884
6.0000 .O147
(All Co-ordinates in Inches)
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TABLE5 SUMMARYOF SELECTEDTSWTRUNS
STREAMLINEDWALLS
o _ o,-4 Q) ,-I
_4,4 ,44 _ _ ::1 ::1
"_ 14 _) -,-I
., , p
1 184 4.0 0.890 - Three O 0.02 .O138 0034 Yes
2 176 2.0 O.891 - Two O 0.025 .O190 -.OO21 Yes
3 I08(M) O 0.866 - Two O O.i12 .O123 .0031 No
4 168 4.5 0.846 - Two 0.5 O .0057 .0024 No
5 170 4.5 0.849 - Two O O .0068 .0035 Yes
6 172 2.O O.848 - Two 2.O O .0061 .0027 Yes
7 162 2.0 0.839 - TWo 2.0 O .0067 .0043 No
8 i00 2.0 0.84 - Two 0 O.05 .OO8 .0072 No
9 136 O 0.84 - One -2.0 O .0082-.0032 Yes
iO [19/96!2.0 0.81 - Two O O.i .0063 .0047 No
ll L88(S)*O 0.796 - Two 0 -0.05 .0078 -.0043 Yes
12 LO5(M)O 0.753 Three - - - .0072 ,0032 No
13 *72 4.0 0.706 Four - - - .0062 ,0013 No
14 *63 4.0 0.702 - Two i.O O .0035 ,0037 No
15 *69 3.0 O.701 Four - - - .0045 ,0026 No
16 *65 2.0 0.703 - One -2.0 O .0043 -.0049 No
17 93 2.0 O.712 - One 0 0.2 .0075 ,0032 No
18 122 O O.698 - Three -2.O -O.i .OO88 .OO8 No
19 L15 16.O 0.506 - Two 2.0 O .0069 .OO61 No
20 i12 4.0 0.507 - TWo 2.0 O .0045 .0051 No
i.
21 91 12.O 0.508 - One O 0.2 .0045 ,0OO9 No
22 109 2.0 O.504 - Three 2.O O .005 -.0046 No
23 105 O O.506 Four - - - .0077 .0072 No
24 89 2.O O.306 Three - - - .006 .0047 No
|
Rem__ _ 1Special
Cases (
25 *224 4.0 0.882 Rerun of Run 184 with local .0266 1.O293 Yes
hollow in top wall.
26 1"208 - 0.889 _mpty test section upper ETOP ,I
Lmaginaryflowfield simula- .0065 I -
:ion for Run 184. EAV !
27 "215 - O.841 ?lowfieldsire.for Run 162 .0058 I - -
28 "219 - D.708 ?lowfieldsire.for Run 72 .0052 1--_ -
29 *195 - D.899 Empty test section .OO16 .0052 _.0037 -
30 * 30 - D.303 Empty test section .0042 .0038 1.0042 -
IACL due to camber i
• No plot of wall 6" contoursavailable.
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TABLE 6 SUMMARY OF TSWT 'STRAIGHT WALL' DATA
Model Data Residual Interferences -
• _ CL" CD" ETOP EBOT= _ As _CL AM
I 66 4° .706 .5466 .032 +.5 .0649 .041 .1318 .0665
2 56 3° .697 .3854 .0027 +.26 .0557 .029 .0897 .0431
3 55 2° .693 .2352 -.004 +.15 .033 .025 .069 .0417
4 54 OO .683 -.IIII -.0109 -.115 -.0684 .023 .042 .0573
5 68 -2° .701 -.4636 .0013 -.413 -.O491 .O33 .0462 .1031
6 67 -4° .701 -.6624 .0505 -.654 -.0534 .051 .089 .1742
7 40 40 .520 .4089 -.003 .255 .0629 .O15 .0751 .0236
8 53 3° .505 .2697 -.006 .302 .0692 .011 .0665 .0i94
9 39 20 .516 .1755 -.0098 .863 .0288 .O13 .0499 .0271
I0 36 0o .505 -.0728 -.O136 -.097 -.0057 .012 .0290 .0406
II 52 -2° .499 -.3195 -.O136 -.222 -.0424 .O13 .0195 .0609
12 51 -3° .505 -.4415 -.O124 -.298 -.0591 .014 .018 .0724
i
13 50 -4° .504 -.5467 -.0092 -.363 -.0742 .015 .0182 .0857
14 44 I0o .301 .9753 .0565 .719 .1432 .O13 .1485 .0473
15 43 8° .298 .8317 .0363 .637 .1186 .011 .1253 .0385
16 42A 60 .299 .5872 .0133 .411 .0877 .009 .093 .024
17 42 4° .304 .3658 -.0058 .221 .0583 .008 .0654 .0193
18 41 2° .296 .1608 -.0109 .103 .0237 .007 .045 .O217
19 40A 0o .293 -.0695 -.0131 -.067 -.0094 .006• .0265 .0385
20 45 -2° .297 -.2801 -.Ol19 -.207 -.0394 .007 .0153 .0573
21 46 -4° .296 -.4871 -.0052 -.4 -.0631 .008 .0181 .0856
22 47 -6° .300 -.7399 .0095 -.53 -.1012 .009 .0338 .1078
23 48 -8° .296 -.9106 .0261 -.563 -.1301 .O13 .0378 .1396
24 49 -I0° .301 -1.052 .0517 -.567 -.1509 .O15 .045 .1688
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TABLE 7 SUMMARY OF TSWT WAKE TRAVERSE DATA
StreamlinedWalls Straight Walls
M_ _ YT Yc YT Yc
(approx) (Deg.) CD (Inches) _(Inches) (Inches) (Inches)
.7 O .0064 .545 +. 06 .0375 +.108
.7 2 .0079 .552 +.O417 0.55 +.042
.7 4 .0124 .825 -. 133 1.446 +.244
.6 0 .0063 -342 +. 058 - -
.6 4 .0088 .692 -. 196 - -
.5 O .0056 .408 +. 067 .437 +.035
.5 2 .0066 .392 -. 029 .579 -.035
.5 4 .0085 .596 -. 181 .537 -.102
.3 O .0049 .317 +. 008 - -
.3 4 .0083 .4625 -. 198 - -
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TABLE8
Summary of TSWT Data
NPL 9510 (Transitionfree)
Refo Run No.IModel Mach Itera- Itera- Change A3 EAV
, _ No. tions tions from
No. (deg) from from start
i straight contoured contours C.L
Walls walls
i I A_ AM
' J.s
f
1 340 O.O .853 - I 7 O 0.05 .O108 .0899
l
I
2 350 !3.O .805 - l 4 I.O O .5 .O16 .8167
I
3 345 _2.0 .804 - i 4 2.0 O .5 .O12 .6273
4 353 _i.O .798 - i 2 -i.O O .5 .007 .3172
5 332 O.O .809 - _ 2 O O.O7! .5 .0052 .1084
6 32_ i0.0 .739 - _ 2 -4.0!0".14.7 .0065.i437tI
7 313 14.'0 699 - _ 2 1.0 ! 0 .5 .0084 .7421
8 3O2 '3.0 .7 - ' 3 'i.0i 0 I .5 .0088 .6061
i .
9 296 !2.O I .702 - i 1 i.O O .8 .OO68 .4589
io 2_ !2.0 I.702 - 3 2.0 b I.8 .0042.4473
11 294 ,:1.0I.699 - _ 3 1.0 0 .8 .oo48.2957
12 275 IO.O I .702 4 i - - ! - .8 .OO72 .1702i '13 316 i4.0 , .599 - 2 0 -0.1 .5 .0097 .6524
' I
14 318 4.0 i .588 - i I 0 i-.05 .8 .OO92 .6456I
15 324 6.0 !.5 - 2 1.0!0 .7 .0032.7_21
i I ,
16 321 5.O _ .505 - 1 i.O _ O .7 .OO48 .6743
z I
17 306 14.O .502 - 1 i.O O .8 .0068 .6047
I
18 304 3.0 .502 - 1 O _O.2 .8 .0036 .5144
!
19 301 2.0 .503 - 1 2.0 0 .8 .0068 .4086
20 356 1.O .497 - 2 1.0 O' .7 .0039 .2744
21 288 10.O .506 3 - - I - I .8 •°073 -1679
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TABLE 9
Summary of TS_ Data
NPL 9510 (Transitionfixed)
Residual
Ref. Run No. Model Mach Itera- Itera- Change A3 EAV CL
No. _ No. tions tions from _ error
(deg) from from start (deg)
straight contoured contours
walls walls
Aa AM
22 398 2.0 .87 - 0 0 O.O2 .7 .OO56 .4635 -.051
23 396 2.0 .849 - - 1.O 0.005 .7 .0054 .512 -.0055
24 395 i;O .844 - - i.O O .7 .0052 .2581 .0075
25 394 O.O .837 - - -5.0 0.237 .7 .0073 .0274 -.0059
26 389 3.0 .804 - 4 i.O O .6 .0068 .7073 -.0045
27 388 2.0 .802 - 4 i.O O .6 .OO61 .5Oll -.0088
28 387 i.O .802 - 2 i.O O .6 .0035 .2654 .0095
29 386 O.O .801 .... .6 .0074 .099 .0058
30 393 O.O .753 - 1 O O.O1 .7 .0048 .15 -.O121
31 391 3.0 .758 - 3 i.O O .7 .0053 .6694 .O1
32 403 2.O .749 - 2 2.0 O .6 .004 .4675 .0006
33 402 O.O .743 - 2 O 0.043 .7 .0044 .1603 -.OO21
34 384 4.0 .696 - 3 i.O O .6 .0027 .7026 -.0068
35 383 3.0 .696 - 3 I.O O .6 .0042 .5884 .O103
36 382 i2.O .701 - 2 i.O O .6 .006 .4292 .O174
37 381 i.O .697 - 1 4 i.O O .6 .0025 .2873 -.0084
38 380 O.O .704 - 1 O O.i .6 .006 .1499 -.O11
39 390 O.O .704 - - O O .6 .0028 .1376 -.0079
40 374 5.0 .602 - 3 O 0.i .6 .0065 .7097 .O018
41 375 4.0 .598 - 1 -i.O O .6 .005 .6203 .OO61
42 376 3.0 .605 - 3 -i.O O .6 .0035 .5359 -.O127
43 377 2.0 .598 - 1 -i.O O .6 .0069 .3942 .0096
44 378 i.O .6 - 2 -i.O O .6 .0039 ._799 .0075
45 379 O.O .595 - 1 -i.O O .6 .0054 .155 .0069
46 37i 5.0 .508 - 2 i.O O .6 .0053 .6927 .0045
47 373 4.9 .501 - 2 -i.O O .6 .004 .6828 .0069
48 376 4.0 .501 ~ 2 i.O O .6 .005 .6339 .0068
49 369 3.0 .493 - i 2 i.O O .6 .0045 .493 .0044
50 368 2.0 .5 ~ 1 i.O O .6 .0056 .406 .O12
51 367 i.O .498 - 1 i.O O .6 .0056 .2658 -.0086
I
52 366 O.O .496 4 - - - .5 .O51 .1431 .OOO8
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FIG. !.l LOW SPEED _[EXIBtE WALLED ?LSi SEC[GNS A1 THE
UNIVERS!q"_ OF SC:' ]rIA,MPION.
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_ FIG. 1.2(a) TRANSONIC FLEXIBLE WALLED /EST SECTIONS
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FIC,. 1.2(b) TRANSONIC FLEXIB!.F WALLED TEST SECTIONS
OPERATi©NAI.. iN EL.JR©PE /r'o:.ti:.t,:,_) "
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FIG. 2.1. A TWO-DIMENSIONAL F'LOWFIELD ILLUSTRATING THE
PRINCIPLE OF TEST SECTION STREAMLINING.
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FIG. 2.2 SELF-STREAMLINING OPERATING PROCEDURE
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" FIG. 2.3. ILLUSTRATIONS OF SIX OPERATIONAL MODESOF A
SELF-STREAMLINING WIND TUNNEL.
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FIG. 2.3. ILLUSTRATIONS OF SiX OPERATIONAL MODESOF A
SELF-STREAMLINING WIND TUNNEL (CONTINUED.)
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FIG. 2.3. ILLUSTRATIONS OF SIX OPERATII3NAL MODES OF A
SELF-STREAMLINING WIND TUNNEL (CONCLUDED.)
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FIG. 4.1 A TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLEXIBLEWALLED TESTSECTION
DESIGN CONCEPT.
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FIG. 4.2 VARIATION OF THEORETICAL CLMAx WITH TEST SECTION
LENGTH FOR DIFFERENT TEST SECTION HEIGHTS.
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FIG. 4.3. VARIATION OF WALL MINIMUM RADIUS OF CURVATURE
WITH TEST SECTION LENGTH FOR DIFFERENT TEST
SECTION HEIGHTS
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FIG. 4.4(b) MAXIMUM ERRORSBETWEENAIRFOIL STREAMLINESAND AN ELASTIC STRUCTURE.
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. _ Streamlinedportion__ _ diiSf_uhargingint°
Fixed _ i-,L
_ 13.72cm (5.4inches)
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anchorpoint on eachwall for manual
jackingsystem
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therearemeasurementsof I pressureat the upstream16 jacks.
FIG. 5.1 A SCHEMATICDIAGRAM OF THE LOW SPEEDTWO-
DIMENSIONAL SELF-STREAMLININGTESTSECTION.
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FIG. 6.1 Transonic flexible walled test section layout
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FIG . 6.2 TRANSONIC SELFSTREAMLINING TESTSECTION
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FIG. 6.3 TRANSONIC SELF-STREAMLININGTESTSECTION DESIGN -
A VERTICALCROSSSECTION LOOKING ALONG THE FLOW.
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FiG. 6.4 PROTOTYPEWALL JACK RIG.
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FIG. 6.6 TSWT CONTROL SYSTEM OUTLINE
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FIG.6.7 T.S.W.T. CONTROL SYSTEM HARDWARE
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FIG. 6.8 TSWTCONTROL HARDWAREADJACENT TO THE TSWTTEST SECTION.
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FIG, 6.9 WAKE TRAVERSEHARDWARE IN SITU
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FIG. 6.10 WAKE PROBECALIBRATION
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CHAPTER3. INTERFERENCEFFECTSOF WALLPOSITIONERRORS
3.1 The Nature of the Problem
It is recognised that the flexible-walls can only be positioned by
the jacks within some set tolerance, and in this chapter is outlined a
method by which the interference introduced by such errors may be
estimated. In any given test section of this type there are likely to
be many jacks along each wa11. In the existing low speed test section
there are 15. Position errors are likely to arise in a random manner,
both in location and magnitude, within the tolerance band.
While the designer is to a large extent free to choose this
tolerance, he must bear in mind that complexity and therefore cost wili
increase as the tolerance is reduced. Further, since the flexible wall
is positioned at a finite number of jacking points there is no control
over the shapes of the portions of wall between jacks, which would
probably render pointless any endeavour towards levels of precision
above some value.
In the existing low speed test section the wall setting accuracy
is estimated to be approximately ±0.127mm (±.005 inches) giving a
dimensionless tolerance:chord ratio of ±9.3 x 10-4 and the samet
tolerance has been adopted in the following analysis.
In this analysis the wall setting errors are regarded as producing
a bumpor series of bumps in an otherwise flat walled two-dimensional
test section. Even though the bump height would in practice be random,
here only the worst case of a maximumerror, which is equal to the
tolerance, is considered.
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Inpracticea singlejack inerroralonga nominallyflatwall
might producea localwall shapesimilarto a portionof a sinusoid,
withthe peakor troughof the wave locatedat the jack. Inthis
analysissucha wallcontourdisturbanceisrepresentedby an equal
b
strengthsource/sinkpairlyingon the wall line,witha minimumpair
spacingequalto the jack spacing.The strengthsof the sourceand sink
werechosento givean arbitrarybump heightequalto 0.00093c. It is
recognisedthatthisanalyticalrepresentationof the effectof a jack
erroris lessthanideal,but it is believedthe representationgives
reasonableresults.
The effectsof the presenceof the bumpsare assessedinthe form
of threemeasuresof interferenceinthe emptytestsectionat what
wouldbe the locationof the wingmodel,assumedcentralinthe test
section. The measuresof interferenceare:
a) Angleof attackerrorat the wing leadingedge.
b) Inducedcamber,which is assumedto be the differencebetween
the flowanglesat the leadingand trailingedges.
c) Disturbanceto freestreamvelocity,assessedas a dynamic
pressureerrorat the wingquarter-chordpoint.
Eventhoughthe interferenceffectsare quotedfor this singlebut
representativevalueof bumpheight,sincethe bumpsare smallthe
interferenceffectsare expectedto vary linearlywith height,allowing
simplescalingfor othervaluesof wall settingerrors.
The interference at the model willdepend on the number of jacks
in error, on their location, and on the sign of the setting error. With
manyjacks per wall, any of which can be in error, it is clear that a
very large number of different values of interference is possible.
- The approachusedhere is to analysea simplebumpconfiguration
whichintuitivelygivesan interferencecloseto the maximum. The
probabilityof occurrenceis thenconsidered.
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3.2 Analysis of Simple BumpConfiguration
To find values for the worst effects at the model, investigations
were made into the nature of each interference, using an inviscid flow
model to determine velocity components and distributions.
The flow model for the simple case of a single bump in one
flexible wall consists of a source/sink pair combined with a system of
images, thereby producing a test section as shown in Figure 3.1. The
parameters available in the analysis are test section height h, the
approximate bump length d (measured between source and sink) and the
bumpposition xb (determined by the source location). It would appear
logical to non-dimensionalise with respect to tunnel height, but the
severity of the interference is a function of model size and therefore
wing chord c was used instead.
Typical magnitudes of each interference and their variations with
bumplocation are shown in Figs.3.2a, b and c, for particular values
of h/c and d/c. The graphs clearly showthat a maximumeffect occurs for
each interference, as the bumppasses underneath the wing model.
The approximate bumppositions for the maximaare illustrated in
for values of h/c in the region of I. The maximumangle ofFig.3.3
attackerroroccurswhenthe leadingedgeof the wing isoverthe nose
or tailof the bump. The inducedcamberis a maximumwhenthe wing
leadingedge is approximatelyoverthe noseof the bumpor the trailing
edge is overthe tail. Themaximumvelocityincrementoccurswhenthe
quarterchordpoint isoverthe bumpmid-point.The formsof Figs.3.2a,
b and c alsosuggestthatthe interferencesare significantinmost
casesfor a totalrange inXb/cof aboutI.
It isthereforeassumedthatjackerrorsoutsideof a tunnel
length of about 2 chords will not produce any significant interference,
and it does not matter whether these jacks are in error or not, within
the assumedtolerance.
The variations of the three maximuminterferences with bump length
and model size are shown in Fig.3.4a, b and c. It can be seen that the
interferences reach near-maximumvalues at d/c in the region of unity.
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It is nowpossibleto considerthe probabilitiesforthe
occurrenceof combinationsof jackerrorsleadingto significant
interference.It is assumedthateachjackerroris statistically
independentand,inorderto obtaina conservativeestimate,thatthe
magnitudeof eacherroris equa!to thetolerance.Inpractice,there
, wouldbe a distributionof errorsranginginmagnitudefromzeroup to
the tolerance.Overa tunne!lengthof two chordsnearthemodel,let
there be N jacks. The probability of a particular jack being in error
(up or down) is I/N. The probability of all the other jacks being in
error in the opposite sense is I/2 N-I. However, it has already been
seen that any single bumpwill produce a significant interference over a
range of about I chord and could therefore be produced by any one of N/2
jacks. The probability of a significant interference occurring because
of a single jack bumpis therefore
1 1 N 1
PI=R" 2-NTT_:2-R
Theprobabilityof a secondjackadjacentto the firsthavingan error
of the samesignis I/(N- I). The probabilityof a two jacksimple
bumpistherefore
1 1 1 N 1
P2 : N (IT-Z-T)" _: 2N-I(N_ I)
Theprobabilityof an n jacksimplebumpis
- n){
Pn = 2N'_I(N-1),
and the relative probability is
Pn 2n-1(N - n)!
PT = (N I_!
' These results are given for various N in Table I in the form of the
• inverse of the probability, i oe. in terms of the likely numberof wall
adjustments to produce a maximumerror.
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TABLEI
N = 6 N = 12
1/P1 64 4096
1/P2 160 22528
1/P3 320 112640
3.3 A Summaryof Interference Effects
Current aims are to use minimum test section depths roughly equal
to a wing chord and jack spacings of around ¼ chord. The arguments of
the previous section and the results in Table I suggest that for jack
spacings of 3 or 4 per chord, the probability of a multi-jack simple
bump is sufficiently high that the maximumerror values in Figs.3.4a, b
and c should be taken. Therefore it is felt that the interference
effects given by such a bump in one wall of a test section with depth of
one chord should be adopted in test section design. The interference
effects are then
angle of attack error 0.025 degrees
induced camber 0.05 degrees
Cp error 0.0018
These three effects can be related by converting them into
I
equivalent errors in CL. The conversions have assumed a lift curve
slope of 2_ for the angle of attack error, thin airfoil theory (similar
to that in Section 4.2.1) in converting induced camber, and a uniform Cp
error in forming an equivalent CL error. Note that the latter
approximation wil] lead to a high estimate for the CL error. The
resultant figures are
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CL error due to angle of attackerror 0.00275
CL error due to induced camber 0.00125
CL error due to Cp error 0.0018
Theselevelsof interferencemay be consideredacceptablysma11,
andthereforeit is feltthatdespitethe factof the analyticalmode!
notgivinga shapeof bumpverycloseto thatwhichmightbe expectedin
practice,it is unlikelythata morerealisticallyshapedbumpcould
givea lessacceptablelevelof interference.
If on the other hand the interferences are not acceptable, because
it is impossible to apply corrections the tunnel must be designed to
reduce the errors. The preceeding reasoning indicates that this maybe
achieved at lowest cost by installing position monitors of enhanced
accuracy only at those jack locations close to the model.
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SYMBOLS
a Tunnel working section semi-length
aI Two-dimensional lift curve slope
c Wing chord
CL,ACLu,ACLc Lift coefficients
Cp Pressure coefficient
d Length of wall bump
f(n) Function defined by equation 4.17
h Tunnel working section height
M Mach number
m(x) Source strength per unit length of wall
N,n Indices
Pn Probability
rc Camber ratio
t Wall setting tolerance
U,u,v,_,#, Velocity components
w Complex potential (w = m + i€)
x,y;xl,Y I Coordinates
xb Coordinate of the nose. of the wall bumprelative to the
wing quarter chord
_y Wall movement relative to the straight
z,z o Complex variables (z = x + iy)
_s Flow turning angle
r Vortex strength
_o,_wl Wall vorticity distributions ._
n Transformation parameter
Dummyvariable
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CHAPTER4. FURTHERDESIGNANALYSISFORSELF-STREAMLININGTEST SECTIONS
T
4.2 ComparisonsBetweenthe Contoursof Structura!Members
and Streamlines
A flexible wall is a structural member constrained by the jacks to
pass through discrete points on a streamline. The contour of the wall
is determined by, amongother things, its elastic properties, and wiI!
presumably depart from a streamline contour between jacks because its
natural elastic contour may not be the same as the streamline contour.
Its contour will be modified by stiffnesses in the jack-to-wal!
attachments, by static pressure differences across the wail, and by
friction between the flexible wall and rigid sidewalls. In the two
flexible walled test sections so far designed at Southampton University
the magnitudes of differences between wall and streamline contours have
been minimised b:
I) grouping the jacks closely together, with the closest spacing
where the greatest curvature of the wall occurs,
2) employingflexuresas jack-to-wallattachments,the stiffness
of the flexuresbeingverymuch lowerthanthatof the wail,
3) arrangingforthe pressuresinsideand outsideof theflexible
wallsto be nominallyequal,
f 4) employingfeathered-edgerubberseals betweenthe flexible
walls and sidewalls.
Thesedesign featurescan only minimisebut not eliminatethe
differencesbetweenthe achievedcontourand the streamline. In
particularthe naturalelasticshapewill inevitablydifferfrom the
streamline.
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Analysis of this problem has begun. Ideally sometheoretically
determined streamlines likely to be experienced in airfoil testing
should be considered. However, as these were not immediately available
the analytical methods were developed using streamlines from simple
potential flow around a realistically sized bluff body. The method is
outlined below and some results given for this simple body and
flowfield, but the work continues with the method being applied to the
flow around an airfoil,and will be reportedlater. T
The deflection 6 produced by a series of concentrated loads acting
on a nominally straight beamwith its ends simply supported is given by
6 : l!-r o_ MIM2dX 4.1
where E = Youngs Modulus of elasticity,
I : Second momentof area of beamcross-section.
MI : Bending moment at X due to the applied loads
M2 = Bendingmomentat X dueto a unitloadappliedat the point
where6 is required.
In this case the deflections of several points along a beamare
known but the loads generating them are not. Therefore a set of n
equations for the n deflections each in terms of the n unknown loads may
be solved for the loads. The deflection of any point on the beammay
then be determined.
In the analysis reported here the shape was determined of a beam
passingthroughsix equallyspacedpointsalong a streamline,(hencen =
4), and the differencebetweenthe beam at its mid-pointand the
J
streamline examined. The flowfield was that around a lifting cylinder
with wake; streamline contours were computed above and below the
cylinder for the beam analysis. Variables included the jack spacing and
the fore-and-aft position of the mid-point of the beam relative to the
cylinder.
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The maximumdifferences between beammid-points and the
streamlines occur when the mid-point is near to the model, and with
large jack spacings. On Figure 4.1 is shown an example of this analysis
applied to the top and bottom walls, with the beammid-points above and
below the cylinder. The difference between the beammid-point and the
• streamlineis presentedas an error,for each wa11, as a functionof the
ratio
jack spac.ing
test sectionheight
Shown also is a tolerance band indicating the maximumerrors which are
being aimed at in the design. In this example the maxim_ permissible
jack spacing would be about 30%of the test section height.
This exampleis purely illustrativeof the methodwhich is
currentlybeing appliedto walls and streamlinesarounda lifting
airfoil. A study such as this of the differencebetweenbeam and
streamlinecontoursis fundamentalto the design of flexiblewall test
sections.
4.3 Cancellation of Interference due to Length Truncation
4.3.1 It has been argued 3'4 that the finite lengths of the streamlined
walls introduce an interference at a lifting model placed centrally in
the test section, the interference having the form of a camber induced
by flow curvature. An estimate of magnitude of the error ACLc due to
flow curvature is 3'4
ACLc al f(a) 4.2
where CL = liftcoefficient
{
t c = wing chord
aI : liftcurve slope
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a : test section semi-length
h = test section depth.
This expression predicts an error in CL of the order I% for the
low speed test section currently in use.
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APPENDIXD
CAST7 WINDTUNNELTESTING
A comprehensive test programrae in various European wind tunnels
has been carried out using the CAST7 aerofoil under the leadership of
the GARTEurAction Group to compare different tunnel flows. The CAST 7
was chosen for this programme because it features moderate rear loading
and moderate adverse pressure gradient so that the aerofoil is
relatively insensitive to Reynolds number effects. Also the aerofoil
exhibits high sensitivity to changes in mach number and angle of attack
near its design condition i.e. M = 0.76; _ = 0.579.
Oneof thetunnelsinvolvedinthisprogrammewas the flexible
wailedwindtunnelat TechUn. Berlinwhichoperatesat similartest
stagnationconditionsas TSWT. Thereforeitwas fortunatethata CAST7
aerofoilcouldbe testedin TSWTto allowdirectcomparisonfor the
firsttimebetweentwo similarflexiblewalledtestsectionsoperating
at the sametestReynoldsnumber.
The TSWTtests were not performed by the author but the hardware
and software developed in previous tests was used. Wall streamlining
was routinely performed for all the TSWTtests over a Mach number range
from 0.3 to 0.82.
Plots of the various sets of lift coefficient versus Mach number
data are shown on Figure A. The comparison between TSWTand Tech Un.
Berlin lift data is excellent, particularly in the reproduction of the
shock stall. There is also reasonable agreement between TSWTdata and
other conventional transonic wind tunnels despite differences in the
Reynolds number between these tests.
Thesefindingsadd furtherevidenceto the validityof the
x FlexibleWallTestingTechniqueand inparticularthe claimthattop and
bottomwall interferenceis eliminated.
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requirements or increase Reynolds number inherent with a shallow unventialted test
section.
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